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Preface .
1
For legal reasons the names of the characters described in this book
have been altered . Some of them are still alive .
The family tree
Natural mother
Marcia
Husband of Marcia Philip
Natural father
Barnaby
Natural brother
Judge XX
Natural cousin
Pauline
Natural aunty
Anne
Adoptive mother
Adoptive father
Adoptive brother
Natasha
Rudy

Olga
Norman
Tom
Old friend
Natasha's husband

This book is about my experiences living with my wife Lyn
who has found out recently that she has been victim for a lifetime
of a crime that very few people talk about - the government
sponsored crime of Gang Stalking .
We are very surprised to be the object of the attention of the secret
police because we have never committed any illegal acts in our
lives , but we have discovered some important information about a
number of important people in Australia. This is a real life account. It
is not fiction . We don't know why this harassment happens . We
speculate that we could be suspected of conspiracy to destabilze the
government by having discovered secrets of state . Possibly we
speculate that Judge XX has been found out and discredited . My
wife is supposed to travel to Australia and help the Judge to recover
his credibility . These are facts about governments' naked harassment
of people who have dared to search for the truth . For obvious reasons
peoples names have been changed . This form of crime is not
spoken about in the mass controlled media or if it is known
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by journalists, nobody writes about it. The leaders of so called
democracies in the EU , US , Australia and other countries are often
very quick to pontificate about human rights violation in some
countries in Africa or Asia but , unfortunately , they hide the fact that
those so called western democracies themselves have a minority of
citizens under close surveillance by the secret services . What is well
documented and widely known by the controlled mass media is that
the secret services of the EU , US , Australia and other countries have
participated actively, with full knowledge of their governments , in
the extraordinary rendition of citizens to countries in the Middle East
that allow torture . This is how the so called democracies respond to
the fake war on terror . They export citizens and residents to some
countries that regularly practice torture . But when common citizens
or whistle blowers learn too much about what really goes on in their
countries ,other means are used to punish and persecute them in a
secret , underhanded fashion .
Sometimes those methods are used to subvert the course of justice .
The massive secret services networks of the so called democracies
are used to spy on the daily activities of the normal citizen,
accumulate data , infiltrate groups who are not even remotely
interested in politics , as well as potential government opponents to
protect the dirty secrets of those in power . The secret services
organizations main job is not the war on terror which uses only a
fraction of the enormous money the secret services require .The main
purpose of the secret services agencies is to harass whistle blowers
to death, attempt to bankrupt them by continuous court litigation ,
participate in fishing expeditions for the purpose of finding some
dirt , smear by association , blackmail or to find scapegoats to get
the government protected people out of trouble . In our case , we
have every reason to suspect , the main purpose for the gang stalking
is to pervert the course of justice .
Because my wife and I have unknowingly been the object of
attention of the Australian Secret Intelligence (ASIO ) for a long
time , we have learned that our case is just a constant relentless effort
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to try to get control of our lives in some way by entrapment ,
blackmail , false friends , and other ruses . The shocking thing is that
there are people who are under the secret service’s watch from birth
because of who they are and who they are related to . When a lifetime
of working in the shadows trying to derail somebody’s life fails ,
then the open harassment starts . What is so important about our case
is that the Australian Government is keeping the lid on a giant
scandal about a corrupt judge . We discovered in our search that my
wife was born into a family connected to the Illuminati .This fact
alone explains why there was a need to keep my wife ignorant of her
background for a lifetime and have her surrounded by ASIO
operatives in her private life and at work in the education
department . If the details of this huge scandal came out , the
credibility of the entire judicial system and successive federal and
state governments would disappear . The corruption of the entire
system must be by now evident to insiders in the legal fraternity .
We think that a lot of suppression orders have been used to forbid
press reporting of court cases related to our story . When some
occasional case of stalking perpetrated by private people comes to
the attention of the mass media , both journalists and the public
pretend horror and shock that such a crime could happen in a
civilized society . But when the people responsible are the spooks
the mass media does not want to know . This is a crime that leaves no
trace and it is very hard to pin down . The gang stalkers are usually a
pack of government agents in civilian clothing that follow the victim
on foot or by car for a short distance and then , as in a relay race ,
somebody else continues this job and then another one and so on . In
gang stalking 50 or 60 people are used every day and sometimes even
more .The pool of agents seems to change every day . The
coordination of the stalkers is assured by a central command post
from which the operation is directed . The stalkers' cell phones are
identifiable on a map on a computer screen , so that the victim's real
position is revealed with great accuracy . The only certain clue is that
the victim notices too many people who are on the phone or too
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many people that have the urgent need to take their mobile phone
from their pocket or hand bag then proceed to click it and put it back
in the pocket or the handbag . Women agents are a bit harder to
detect when they are using the handbag because they might need only
to click the phone with the bag open and the phone not in view .
It is possible to prove to one’s satisfaction that following and
monitoring is happening with a simple statistical observation , but
this would probably not be accepted in a Court of Law .
In my estimate only 4 or 5 % of cell phone users are on the phone at
any time and if taking a quick sample of 30 passersby only one or
two are on the phone , the situation would be normal .The only
possible proof we have would be the testimony of relatives or friends
but they have been terrorized by the government criminals . I have
cousins that have witnessed our gang stalking but they do not speak
to me anymore . Somebody visited them and told them some cock
and bull story and threatened them and their son . We suspect that
the government criminals have spun the story that my wife and I are
probably involved in a conspiracy. This is a common strategy that
uses misinformation , slander at work and in the neighborhood where
a person lives , interference with school results , employment ,
undermining friendships or even buying friends and turning them into
spies , monitoring of telephones , opening private correspondence ,
following people , street theater for the benefit of the person being
gang stalked , psychological operations ,
attempts to entrap with bogus new friends , honey traps and other
criminal behavior. These are some of the options used by
government criminals in so called democratic countries . We have
direct experience of being victims of gang stalking in Australia and in
Italy . The western so called democracies always pontificate about
their proud record of human rights compliance , but those countries
will never admit that some of their citizens are openly interfered with
in their private life by the state goons in violation of article 12 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights .
From the United Nations website

1) www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/index.shtml#a12
The extreme cowardice of the secret service scum is legendary
because their victims very often do not even know the reason for their
attention . The state paid criminals perform the gang stalking work
knowing very well that even if the victim discovers
what’s going on he or she cannot go anywhere to complain. Usually
there is no administrative mechanism in place to take care of
complaints regarding the secret service state criminals and this allows
them to behave in a lawless manner . In many so called democracies
especially in Australia and the EU and US , the separation of
executive and judicial powers is only a myth . In practice the legal
and judicial system is rigged and under such circumstances looking
for legal help or finding supporters is an impossible task . As can be
seen below the European Court of Human Rights pretends that a
person should exhaust all legal avenues in his country , before any
case could be taken into consideration .

2 ) www.echr.coe.int/NR/rdonlyres/37C26BF0-EE46-437E-B810EA900D18D49B/0/ENG_Questions_and_Answers.pdf

Satisfying this condition would bankrupt anyone for the following
reasons .
1. Difficulty in finding proof against the secret agents .
2. There is no legal mechanism set up for this sort of complaint.
3. The Court system is rigged and expensive . A case could drag on
for many years and possibly a life time . By that time the person
seeking justice could be destroyed financially and mentally . This
may be their intention.
4 . In most countries the police force would be asked to
investigate if a person is harassed by the same police force .
In other words the police investigating the police is the same as
Count Dracula investigating cases of blood disappearance from the
blood bank . And then there is the “little problem “of the proof .
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How many terrorized witnesses , terrorized by their own government
would testify in a court of law against the state criminals ?
This book is also about what to do to minimize the work of the
government criminals and frustrate them . When my wife and I came
to the conclusion that we were victims of the work of government
paid criminals , we started searching for reasons . This led us to an
awakening about the forces that are trying to control the world now
and probably have been working towards this purpose for hundreds
of years .
For the purpose of awakening readers to the fact that the “gang
stalking “ phenomenon is part of a much larger picture ,
this book will also provide links to certain other related subjects.
But providing a deeper study of the topics mentioned is not the
purpose of this book . There is plenty of material available in print
and on the Internet about the subjects touched upon. The purpose of
this book is to open the mind of the reader about the fact that there is
a hidden agenda for the world and my intention is to give a few leads
to whoever desires to search for the truth .
It is important today to be informed and know exactly what really
goes on in this world , as ignorance and blind faith in governments
and institutions could lead to slavery and death .
It is important that the reader gets the picture that it is a controlled
world and that just about every institution people used to believe in
is a giant fraud . Most of the information people learned in schools ,
colleges, University , contains a certain amount of inaccuracy or is
downright false . In this world , citizens are fed lies by the mass
media , the filmmakers , governments , religions and politicians , the
school system , the economic system and the society we are all part
of . The perfect citizen according to the New World Order controlled
western governments is the one that believes in all the propaganda
spun to the public starting with:
1) Osama Bin Laden , the man in the cave , planned the 9/11
atrocity .
2) Holocaustianity is the new religion and the Holocaust killed 6
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million Jews. 3
3) Rogue countries are the ones that envy our non existent
democracy .
4) The US and the west engage in “humanitarian “ wars .
5) The capitalist system is a successful economic system .
6) Globalization will improve the standard of living of all
mankind .
7)The history books tell the truth .
8)There is separation of powers between the church and state.
9)There is separation of powers between the executive branch
and the judicial branch of government .
10) In democratic countries the “Rule of Law “ prevails .
11)Evolution is responsible for the development of humans on
Earth .
12)The Government takes care of their citizens .
Over 60 years of brainwashing of the population has certainly worked
well and the average citizen has problems in distinguishing
the fables from the truth . Our current existence in this make believe
society has been carefully crafted by expert puppet masters that have
suppressed over a period of many decades knowledge and
technologies designed by inventors and researchers to free mankind
from the slavery of the petrol producers , electric energy suppliers
and the big Pharmaceutical companies .
Once victims of stalking start to see how rotten the real world is ,
surprisingly they will realize that they are not alone . There are many
thousands of other victims of this same type of crime ; they will
adapt and go about their business despite impediments and actually
flourish . Some will use this trial as a spur to expand their knowledge
and understanding of what goes on in this world . We are living at a
time when every person must make an effort and awaken to the
manipulation, the lies , the falsehoods , the deceits in our society .
This is the reason why this e-book is free . Being a bunny is no longer
permitted and it is our duty as humans to awaken as many people as
possible to the deceit and treachery that are served as a daily diet
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to the public . At times like this an uninformed person is more like a
piece of wood drifting in the sea at the mercy of the currents and the
winds . With accelerating Earth changes , economic catastrophes
every person might have to make some choices and a person who is
better informed can make better choices .

CHAPTER 1
The view from the window
Lyn asks me if during my short trip to the bread shop and the news
agency I noticed anything unusual . She means “spooks “ or spies
from the Italian secret service . It is normal to see perfect strangers
near the bakery , taking the mobile phone briefly out of their pocket
or handbag and clicking it and putting it away immediately . There is
no dialing , no conversation, just a click and the phone goes back in
the pocket or the handbag . It’s a daily occurrence that also happens
when I go to the fish market in the city .There is an unusual number
of people who suddenly have the urge to take the mobile out of their
pocket , click it briefly and put it away , but only when I am around
or both Lyn and I are around . We are assured by our valiant police
people that everybody uses the phones today and nothing unusual is
happening to us. However , statistically when walking down the
street , under normal circumstances , you see about one person in 25
using the mobile at any time . But this is not so in our case . We see
many people that are apparently conversing on the phone as they
approach us , but when they get about 3 or 4 meters away the
conversation magically terminates . This fact is too coincidental to be
random . Then there are many female “agents “ that have the
irrepressible need to reach for the mobile phone in the handbag or the
pocket , as they approach us , click it at the moment when those
agents are at about 3 or 4 meters away and put it back in the bag or
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the pocket . Wherever we go we are followed . Every few hundred
meters , or every kilometer if we are not in the city center there is
always somebody that suddenly has the urge to click the phone very
briefly or there is somebody messaging or already on the phone . In
our building there are two apartments on every floor .
In the apartment next door there is always somebody and
coincidentally when we go out on the street within 50 yards of the
building there will always be somebody that knows that we are out
and clicks the phone when in sight . We live on the second floor , but
on the first floor lives an eighty year old lady in poor health in one
apartment and an mature lady over 60 who seems to be rarely at
home in the second apartment . So the only possible spy or spies are
next door on the same floor .
Because we humans are creatures of habit , when I drive the car
around the city , the government crooks use spotters at major
intersections . In the rare event that we go for lunch outside town the
spooks use agents that are already posted near all possible eating
places in the area where we are likely to go . All of this is necessary
because I try to be as unpredictable as possible . There is a massive
employment of spooks wherever we are on the move . According to
informed sources the spooks are using 50-60 people every day in this
operation that has been going on without interruption for 10 years at
least from the time the spooks revealed themselves . I would venture
to say that this is one of the most massive ASIO (Australian Security
Information Organization ) and foreign intelligence operations ever
carried out . We have moved from Australia to Italy but the spooks
are still with us . When did this international relentless pursuit of Lyn
start ? This caper is certainly about Lyn but for what purpose ? Let’s
start from the beginning .

CHAPTER 2
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My background
I was born in Trieste in Italy during WW2 . My father was a
government employee who worked as a customs officer . My family
was very poor and the salary of my father was never enough to reach
to the end of the month . I have a sister about two years younger than
me . In 1943 we were in Rieka or Fiume in Istria , but there was a lot
of fighting between the partisans and the axis occupying forces
(fascist Italy and Germany ) . We escaped from that place , but our
belongings got blown up by bombs in an air raid on a railway
station . We survived those times and I still remember how skinny my
parents were in 1946 . I was 5 years of age . In High School I had a
very illuminating experience . At that time we students had to attend
one hour of religious instruction . One day the priest who was
instructing told us that the following week we would have to write an
essay on some subject of his choice mentioned in the textbook . The
essay was about the life of the Judean king Saul of which there were
about ten lines of explanation in the textbook . There was no previous
warning about the title of the essay , no reference books or articles ,
just nothing . We had to write about one page . I presented a blank
page with my name and details while the rest of the class was busy
writing bullshit . I was not particularly interested in school and in
education and I found studying boring , elitist , discouraging and
designed to mould people to become expert in dead languages like
Latin or experts in Italian literature. . That was the education system
in Italy in 1950s and 1960s . According to that system all kids are the
same and should become Dante Alighieri or Fibonacci . At about the
age of 19 I completed my study in the radio and electronic field .
Then the fun started about getting a job . In Italy in 1960 the jobs
were scarce and the competition was fierce, not counting the
problems with endemic corruption . The first job was offered to me
via the school I attended and it was at Genoa University in the faculty
of Physics . In that job I did not last very long . It seemed to me to
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be a job that had nothing to do with radio or electronics but it had
something to do with re-wiring some rooms , a job for electricians .
One day I commented to a colleague about the bad choice of the
purchase by the department of a number of soldering irons that had
the electrical transformer incorporated in the handle . Obviously this
soldering iron was designed for occasional short work and not for
continuous work for more than 10 minutes. When holding that tool in
the hand it would become impossible due to the heat generated by
the electrical transformer . A few days later I got a call to visit the
Head of the Faculty . When I got there a pompous person proceeded
to tell me that my services had been terminated . The guy was
obviously annoyed and my criticism of the bad purchase of the
soldering iron was reported by my colleague . That was the first
brush with employers in Italy . It seemed to me that employers in
Italy do not appreciate any form of criticism, even indirect . After
that illuminating experience , I started buying the newspaper every
day and checking out the job offers. Very often I would ring a
prospective employer before 8.30 A.M. and I would be asked this
question : what is the situation with the National military service ? I
would say that I had not done it . The answer from the employer was
that I was too young ! At that time in Italy, around 1960 , the national
military service was supposedly compulsory and every young man
had to spend about 17 months of his life in a military uniform being
paid 20 cents a day with bad food provided by the military canteen .
Of course every youth I knew at that time was so enthusiastic about
the possibility of doing that service that they were trying seriously to
pretend to have major health problems so they could be excused . My
family did not have the money to influence anybody nor had they the
necessary connections . Of course I learned in those 17 months of
national service two things , one : the uselessness of the practice of
enlisting young people in an army that should be manned by
professional people and two : the use of mindless and useless tasks to
justify jobs in the military .One day after lunch , in the military
airport of
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Guidonia near Rome , the sergeant in charge divided the small group
I was part of in two sections with the purpose of cleaning the
windows in two nearby buildings. When the groups finished , we
were directed to clean the windows in the building just cleaned by the
other group .After finishing the national service farce , and searching
for a job , I discovered , on applying for jobs that I was too old at the
age of 23 years according to possible employers !
Reading the morning newspaper was very instructive . I found out
that in a lot of job offers even for a salesperson the employer was
looking for a very young person with a lot of experience . Such a
definition in my mind is an oxymoron .
Some time later I found a job near the center of the city . Everything
seemed to go OK for a few months and then one day I drove back to
the parking area near work with the car full of TV sets and radios to
repair . This parking area was in front of a church , but it was a free
parking area with no road signs of any type .
After booking in a few articles taken from the car , I returned to
take another load and there I met a priest . This person warned me
that in a few minutes there would be an important funeral and
therefore I should move the car . I responded that in very little time I
would have completed the operation and I would move on and so I
continued with transferring the faulty equipment to the place of work
next door . A couple of minutes later I returned to the car and the
priest was again there and this time he said :” I thought I told you to
move on as there is an important funeral in a few minutes ” . At
hearing this sentence I answered him with this “ I thought I told you
that I would unload the car and in a few minutes I will be out of here
“ . The priest continued “don’t you have any respect for the clergy ?”
and I replied “Sure I have respect for the clergy “ and in doing so I
proceeded to undo the front buttons of my trousers . I do not easily
tolerate morons from the church and no priest can expect obedience
from me . I am still very proud of my act of defiance and I hope to
see the day when Christianity is totally destroyed . I lost the job the
next day , obviously due to the influence
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of the asshole priest on the Christian employer . I was already an
atheist at that time , but that episode convinced me that when the
richest bachelor in the world that dresses like a drag queen , talks
about tolerance to other people and peace on Earth , it’s only a fraud ,
a scam , a front for he speaks with forked tongue and the proof is in
the behavior of those people working under him . In my early
experience I worked out that Catholicism and hypocrisy go hand in
hand . One episode that really made me laugh a lot was the story I
read in a newspaper circulating at that time . It was about a famous
actor who was married with children and one day he met , while
shooting another movie , a starlet . In a brief time the famous actor
applied to the Vatican sacred wheel for the dissolution of the
marriage , as there was no divorce in Italy at that time . The sacred
wheel granted him a divorce on the grounds that, according to the
famous actor and despite the children from the marriage , there was
no love between him and his wife .
This was the proof that the Catholic Church had not yet recovered
from the scandal of the “indulgences “ or pardons for money . Money
fixes everything including imaginary or real “sins “ . People “ confess
their “sins “ and after saying 3 hail Marys they are cleansed and ready
to behave again as before, sometimes in an uncivil or criminal way .
I set myself the task of trying to escape the suffocating
influence of that parasitic organization called the church in 1960 s
Italy , and I thought that the best way was to escape to a place where I
would get a job regardless of my opinion on religious mumbo jumbo
and just on my ability as an electronic technician .
So I applied to migrate to Canada and it was approved but ,
because I was nearly financially broke I ruled out that possibility
because I would have to pay for the trip .Australia seemed
interesting . The Australian government would also pay for the trip .
And so I ended up in Sydney in Australia .
In 1968 I migrated to Australia and within a few days I had a good
job working for a factory producing TV and other electronic
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equipment . It took me a few months to get my English language
good enough to communicate . In about February1969 I was
attending a technical college course “ English for migrants “ and the
following year I decided to continue my education in electronics .
Within the first few weeks in my first job , I started noticing a
strange ritual. Some of my colleagues , about five minutes before the
bell rang to signal the end of the working day, were changing clothing
and making themselves more elegant . Some of them were putting on
a bow tie !
Sometime later one of those colleagues told me that they were
going to another site of the same employer to work in the TV
production lines . So some of those people where actually working
two jobs with two average salaries . In those times it was fantastic
money ! Those were the days when finding a job in Australia was
super easy because there were electronic equipment manufacturers.
I enrolled in a college course to continue my education in
electronics in the second year after my arrival .
At that time , I started to realize that the pace of change in electronics
was just amazing , and considered the possibility that
qualifications in the field of electronics might be current for a few
years only and after that , a serious professional might need to
upgrade his knowledge by attending College or University courses to
catch up with new trends and new devices . Link 4 So studying in
the technical/ electronic engineering area is not conducive to very
long employment due to the rate of change in the industry .
Qualifications in certain fields are becoming obsolete at a faster
pace . It is estimated that knowledge in certain fields doubles every
few years and the acquisition of scientific knowledge is accelerating
continuously according to an exponential curve . A few years later
in about 1977 I started working for a very well known television and
radio broadcaster. This was the job that I would keep for about 28
years .

CHAPTER 3
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Work and the horse races
I was in charge of a small group of people responsible for
maintaining on air studios and associated equipment used in a
popular radio network of Sydney .
In the later years our department went through a lot of upheaval ,
technological changes , changes in management, but also problems
with the work force. There was a certain number of people that ,
simply put , were specialist dodgers of work and the management
could not and would not do anything about those people . The
section , a technical maintenance section , was losing personnel and
people were not replaced . The morale was low and there was no end
in sight for this state of affairs . Every couple of years a new manager
would be appointed , usually somebody from outside our company
who lacked experience of broadcasting but fancied himself as a
manager . Inevitably the new person would fail but not before a few
stuff ups happened and a few more people lost their jobs.
I had grown fed up with lack of support , incompetent managers and
the foul politicking of the place . So I was just bideing my time
waiting patiently until time came to get out .
If at work, the state of affairs was a bit gloomy and depressing , on
the home front things were going along fine. Lyn and I were getting
along very well and my hobby , punting on horses was giving me a
lot of satisfaction .Since the early 1980s Lyn and I were living in
Dulwhich Hill a suburb of Sydney in Australia .
By the year 2000 I was working but I was considering going into
retirement to spend more time on my hobby : punting on horses .
Going to the races in Sydney was my most engrossing hobby :
I spent a lot of time dissecting horse races and developed a computer
program to analyze races and find the best performances . I was able
to correctly predict the winner in many races but in some cases the
number of runners to support was not permitting me to make a profit
considering the odds on offer . I was on the lookout for an edge or
discriminator that would allow me to safely disregard some chances
and therefore make more profit .
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The punting business can be very profitable , if the work is correct .
There is anecdotal evidence of expatriate Australian punters living a
good life in Hong Kong .
There is another aspect of the punting that is very captivating and
this is the dream of beating the system . This dream can energize
people to spend a lot of time and effort . The goal is freedom from the
rat race and slavery to the employer .
Horse racing in Australia is very clean and the two race clubs in
Sydney have web sites where the results are published including
photographs and sectional times . There are also web sites that give
individual sectional times of every runner and video of each race run
in the Sydney and Melbourne racing tracks .
It is a great feeling to go to the races , backing the horse of choice
and see it running in the straight towards the post . Horse racing is
truly the sport of kings . Different websites make sectional times for
every horse race run in the Sydney metropolitan area available to the
public.
Hearing the crowd roar and scream encouragement to their runners
is a fantastic feeling . Especially during major carnivals the public
flocks to the courses in ten of thousands to see the star performers
compete for prize money of hundreds of thousands of dollars and
sometimes million dollar prizes.
What the punters like is that the information about the horses is
freely available . Nothing is hidden , and there are many specialist
web sites providing information about the track work during the week
and jockey tactics . The enemy of the race clubs is secrecy
about performance and the general attitude that treats horse racing
like “lotto on four legs “. Here in Europe , race clubs seem to think
that information such as individual sectional times , track work and
other pertinent details should be hidden or not be made available to
the punters . And this is one of the reasons that public attendance at
the races is very poor . The other important reason , I suppose , is the
betting market for each race being in the region of 150 % .
This means that for every 150 Euro invested on all runners ,the
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punters receive only 100 euros. This sort of behavior is obviously
resented as it is a totally unacceptable form of legalized robbery of
the of the punting public and the consequence is that few people
venture to go to the races . The public must have hope of winning
because the knowledge and the information about the gallopers is
available and free . People do not return to the racetrack if they know
that the chances of winning do not exist .
Horse races in Australia luckily are not lotto on four legs at least for
a band of dedicated punters .
In Australia the TAB , the privatized monopoly that runs the
betting shops, has a market for the winner to 117 % and this is
considered already on the “ rip off “ side . Fortunately in Australia
bookmakers are legal and often they offer much better odds than the
TAB .
At the races , the betting ring is where the bookmakers compete
against each other , by offering better odds and attracting the money
of the public .
Through racing I met a friend also called Peter . We exchanged
information about performances very often and we were generally on
the same wavelength regarding the assessment of good or bad form
or performance . But his approach about how to handle the
performances was different from mine . His approach was at that time
to write down the owners of good performers in a black book , and
when the horse is presented as a contender for the next race it
automatically became a selection . My approach was comparable to
the handicapper’s . I would try to line up all the contenders in a race
and discover how many real possibilities with good performance or
form were present . Too many chances meant : a
no bet race . Also another important point is the size of the field . A
field bigger than 14 runners is a field to leave alone in my opinion .
There are too many to analyze.

CHAPTER 4
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Lyn’s background
Lyn was brought up in a family of four two children and the
parents . My wife thought that Norman and Olga were her parents
but she knew that her younger brother Tom was adopted when Lyn
was 14 years old and Tom was just a toddler . Norman had been a
soldier in WW2 . He was wounded and suffered for a long time from
what is called now Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and a debilitating
lung disease . I had known Norman until he died and he was a
generous and intelligent person . He spent a lot of time helping other
people and was quick to lend a hand or a dollar if he could . Norman
worked at a variety of jobs , after returning from the war , received
training as a carpenter and worked in the house building field or
making doors in the South west of Sydney metropolitan area . Lyn as
a kid was very bright and did very well at school and as far as I
understand had an uneventful childhood but as a kid never trusted her
“mother “, Olga, and at times there was friction . After getting a
degree in languages at Sydney University Lyn embarked on a
teaching career , but to do so my wife had to agree to work for a
while in country NSW for the Department of education . It was in the
country that a strange thing happened to Lyn . One day the
headmaster called her into his office and asked why two local
children were not getting good marks in French . Apparently the
father of the kids complained and it appears that this person would
not accept that his kids were not very bright. Nothing strange so far
but this person was apparently a big shot locally and in the words of
the headmaster there was a slight hint of threat .
Lyn never forgot the surname of that person and that
surname cropped up many years later during a family search .
Tom was the younger adopted brother of my wife . He was a tall
strongly built guy that had an interest in wrestling but not in studying
so at the age of 16 he entered the NSW Police academy .
Tom’s move was not approved of by the brothers of Norman who
had real life experience of Police corruption and intimidation .
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One brother of Norman was called Jack . He was a communist and
so was his wife and this explained why they were against Tom going
to work for their hated enemy : the Police . After WW2 , in Australia
as in the USA , the communist party was seen by the people in charge
as a menace and a threat to Australia . In other words Australia
suffered from the “ red under the bed syndrome “ . I do not know
whether in Australia the so called authorities reached the same level
of paranoia that was common in the USA at the height of the
McCarthy era , but I would not be surprised , considering that
Australia blindly follows political trends and fads originating in the
USA . Knowing what my wife and I have experienced recently in
Australia , I know now that every fringe political movement in
Australia is infiltrated by government spies , sometimes at the very
highest level , so I would believe anything about what the police did
to the postwar communist party . After a few years in the police force
Tom left under a cloud . We learned that Tom had a serious problem
with handling money . After trying his hand at different jobs Tom
migrated to the US . A day before Tom was leaving Australia he was
told of his adoption by Norman and Olga. He was then 27 years old .
A bit rough I thought and a bit late too .In the last few years of his life
Norman’s quality of life deteriorated dramatically and often he
needed a lot of oxygen to breathe .His lungs were causing him a lot
of trouble and his eyesight also was poor caused by a side effect of
some medicine . During the last few years of Norman’s life we
noticed that there were constant fights with Olga and because we did
not know the exact reasons for the quarrels , we just thought that
Norman and Olga had grown away from each other . We did not
suspect that there was something more deep and sinister behind the
quarrels . My wife had also noticed some strange behavior from a
relative of Olga's some years before. The relative had simply refused
to talk to her cousin and an explanation was never given .
After Norman passed on , the relationship between my wife and her
mother , never good , deteriorated even more and Lyn was seriously
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considering giving her up . But somehow Lyn continued to visit and
help the person she thought was her mother .

Chapter 5
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The revelation
In 1995 Olga was a 73 years old woman with red tinted hair about
5’2” high and a bit plump . She had a round face with pinky red
skin , was suffering from arthritis , had difficulties in walking around
and was also permanently on pain killers . Her mood was
permanently bad and her view of the world was hopelessly old
fashioned. Regarding education she did not go past elementary
school , although that was a common occurrence circa 1930 s but it
seemed apparent to me that she had difficulties in reading even
simple things like the electricity or the telephone bills. Her eyesight
was also a problem and she received a large platform style
magnifying glass from a government service to allow her to read
written communication such as an electricity bill . In early 1995
Olga , the mother of Lyn , insisted that we should visit her around
Easter . We arrived there around 10.30 AM and almost immediately
Olga drew me aside and announced that my wife Lyn was adopted
by her and her husband Norman when Lyn was 9 days old . I was
surprised and I told Lyn immediately and she was surprised too and
in slight shock .
In my view it was strange that Olga could not tell her “daughter “
directly . And why did Olga wait until Lyn was 50 years old to tell
her such an important piece of news ?
I knew that a lot of parents who adopt children tell them of the
adoption early . This was totally over the top .
But on the other side of the coin it might have explained why the
relationship between Lyn and her adopted mother was , to put it
bluntly - lousy .
Before the adoption revelation Lyn was always telling me how
difficult it was to get along with Olga . I did not have Olga’s high
estimation either .
Many years before when I was first introduced to Olga and her
husband Norman , Olga said to me : “You have been a great
disappointment to Norman and me “ . What did it mean ? Probably it
meant that I was not the preferred suitor for Lyn, according to Olga .
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But then I thought : look at Olga , she is a pretty ignorant woman
with a lousy character to boot . Besides that , I thought, she does not
pay my mortgage for the house and does not buy my groceries ,
therefore I ignored her from then on . Imagine my surprise when she
told me first about Lyn’s adoption ! However , in retrospect , that’s
easily explained . She told me first because she could not look into
the eyes of her daughter ! Many times over the years before the
adoption revelation Lyn was considering cutting all ties with her
mother . It was the constant put downs and just plain nastiness of the
woman . Lyn often reflected on the fact that she had very little to do
with the family relations . Cousins did not ever invite her to
marriages or contact her by phone and we very rarely attended
extended family get togethers. It was as if there was a ban on
inviting her . Lyn's gut feelings were right . After the adoption
revelation she understood that she was a “ring in “ who was using the
family name under false pretenses. At least that was the view of
some of her “relatives “.
The reason for the then 22 year old Olga adopting Lyn was that
Olga at that age had had an hysterectomy . The reason for the
hysterectomy was some nebulously defined incident . At the time of
the adoption revelation the fine details were drowned by the
magnitude of the revelation and so it was later on , when the shock
subsided , that we started talking about what could bring about the
need to perform an hysterectomy on a young woman of 22 years of
age . Hysterectomy is defined as a removal of the uterus .
On the day of the adoption we learned that the real mother of Lyn
came from Dubbo according, to Olga .
One week later , during the weekend , Lyn and I boarded a plane
to Dubbo in Northern New South Wales . We had a look at the phone
book and we paid a visit to the cemetery looking for tombs with the
surname of the real mother given by Olga .
We wanted to prove that families carrying that surname existed in
Dubbo and perhaps have a chat with some members of that family .
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But no luck . However Lyn was able to obtain from the Registry of
Birth , Marriages and Deaths , her own original birth certificate . In
that certificate was listed the date of birth of the mother and where
she came from. It was Bateman’s Bay on the South Coast of New
South Wales . We were not impressed. Bateman’s Bay is almost in the
opposite direction to Dubbo .
Either Olga was deliberately lying to us or the information Olga got
at the time of the adoption by the real mother of Lyn was false .
Almost immediately Lyn thought that the revelation of being
adopted opened a can of worms because she felt that there were
strange happenings in her past that could not be easily explained .
The next move Lyn made was to obtain the marriage certificate of
her real mother .
From that certificate we got precious information about the mother
and the husband . The husband was a Dutch person with an unusual
first name . A quick look at the telephone directory and voila’ : the
real mother and her husband were living in Sydney a short distance
from Dulwich Hill where we were residents since the early 1980‘s.
Lyn was very excited at what we found and it took a little time to
figure out how to contact her real mother .
After the initial shock of finding out that she was an adopted
person , Lyn contacted a benevolent society called “ Post Adoption
Resources Centre “ or PARC . At first this benevolent organization
was very useful in giving a few tips and their general counseling on
this matter was excellent . It certainly was needed .
Any person being told of being adopted at the age of 50 years would
find it profoundly upsetting . It seemed to us that PARC had a
constant stream of work . In Australia even today there is no
identification card . The Medicare card is without a photo but can be
used as identification and importantly that card was not existent in
the 1940s . We think that in the 1940s and 1950s and probably even
today , a woman could turn up at a hospital to give birth and because
of lack of proper identification it would be very hard to prove her
identity .We attended a couple of meetings with other people that
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were told recently of their adoption and we listened to the story of
another lady who was told of her adoption at the age of 60 years. That
was really shocking to hear. After we found the address of the real
mother of Lyn , we were debating the possibility of contacting her by
letter or phone . The purpose was to find out the real story behind the
adoption and to find what sort of people were the original parents of
Lyn . There was also the very important issue of knowing what sort
of illnesses the original family was prone to . We asked the opinion of
one of the social workers at PARC about how to contact the original
mother ,but this person kept harping on the need for the privacy of
the mother , disregarding the need of Lyn to know who she really
was . In our view the real mother of Lyn had already enjoyed 50
years of privacy while Lyn at her age was denied the knowledge of
her real genetic background .
The phone call to Marcia was very brief . “ Philip “ her husband
answered the phone and Lyn asked to speak to Marcia. Philip asked
what was the purpose of the call and Lyn stated to him that she was
an adopted person and gave her name.
Philip did not deny anything ; he just said “ my wife knows all about
that “ and then called his wife . Marcia was furious to have been
found. We assumed this from her behavior. She was in total denial
mode. She was uncooperative , angry and simply did not wish to talk
about it . The next move was to ask PARC and see if they could help
with the problem and they did . Marcia supposedly told PARC the
name of the father of Lyn, a certain Smithfield .
A meeting was arranged and one night we visited Marcia . We
arrived at her flat in Glebe , as agreed , but she was at home alone.
Philip had apparently disappeared and the police were looking for
him. We found this episode a bit weird . Marcia was a 73 years old
woman with an oval face and with an upper class demeanor . She
must have been pretty in her young years , I thought . Marcia was
about 5’ 6” , very elegantly dressed and with a lean figure with a
pearl chain around her neck. She was showing her age but she
appeared healthy . By the way she talked and behaved we could
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identify her immediately as a snob. As soon as we arrived she
announced that her husband Philip had disappeared . She mentioned
to us that her father was educated at a famous catholic school in
western Sydney . A police man showed up while we were talking to
report on their search for Philip. After the police man finished with
the report Marcia showed him a picture of her when she was young.
The lounge room , where we talked , was elegantly furnished and
spotless. On the coffee table we noticed a recent girlie fashion
magazine. We thought that was a bit strange for a woman of 73 years
of age . At the beginning of the conversation between the two
women , Marcia said “ It was just because of you Lyn “ and “ they
forced me to give you up “ . Who forced Marcia to give up baby Lyn
was not explained. Lyn tried to ask information about her father but
at first she did not get anywhere. Marcia was insisting on the name
Smithfield . From my point of view , at least Lyn and her real mother
were talking to each other and that was a positive sign . After that
meeting , Lyn and Marcia talked over the phone a few times and Lyn
pressed the point of the father repeatedly after revealing to Marcia
that Smithfield , the name Marcia had given as the father was a false
trail . A search and a few phone calls revealed that the person in
question , was at the time in 1943 , in the Australian Army serving in
Papua New Guinea .
So Marcia had lied about the father of Lyn and was keeping a
secret . The next phone call from Marcia was pretty curt and to the
point. She asked Lyn not to contact her again either by phone or
letter . So that was the end of a brief relationship .
As soon as Lyn got the marriage certificate of the real mother , she
contacted the genealogical society in Moruya, a country town
close to Bateman's Bay, for the purpose of gathering information on
the family of the real mother .
The genealogical society answered very quickly announcing , that
coincidentally , there was another person in Melbourne asking for
similar information about the very same family and giving an address
and the phone number of Pauline . It appeared that Pauline was the
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illegitimate daughter of the brother of Marcia. During a long phone
conversations Pauline told Lyn that she knew and was in regular
contact with the younger sister of Marcia . Her name was Anne and
was living in Brisbane . So it was in this way that my wife talked on
the phone to her “ auntie “ Anne for the first time . She was
apparently very glad to talk to Lyn . But she claimed , she had not
known of her existence .
Anne said that she did not know exactly how many children
Marcia had but at some stage the two sisters had lived together
around Glebe . We found this information a bit dubious. It was a bit
incredible that two sisters did not know that sort of important
information about each other . It appeared that Anne was fearful of
her sister but was a mine of information about the family in which
she grew up .Anne provided a lot of photographs of herself, Marcia
and the other sisters, a brother and her parents . Marcia worked for a
long time in a woman’s clothing shop at King’s Cross . We also
heard of occasional jobs as a model .
There was a lot of telephone activity after Lyn contacted
Pauline and “auntie “ Anne . It was agreed to meet in Bateman’s Bay
with Pauline , auntie Anne and some other distant relative by
marriage, a lady in her fifties living in Canberra called Linda .
We gathered some useful information but mostly really nothing
special happened . We had the impression that the three ladies had
known each other for a long time and could have given us important
information but that was not forthcoming . All the tidbits of
information were useful but of little consequence. There were no
revelations . It appeared that we were fed information of little value
something like nibbling at the edges and we were not making much
progress in learning of the real father of Lyn and eventual other
siblings . Linda told us that another sister of Marcia lived in
Canberra, her name was Joanne and she was not interested in meeting
Lyn . We were also provided some photographs of Joanne and one of
her sons . Lyn immediately thought that the young man resembled an
Australian painter . That was the first impression of Lyn and , as
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things developed , it might even be true . We now think that Joanne ,
Marcia and Olga were all models of known Australian painters active
in the 1940 s and 1950 s.
Lyn always impressed me with her knowledge of Australian
painters , artists and actors . Just naming a famous Australian painter
Lyn would certainly know his major works , the style and period .
The same thing with Australian actors and film directors. She has a
very good visual memory , remembers faces and recognizes them .
That's not the same with me .
I am not particularly interested in art and sometimes I disagree
strongly with some journalist’s review of some art show that , in my
limited knowledge and interest , I found extremely boring .
Sometimes I found some artist's works very interesting but a lot of
the time , I must confess , I do not understand what the so called
“experts “ are talking about . Art is also surrounded by a lot of smoke
and incomprehensible jargon . But thanks to Lyn we were visiting a
lot of Museums and Galleries and that makes life certainly more
interesting . We learned that Pauline was visiting Sydney regularly
and we arranged for her and her husband to meet at our place in
Dulwich Hill . When the day of the visit came they just did not show
up ,there was no phone call , no warning , no apologies , just
nothing . Sometime later, during a phone conversation with Anne , we
learned that she knew that Pauline would not come but she did not
tell us . So that was the end of Anne and Pauline , we did not contact
them anymore . There was something strange about their behavior.
The Italians have a wonderful definition for it “ depistaggio “ or
sidetracking , it seemed like somebody was directing those women
for the express purpose of derailing our search . We came to the
conclusion that those women knew the whole story and they were
trying to find out what we knew and at what stage we were at.
This need to derail our search indicated to us that what we were
looking for was an important secret or personality . The family photos
were sent to Lyn thinking that it was useless information that was not
helping to advance our search . However we did get some non vital
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information such as in what year Lyn’s grandmother died , and we
learned that the grandfather had abusive and violent behavior that led
to a divorce . At that time Lyn and I were using the Sydney state
library that keeps all sort of records in microfiche format. The records
we were keen to research were the electoral rolls .
We were especially tracking the past addresses of Marcia with the
electoral rolls and the telephone books . We also visited the national
archives .We suspected that the father of Marcia , after the divorce ,
had some more children from a different partner and they lived
around Moruya .
According to Olga , at the young age of 22 she had to have a
hysterectomy . Her vague unlikely reason was that she fell from a
wall and that made an operation necessary. When asked about this
episode the story was always a bit different . Olga always seemed
anxious to change the subject of the conversation when that episode
of her early life was touched upon. We had the impression that Olga
was hiding secrets and she was not willing to share them. Our
research was slow but gradually we were making progress . We knew
that both the adoptive and the real mothers were keeping a secret .
We had an idea of who the real father was. He was still alive ,
and was a relatively famous Australian surrealist painter “Barnaby “ .
Most importantly Lyn resembles Barnaby very much !
In the months following the discovery of the name of the real mother
and her address at the time of the adoption , we visited the street
where she lived at that time , just five minutes away from the family
that adopted her child . Midway between the two addresses was
Marrickville Town Hall .We speculated then that
during WW2 the Town Hall was also the center of entertainment
especially at weekends when the large hall was transformed into a
ballroom . It was most probable that pretty girls of about the same
age would congregate there looking for possible liaison with eligible
boys . Under such circumstances it was very likely that the two young
ladies met and knew each other well . So the real mother and the
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adoptive mother probably knew each other and worked as models for
the same artist . The puzzle was , under what circumstances did Olga
get hold of Lyn ? It was not an agreement between ladies . Was it
blackmail ? Was is revenge ? Was it just a case of stealing ? But how
could Olga get away with it ? At that time “ compensation “ , as a
possible motive , did not enter our heads.
We think that Barnaby was probably a sexual experimenter and as
such could easily be blackmailed in times when sex with people of
the same gender was punishable by the backward laws in force at the
time in Australia . Under normal circumstances a baby cannot be
stolen from the parents unless the person has protection from way up
in the government and the police . So Olga probably had powerful
support in getting hold of baby Lyn . Considering that Olga was only
a person that attended primary school there must have been some
other reason to receive such support . Was it a liaison ?
Did Olga had children from a powerful politician ? At that time
we had no evidence .
In the meantime we had the distinct impression that our phone was
bugged because , when receiving or making phone calls there
was an echo following each word. This fact added to the feeling that
Lyn was followed . We thought at that time that possibly, the people
doing the following were perhaps private investigators engaged by
Marcia. Our impression was that Marcia was not short of a dollar and
probably could have hired private investigators. Later on we
discarded this fantasy due to the great number of investigators
used. . Now we know that 50-60 “investigators” are needed . That’s
what it takes to follow us around 24 hours a day and 7 days a week ,
and costs about $2 million a year. Marcia absolutely did not have
that sort of money to spend . Our stance was that we are innocent
people and therefore we have nothing to fear . In those early days we
did not know and had no inkling of the magnitude of the spook
operation and we still thought that it could be a small number ,maybe
10 people. The problem was that we could not recognize the same
car twice and couldn't make an official complaint . We were not
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doing drugs and we never had anything to do with the law . Our
motto was to avoid absolutely legal entanglements. A mistake could
cost a hard working person a lifetime of savings . The law in
Australia is not about justice. It is about point scoring between
lawyers and the results from legal action are directly proportional to
the size of the wallet . Legal cases can last many years and this favors
large companies or people with large amounts of money . Therefore
this legal system is absolutely catering to the needs of the rich .

CHAPTER 6
32
A case of extreme arrogance ?
In the late 1998s one day a major story was printed by the two local
newspapers.
It was about the elevation to an important position of a certain judge
XX. In cases like this , usually the newspapers would show photos of
the appointee and his family and wife . However this was not the case
in this appointment. There was no photo of the wife but although the
good judge has several daughters only one daughter featured heavily
in those articles. It seemed almost a subtle promotion . The name of
the daughter is Helen and she was the young double of Lyn . The
only difference being that she was 20 years younger . She was
obviously following in the footsteps of her illustrious father as a
barrister . We had suspected Judge XX for some time as he had the
same surname as Barnaby . We were not sure about our theory but
now the proof was before our eyes . Only a DNA test would prove it
absolutely , but we knew that a test like that would have to be with
the consent of both parties , and in this situation it would never
happen .The daughter was promoted heavily by the two major
newspapers in Sydney . The articles in the newspapers only gave
some vague information about the judge’s background . So on that
day the truth about the spooks' operation to interfere in Lyn's life was
revealed . That operation was necessary to remove Lyn from public
view and squash rumors about the judge's background . We imagine
that for my wife's school colleagues seeing the photograph of a young
version of Lyn was a shock as it was also for the students and people
who heard the story of how my wife's career was derailed .
Analyzing that day's happenings we reached a few conclusions :
because the derailment of Lyn's career happened years before we
suspected that Judge XX knew for a long , long time that he was
going to be appointed some day to that important judicial position.
This indicates that important positions in Australia are
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vetted and rigged by some superior hidden power probably ASIO or
the CIA . We did not connect all the dots about this important
development until years later when ASIO started open harassment
of us. We were shocked by the arrogance of the controllers of the
appointment of Judge XX . At that time we did not know that spying
agencies use the children of spies as possible candidates for future
important government positions . There are generations of spies in
the secret services . The controllers that chose judge XX must have
predicted a possible future threat to the judge by his natural sister and
the decision was made then, many years before the actual
appointment , to keep his natural sister under secret observation and
at the same time discretely try to sabotage her . This explains the
lifetime operations by ASIO to entrap Lyn .
This modus operandi of the spies agencies explains why some
politicians and judges know years in advance about th their
appointments well in advance.
At the time of the elevation of judge XX we thought that the brazen
promotion of Helen was an arrogant declaration to the world that
judge XX could do anything he wanted as he was invincible because
the system was behind him . At that time it was not clear to us that
the Australian political system is hopelessly corrupted and both
parties are in the hands of the New World Order.
The invisible secret government is responsible for the dim state of
the world today with it’s misery and unnecessary wars . We reached
the conclusion that both political parties are part of the same political
team just as in the USA. Under both political parties my wife was
probably spied on , monitored and her friendships and teaching career
derailed . Now we know that the Australian Government uses the
domestic spy network (ASIO ) to interfere with the lives of common
citizens and regularly interferes with the course of justice . We also
know that we are not the only victims of the Australian Government
criminals . The site at the link below documents cases of gang
stalking in Australia in England and the US . 7, 8
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There are plenty of indications on the internet that harassment by
government groups is widespread all over the world and the number
is getting wider every day as new legislation is enforced to restrict the
freedom of individuals and limit dissent . However as more and more
people become aware of the true nature of the society of which we
are all a part , it seems that keeping the lies under control requires an
ever increasing effort by the Powers That Be . The Universal
declaration of Human Rights expressly forbids interference in the
personal life of citizens . Both Australia , Italy the USA and many
other countries are signatory to such a document and all of those
countries pretend to respect and observe its rulings but , in reality
ignore it . 1998 was the last time we viewed a picture of Helen in the
newspapers.
Had her naked push for fame and a position in the judiciary failed ?
We do not know exactly , but we suspect that failure is the proper
word .
Was Helen supposed to follow in the footsteps of her illustrious
father ? Reading about the New World Order we are certain that the “
chosen ones “ the ones that think that society owes them a cushy job
and a prominent position are prone to be part of dynasties , dynasties
of judges , secret spies , government ministers , high flying lawyers ,
secret children of famous politicians etc .
Dynasties can organize qualifications from prestigious universities
with minimal effort from the student .
We also suspect there have been breeding programmes and MK Ultra
operations in Australia . These involved producing candidates for the
secret services or other prominent positions .

CHAPTER 7
Strange people in the coffee shops in Leichhardt .
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On Saturday morning for many years, Lyn and I would go for
breakfast in the Sydney inner western suburb of Leichhardt , just 3
minutes' drive from our place and for a long time we enjoyed the
splendid coffee and food . That was our routine to unwind after a
week of hard slog at work . For many years everything was OK at the
“ Via col vento “ café in Norton street . Not many people know that
the Italian focaccia has been adapted for Australian consumption . In
the Australian interpretation of the focaccia the tiny salted pockets
have disappeared , but the focaccia is now a more versatile form of
bread having also gained in thickness so it can be filled with all sorts
of delicacies .
Sometime after Lyn was told of her adoption, in about
1995 ,we started sighting the noted art critic Paul Donaver who was
working for a major quasi government broadcasting network sitting
in the “Via col vento café ” on Saturday morning . We had the
impression that he was looking in our direction. The story continued
for many weeks , and we were finding it a bit strange . Our policy
was that we do not speak to strangers. If somebody wants to talk to
us , he or she can introduce himself and we can talk !
After some months we learned that Barnaby had celebrated his
birthday with friends and the art critic Paul Donaver who was at the
“Via col vento “ café every Saturday was also there .
Strange coincidence . There are some people who do not believe in
coincidences and we were some of those .
We discussed this episode and we decided to move to another coffee
shop along Norton street . The idea was to see if the Donaver
phenomena followed ! After a few weeks of normality in “ Gallery
circle “ we started noticing a known Labor party Member of
Parliament seated at a table , occasionally staring in our direction .
This behavior is a form of attempted entrapment . If we ever made
contact we could ne accused of wanting to talk to celebrities . Beside
that it could be a form of infiltration into our private life .
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The infiltrators want the victims to make the first move . We never
made it .
This continued for months . Later on , that gentleman disappeared
but a young couple started the same caper. This time the duo was
sitting closer to us , staring occasionally and also nodding.
He was a tall dark haired gentleman about 30 years old . She was
also a tall girl , very elegantly dressed , with long brown hair and
good looking . She was about 25 years of age . Our curiosity was
awakened and one day we waited in the car after our breakfast and
followed the duo as they were driving around Glebe .
That was the same suburb Marcia lived in and as a matter of fact ,
the duo stopped their car and got out of it within 100 meters from
Marcia and Philip's flat . Interesting we thought . Was the girl a
relative of Marcia and Lyn ?
At that time we were still communicating with “auntie “ Anne.
Lyn gave a description of the girl to her and she asked whether the
mouth of the girl was pointing down. It was and then Anne suggested
that she might be the daughter of her sister Joanne who lived in
Canberra . But we arrived at a different conclusion. The young lady
was probably the youngest daughter of judge XX .
So we reached the conclusion that there were agents at large who
were possibly trying to talk to us for the purpose of misleading us in
our search and other more nefarious reasons . We would not exclude
possible spiked drinks if we let our guard down . It seemed that
somebody or a group of people were worried about where our
“ family “ search would take us . One thing we noticed. We were
supposed to make the first contact with “ agents “ . They did not talk
to us . Now we know that this is the modus operandi of spies who
want to infiltrate a group or get to know somebody . Our stand was
simple . If a person wanted to talk to us , he or she should introduce
himself or herself and talk . We would not start a conversation with
strangers .
In February 2003 there was a large demonstration in Leichhardt
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against the possibility of war against Iraq . Hundreds of people
marched along Norton St with banners . I was also carrying a banner
pointing out the US policies of continuous wars and
regime changes in different places in the world . A few complete
strangers took photos of me and my banner. I immediately thought
that those strangers must be undercover police at work and did not
think much of it as Lyn and I thought innocently that probably other
people with banners were subjected to the same treatment . It’s the
nature of the beast ! The secret police sees danger and plots
everywhere. That’s why they routinely infiltrate even the most
innocent groups .
As time passed by , my wife and I were no longer visiting Olga as
we realized that she did not tell the whole truth about the adoption .
The relationship between Olga and Lyn was steadily deteriorating as
we realized that Olga would never give up her secrets . Every secret
would have to be extracted from her and at every step she would
throw around more lies and misinformation . It felt as if she had to
tell Lyn of the adoption first before somebody else told Lyn much
more. The friends and relatives of Olga and Norman all knew of the
adoption . It was just like a modern version of the secret of Pulcinella
a character of the Italian “Commedia dell’arte “ . But under what
authority were Olga and Norman telling other people but not the “
daughter “ ? The last time we had visited Olga we noticed a few
changes in the living room. A lot of books that Norman bought had
disappeared but the large table magnifying glass used by Olga to
read letters and bills was in the small dining room. That was provided
to her , free of charge , courtesy of the welfare organization that was
taking care of the WW2 returned soldiers and spouses . There was
also a large notepad next to it with very large names and phone
numbers scribbled on it and barely intelligible , one name attracted
Lyn’s attention. It was a phone number belonging to Dorothy . How
was it possible ? Dorothy , the sister of Olga , had been dead for at
least 10 years but the notepad was new , so that phone number was
actually some friend or relative of Olga. At that time Olga often
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mentioned to us a mysterious person called Doreen who ,
apparently drove her around on shopping trips or other errands .
Was Doreen the same person as Dorothy ? Olga's phone bill ran into
many hundreds of dollars every quarter . At night time she was
always on the phone. The thought crossed our minds : was it possible
that Olga had had children who were brought up by some close
relatives and she was in constant contact with them ? Was one of the
children called Dorothy ?
A few weeks later on the way home from work , I was seated in a
bus on the route 413 that was traveling along Parramatta rd . At the
Sydney University bus stop there were only a few people waiting
and one of them was Lyn's double . I was really surprised and I
regretted that I did not have a cellular phone with a camera . The lady
was exactly the same height , look , and body shape as Lyn but just
20 years younger . I had no doubt that she was related to my wife .
Until that time we had only seen the photograph in the newspapers
but this sighting was a stroke of luck . I regretted not having a
modern cellphone with the camera …
In late 2003 one day during lunchtime I strolled out of the company
where I was working and walked around Pitt street not far from
Sydney Central railway Station. There are many shops of interest in
the area from Internet cafés to computer and video shops . I stopped
casually in front of a shop and was admiring what was shown in the
front window and I noticed clearly that another person stopped too at
the same time as I did about 20 meters behind me in front of another
shop window. I thought that I needed to repeat the experience to
actually find out if I was being followed . 50 meters ahead , I again
stopped and the follower stopped too . I was certain that I was being
followed , so I decided to turn into a narrow lane that was linking Pitt
Street to George street . Midway through the lane I made a change of
direction and went back towards Pitt street. The follower was a girl
about 25 years of age pleasant looking and terrorized . I could see the
fear in her eyes. She was frozen on the spot because she did not
anticipate my reaction . I did not say anything and moved on . I had
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for the first time established that there were people following me and
probably Lyn too . I told Lyn of the discovery . We could not
understand why “ private investigators “ were interested in us.
We had no clue that it was actually the Australian Government doing
this to two citizens who did not commit any crime ,were not
politically active and never had anything to do with the police. We
were just doing a family search.
Towards the end of the year my wife started to attend an advanced
class in German language at a local community Center. There
appeared to be interesting women in the class , people that had the
opportunity of traveling who appeared to be friendly .
There was going to be a holiday due to the Christmas break and
Lyn was asked if she would like to go, with the rest of the class , to a
place in the South Coast called “ Minnamurra “ . But there was a
catch , the whole class was going by train and they were staying at
the home of one of the fellow students near the beach . Lyn said that
she would think about it , but she was very suspicious of the locality.
It was the same place where Olga went for picnics.
The “lady student” that had the house in Minnumarra had a
familiar face according to Lyn and she decided to make a few phone
calls and discovered that the lady in question was actually a German
language teacher that was regularly attending the “ marking “ of
student exams for the Education Department . This fact alarmed my
wife . Was the German language class infiltrated and was some sort
of operation being planned by someone ? Thinking carefully about
the German language class and what was discussed during German
Language conversation , there were a few suspect references about a
lady lawyer . She could not work in her chosen field and one
question was thrown at Lyn that went like this “ Did you work in
your chosen field ? “ . Was the reference about the lawyer implying
that “ Helen “ the lawyer could not work in her chosen field ? I did a
search using the Internet and found that “Helen “ was working for a
NSW Government department . Helen no longer had a “chamber “ or
office in Macquarie St . Had “Helen's “ naked bid for fame and an
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attempt at a career as a judge failed ?
We had to assume so . My wife decided not to go to the picnic with
the German Language class . Towards the end of the year 2003 we
noticed that we were often receiving phone calls from people doing
phone surveys.
Some people were curious about our traveling preference and one
particular caller was interested in the sexual habits of people over 60
years of age . This person claimed to be from a University in
Canberra . I was not interested in disclosing private matters to
complete strangers , and in this case I made a point of contacting that
particular University . I was told , that they do not make surveys of
people's habits .
There were many attempts by strangers to find out our preferences
but I had always been firm
and just fobbed them off without answering any question .
CHAPTER 8
The siege starts
Early in 2004 we booked air fare and accommodation overseas. We
were going to Europe for a holiday and we were going to stay about 8
weeks . We thought that the time was right to have a look at Europe
with the idea of may be having a little house or apartment . We were
aware of being followed and our phone being bugged but we had no
clue who it was and until that time there had been no open
harassment . I was also planning to retire from work after the trip .
We had already booked for the trip and paid for it .
One Saturday morning we decided to go for breakfast to a nice
restaurant in Petersham at about 9.00 AM . We sat down outside on a
table bordering the street . We placed our order and then we noticed
that a car stopped just a few feet away and the occupants were
looking at us and some of them were clicking the phone . That was
the beginning of open harassment of us by complete strangers. From
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then on every time we stepped into a café there would be people
entering the café and sitting around us texting messages , trying to
listen to our conversation . Many times we entered a café that was
empty and in 5 minutes it would have not only Lyn and me as clients
but 4 or 5 people sitting in tables nearby as if to surround us and to
prevent us from communicating with other people . It was mobbing .
In a very short period of time we found out that the “ baristas “ were
also clicking the phone on our arrival to tell the spooks of our
presence . In Norton street , in Haberfield , in Dulwich Hill all the
café owners were cooperating with the spooks and happily probably
receiving money for the information . It was evident now
that cars were appearing in the street as soon as we left the house , so
we realized that the house was monitored and our suspicions fell on
the young neighbors literally next door .
My wife and I thought that there was a possibility that whoever was
following and monitoring us and harassing us would not bother to
follow us overseas . How wrong we were ! The spooks were on the
plane with us leaving Australia . In Rome as we boarded a train for
Genoa we knew already that we were followed everywhere and
harassed everywhere . At the Rome Railway station two male
passengers with luggage settled in the same compartment . After a
while we started talking with the two strangers , first of all about
travel then the world and finally what sort of work we were doing . I
asked them the same questions and discovered that they were from
the Italian Federal Police. At this point I came to the conclusion that
the two were our guardians and so I took the opportunity to tell them
our story , the family search , the Judge XX . One of the two
gentlemen , the one who seemed the most senior , suggested that it
was our Government ( the Australian Government ) doing this gang
stalking. He also suggested that what happens to us is similar to what
happens to journalists who know too much . We stayed a few days
in Genoa and then we went to Florence and it was exactly the same :
following , monitoring , harassment and clicking the mobile phone
every 200 meters .
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From the Hotel in Florence we even sent a fax to ICAC ( the NSW
anti corruption body ) complaining that somebody was harassing us
and that it must have been some Australian Government agency . We
stayed in Genoa nearly a month and whenever we took the bus to the
center of the city there was instant frenzy in the coffee shop
downstairs where the spooks had made their base. The bikers started
their engines and a small procession of people followed . Even in the
bus there was already somebody sitting there clicking his phone .
The clicking of phones in our faces , the monitoring of our phone
conversations , attempts at entrapment and the occasional psy
operation by strangers went on for the whole 8 weeks trip to Europe .
It is the way spooks put people they want to entrap under pressure;
open harassment , surrounding in public places such as bars ,
restaurants , trains , buses, Hotels . Our long trip must have been
viewed by the thugs in charge of our case as manna from heaven as it
presented them with endless opportunities . In most hotels the spooks
can organize to put someone in the adjacent room who might even
make unscheduled noise in the middle of the night . I often inspected
the room for electronic bugs or microphones , but I never saw any
evidence of this sort of spying . We visited Milan and met my cousin
Rosanna and her husband Angelo. We met them at the Milan central
station and almost immediately the spooks were evident with their
brazen in the face behavior and it took only few minutes for Rosanna
and Angelo , two really very smart people , to realize that something
unusual was happening. At night time they took us to the trendy area
near the Naviglio to a pizza place and even in that public place ,
which was very crowded, some obvious spies chose to sit at a table
nearby .Towards the end of our holiday we stayed in a serviced
apartment in Paris. We were followed in the Metro and subjected to
Psychological Operations ( Psy-op ) there was also a certain amount
of provocation as if the spooks wanted us to provoke an incident in a
public place . An incident would of course attract the police. They
would charge us with some fictitious crime and , and of course to get
out of it we
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would have to do what we were told . It was there that we reached the
conclusion that the spooks wanted “ control “ .Our rented self service
apartment allowed us to eat in peace without being surrounded by
Australian and French government criminals . But it was pretty bad
when we visited places of interest like museums and monuments
.There we were surrounded all the time and every 200 meters ,when
we were walking ,there were complete strangers clicking the phone as
we were going by . The same story repeated itself in Slovenia earlier .
In Paris at the airport waiting to board the plane to go back to Sydney
we were sitting in the departure lounge. It was fairly crowded but we
found a quiet area with empty seats and we sat down . In a couple of
minutes a short gentlemen with a shifty look sat in some vacant seat
about two chairs away from me on the right . This gentleman
proceeded to take a broad sheet newspaper from a bag and started
reading it ; a few minutes later I noticed that he was holding the
paper with his right hand but with his left he was wandering
dangerously close to one of my on board luggage bags . As the
gentleman realized that I was watching him he rested his hand on his
knee . I pushed my bags much closer . Our trip overseas for which
we paid a lot of money was marred by the constant presence of the
spooks . What is the purpose of “ gang stalking “ ? Clearly the
purpose is to drive the victims over the edge by continuous
harassment that can happen in many forms from electronic
harassment with mobile phones to gangs of people following the
victims, to infecting every aspect of their private life or corrupting
friends by paying them. Relatives are scared off so that they will
cease relations with the targets of the government criminals . They
monitor the phones , such that it is not worth making a booking to the
hairdresser or going to pick up a parcel. The spooks will be there to
have a haircut and steer the conversation toward a subject of interest
to the spooks . There are records of whistle blowers , who following
intense gang stalking have been deemed to be schizophrenic by
corrupt medical officers . The whistle blower very often will end up
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financially broke , his reputation in tatters and so his credibility
suffers the same fate as the political opponents of those in
government . This is the west's “pretend democracies” approach to
the whistle blowers' problem .

CHAPTER 9
The merry go round
When we arrived back in Australia we resolved to find out which
government agency was responsible for the harassment we were
getting overseas and in our own country. The same day we arrived
back , we retrieved all our mail but my wife noticed a person who
quickly got out of the car and dropped a postcard in our mailbox .
The postcard was from Olga. She was asking to make contact.
Because there was no postage stamp , we recognized this as an
example of express delivery by the spooks in Dulwich Hill. We had
changed our phone number and had not seen her for 2 years . Now
with the postcard everything was clear. The spooks , having failed to
entrap Lyn with the Minnumarra operation , having harassed and
provoked us in Europe , wanted my wife to make contact with her
adoptive mother, the keeper of secrets . Lyn did not make contact
with Olga . There was nothing more to say .
Early in the stalking Lynn and I visited the closest police station in
Marrickville . At the police station we told what was happening to us
to the person at the reception . He loudly asked
a colleague if there was an operation going on in Windsor rd
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Dulwich Hill . The other policemen answered that he did not know
but the reception chap asked again “ Is it us “ ? the second
chap replied “ May be people upstairs know . Log it as an “ Incident “
With that we were dismissed .
About two weeks after we returned to Australia we paid a visit to
the office of the Federal Police . We wanted to ask a few questions
about what was going on . A young man came to talk to us on the
ground floor in the Liverpool Street building. We assumed he was a
junior officer by his age . We explained to him what was happening
to us and he said that the Federal Police was not involved in our
affairs. When we told him of the large number of people involved he
said that in his opinion 50 or 60 people were used but the Federal
Police did not have the money for large operations . The conversation
lasted about 10 minutes at the most. The only information useful to us
was his estimate of 50- 60 people needed for such a large spook
operation . I quickly got on my pocket calculator and estimating
$40,000 dollars a year for each “ agent “ that could mean a
conservative expense of 2 million dollars. This was, of course without
counting behind the scene lawyers combing every aspect of our
professional and private lives . It had to be the ASIO spy agency .We
sent a letter to the then Premier of NSW and the then Attorney
General of Australia and the Inspector-General of intelligence and
security . The answers to both letters arrived about two months later
and they both said that we were not objects of interest to the NSW
Police nor the federal Police . But the letter from the Inspector
General implied that we should look somewhere else for our
problem ! Where else ? Did other spy groups operate in Australia ?
Impossible ! Was the Inspector General , in good Stalinist fashion ,
suggesting to us that we are deluded and what we experienced was a
figment of our fertile imagination ? Was he implying we were mad ?
Or may be he was lying. After all the words such as “government
official” and “lawyer “ are synonymous with liar . The Attorney
General was the Government Official who did nothing about the false
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imprisonment of David Hicks in Guantanamo Bay and Mamdouh
Habib, both “rendered “ to different torture camps in the Middle
East . Mamdouh Habib was visited by ASIO thugs in different
locations in the Middle East while the Australian government
ministers were repeating the mantra that “ASIO is a domestic
agency that does not go overseas “ . "A lie repeated often enough
becomes the truth" said Vladimir Lenin. We know that we have
witnesses who were terrified by what they saw and that is sufficient
for us . We know the Attorney General lied. The next step was to visit
the office of a certain local Member of Parliament in Marrickville
road . But the interview with the MP was a total disappointment.
We suspect that somehow he was approached by some person and
having realized that this was a big ASIO operation , proceeded to
pooh pooh us and deny that ASIO does jobs overseas ! “ ASIO is a
domestic Agency “ the MP repeated like a trained parrot ! What a
great help this MP was. After wasting our time talking with the MP
we paid a visit to the office near Broadway of the NGO “Amnesty
International “ .
A young man listened carefully to our story and then went away for a
long consultation with his superiors . Then came the answer :
that international agency could not do anything for us. It was not their
jurisdiction . I then got it ! Their jurisdiction is foreign countries that
tell the US and other western crooks to take a jump in the lake .We
were very angry . After that experience , we knew that Amnesty
International was only a front for propaganda for the west to
humiliate and embarrass those who do not kowtow to western
government criminals . Those who try to bring fake democracy to
Iraq . At about that time we sent a letter that explained our situation
to a noted left wing columnist employed by the Murdoch Empire.
We chose him because he claimed to be left wing . However , in his
answer to our letter this presstitute used the same phraseology used in
the letter to us by the Attorney General . Strange ,we thought , that
guy could be a plant for ASIO . We know now , with absolute
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certainty that even some world famous Australian actors do “jobs “
for the ASIO and CIA .
A couple of weeks after we returned from the trip to Europe I
returned briefly to the office where I worked and resigned from my
position effective from the end of the holiday . After handing in the
letter of resignation I joined a couple of colleagues from the planning
office in the coffee shop on the ground level of the building . It's a
large coffee shop with about 50 tables and chairs. It caters for the
hundreds of people working in that broadcasting organization . The
coffee shop was nearly empty when we entered and the 4 of us sat at
a table and started talking about the latest events in the department .
A few minutes later a short chap , wearing glasses between 45 and 50
years of age and of Asian origin sat at the table next to us. One of my
colleagues immediately spotted him and asked me in a knowing way
“ And why is this Peter ?” . I replied that it was probably ASIO and
then he asked again “ Is it still about judge XX ? “.“Sure thing “, I
replied .
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So my colleague knew or had a good idea about what
was going on because it was not the first time they noticed strangers
sitting close to our table , even though plenty of room was available .
On Thursday afternoon at about 16.30 or 17.00 hours for many
years , I used to go to a certain news agency near home on the
Canterbury road near the Canterbury railway station to collect my
early copy of the “ Sportsman newspaper “ which is the bible of the
race goers and racehorse form students .
One Thursday in late 2004 , after we returned from the overseas trip ,
I noticed that a middle aged guy was just a few meters from me
as I entered the newsagency and that he was watching me carefully.
As a rule the newspapers were delivered in a bunch, cable tied
together and the bunches were thrown around , so I was careful to
avoid picking up the first copy. The front pages could be mangled
and sometimes the mangling was so bad that it was necessary to pick
up a copy down in the middle of the bunch .
After a few weeks I grew suspicious because there was always
somebody waiting for me to arrive at the news agency and
somebody , never the same person , was always watching as I picked
up the “Sportsman “newspaper . I moved then to another news
agency in Earlwood because it was easier to park the car but also to
see if the spook problem followed. The problem with the spooks
followed as expected . So were the spooks checking if Lyn and I
were passing messages ? If so did somebody suspect us of a
conspiracy ? These tactics , we think , are a ruse to give a chance to
the spooks to fabricate a fictitious case against Lyn . This scenario
would explain why the spooks watched how I picked up the
Sportsman .When we talked about this possibility we started
laughing. We do not know any person of importance. We had cut ties
with people. But also Judge XX must be in terrible danger if the
government thugs were keen to spend millions of dollars of
taxpayer’s money on a wild goose chase !
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The behavior of the spooks was unmistakable when Lyn used to
enter a lady's clothing shop in Leichhardt Market Town shopping
mall . Some lady had to enter to check whether there were other
customers and if any conversation was going on with the shop owner.
Usually the person entering the shop after my wife didn't purchase
anything . On another trip to the city we stopped for a coffee in
Macquarie St.
The place was nearly empty , but by the time our cappuccinos arrived
a man and a woman were sitting at a table nearby blocking our view
of the street .
Lyn immediately recognized the man as a known barrister that
appeared often on TV . It seemed that Lyn was being shielded so that
no passerby could see her . That area around Macquarie St. is a
known hangout of the legal profession . Harassment , monitoring
phones , psychological operations , alienation from friends and
relatives , isolation , surrounding our house with spies -these were the
weapons used against us by the ASIO mob whose primary objective
was to find a conspiracy or to entrap us or to somehow get control
of us . These activities are also the definition of “gang stalking “ .
During our walks , either around Dulwich Hill or Rozelle park ,
apart from the spooks monitoring us with the mobile phone, we often
met pairs of ladies , one aged lady usually with red hair in the
company of a daughter. At times we met 2 or 3 pairs of “ Olga”
lookalikes. This was obviously a psy -operation that was repeated
over and over during many years of harassment .
Often the “ Olgas “ made eye contact with my wife and this was a
sure sign that the spooks were desperate for Lyn to reconcile with her
“ mother “ . But this was obviously a trap to be avoided. We
thought that it could be a ruse to entrap and possibly cause an
incident that could have repercussions legally and therefore to be
avoided absolutely .At that time we started to suspect that baby Lyn
was actually a “ payment “ for services rendered by Olga . Why were
the spooks so interested in patching up a failed “ mother and
daughter “relationship ? Was Olga so furious about her daughter's
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break up that she was pestering important people over the phone ? It
certainly did not seem likely that an adoptee should be of interest to
ASIO. Why were the spooks doing work for Olga ? Only a person
very high up in the Government or with considerable power and
influence at that time would have had what it takes to stitch up such
a rotten deal . Was this person the father of Olga’s real children ?
Who was it ? Two names came to mind. One was discarded very
quickly and the other name is that of a person who was in a high
position in Australia for a long time and certainly the New World
Order leader of Australia at the time .
We still had Opera and theatre subscriptions and about once a
month we went to the Opera House or the theatre. Going to the Rocks
at night time by car followed by the spooks was always something
out of a James Bond movie as often we were followed and
surrounded by taxis without passengers who seemed to go along the
same route .
One night , we were just waiting to take our seats in the theatre
and I noticed a couple of people. He was fairly tall with heavy
eyebrows , very serious , but the wife was staring angrily at Lyn. I
asked my wife whether she knew that lady that seemed so irritated by
her presence , and she said that she didn't know her . Later on, the
older couple sat in the same row but we noticed there was an gap of
two seats between us and them .
After weeks of speculation we figured out who the couple giving
us a dirty look was . He was a possible relative of Judge XX and
reputed to be a keeper of secrets .
Our theory is this : Barnaby's mother , being widowed when
Barnaby was young , had an affair with the same important politician
that later fathered Olga's children . The liaison between
Barnaby's mother and the important politician produced one child .
This person become an important Public Servant in the state of
NSW. He is a half brother to Barnaby and both share the same
surname . Increasingly when we sat down in the theatre , it appeared
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obvious to us that the seats around us were the first to be occupied. In
my opinion the odds were remote that over different nights , seats
would be filled around us long before other spectators sat down in
other sections of the theater . That surrounding at the theater was
happening every time . It was an indicator that the spooks can
control even the seating arrangement in the theater . Controlling
the seats is easily done because the theatre tickets are pre booked at
the beginning of the season . Was surrounding us at the Theatre and at
the Opera an effort to isolate us , such that no strangers would talk to
us ? We have no answer to that , but other strange behavior indicated
that we were suspected of a “ conspiracy “ . We had worked out all
this by ourselves , especially by analyzing what agents like Olga did
not say when we were making inquiries .
How the spooks behaved and the nature of the psy-op told us about
possible scenarios . Every time the spies engaged in an operation ,
we , the victims, analyzed it and tried to discover the probable
reasons and motivation for the operation . There was another aspect
of our search that the government thugs will never understand . My
wife spent over 20 years of her life living in Norman and Olga’s
house and she told me that many times the conversation between the
two parents stopped as she entered the room . At that time , Lyn did
not pay much attention but similar episodes happened even with other
relatives . After the adoption revelation a lot of memories of broken
sentences , or sudden pauses in the conversations that seemed strange
at the time , now were starting to make sense . There was also the
sibylline rhetorical question asked by some relative of Olga : “how
come that Lyn is not yet a head of department or headmistress ? “
That question asked a few times by the same person put Olga on the
spot. The person asking knew that Lyn's career was sabotaged from
the very beginning with the consent and knowledge of Olga . This
sort of despicable behavior by the spooks and the adoptive mother on
an unsuspecting innocent person make us more determined not to fall
into any traps , not to respond to provocation and render their efforts
useless . Knowing that the minions of the New World Order in
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Australia are immensely upset by the turn of events that exposed
their plot to have another of their “ chosen “ in a position of power
gives us satisfaction . How it all happened I have no idea but we
suspect that some other body was monitoring our phone when we
were researching Lyn's birth family.
In 2004 going to the horse races in Sydney on Saturday mornings, I
was followed and at times I played games with the followers .
At that time the cost of petrol was cheap and I would go to Rosehill
or Randwick race course in a round about way . I knew that there was
a large team of Government thugs that could not leave me alone. At
the races , and in the betting rings a few times I was subjected to
charm attacks . Basically some young pretty female would stop
nearby less than 1 meter away and would turn around and proceed to
stare at me . I would ignore it . It seemed to me very odd that a 63
year old male like me that was usually ignored by the other sex at the
younger age of 25 would be of interest to some young pretty thing .
But it happened a few times .
So the government thugs were intent on breaking up my relationship
with my wife . The imbroglio we were in was super important , and
somebody’s public career was in grave danger .
The attempted sexual entrapment at the races followed a previous
attempt with a girl resident in the same street in Dulwich Hill .
At that time in early 2003 I was taking the bus at about 6.40 AM to
go to work and this went on for many years without a problem until
this young lady that I noticed was living only about 50 yards from us
started taking the same bus from the same bus stop at the same time .
I never spoke or encouraged her , but somehow we were catching the
same bus route 413 in the morning and in the afternoon. This lasted a
few months . She was persistently staring at me.
At times she sat next to me in the bus and at times she would wait a
few feet away from me at the same bus stop near central station .
Because , my wife and I realized that this was some sort of an
operation , I was very careful and alarmed by this new situation .
Eventually I changed my work roster to avoid being at the bus stop
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with that person .
My wife and I decided in late 2004 to design some tags like the ones
used for conferences to identify the people present . Those tags were
ASIO SUCKS. Also I had a hat embroidered at the flee market near
Chinatown with the script “ ASIO SUCKS “ in large letters .On the
first day we used the tags pinned to our chest and my hat while
walking in Summer Hill, the government thugs went absolutely
ballistic . That was good news. We were letting other people know of
the presence of secret agents and we were ecstatic to observe the
bullies dislike of our harassment . The next step for me was to use a
cassette recorder with a tape recorded message - “My name is James
Bond , James Bond , I do jobs for the secret services and you ?
“This was followed by the James Bond musical theme that I
downloaded as a ring tone and I played it loudly from my phone
when I identified a spy .
I would play the recording when I identified an ASIO thug during
my early morning shopping in Market town or the fruit shop. Yes the
thugs were even following me into the large fruit shop adjacent to
Market town . Did the goons really think that I was passing
messages ? We considered the strong possibility that the whole set of
operations against us was designed to make us go mad so the spooks
could control us. In a way it was a form of “ Shock and awe “ . We
could not understand why we were objects of interest to the spooks.
We must have stumbled upon some exceedingly important
information , possibly secrets of state . Judging by the amount of
money spent by the Australian Government it is obvious that they
are accustomed in Australia to controlling events , appointments ,
derailing careers of unwanted people or people guilty of displeasing
the Powers That Be . The use of ASIO is not easily recognizable
because they keep a very low profile and the press is totally under
control.
Many months of operations followed and we were subjected to many
strange psy-ops that we found incomprehensible and a bit weird. The
street theater of the spooks is just boring repetitive rubbish . One
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remarkable psy-op that we did not forget was a character dressed in
black and crimson like a cardinal who appeared to be very
displeased . Well ,I thought , I do not give a dam about parasites from
the church. Should we be scared ? We were not.
There are a few conclusions we can arrive at so far : Judge XX is in
serious danger . The scandal for the Government would be enormous
because if a judge is charged with a crime everybody would ask how
is this possible ? And how did he get to be in that position ? Would
the Australian system survive such a powerful blow ? This would
lead to the conclusion that every position of power in Australia is
rigged for the convenience of the Illuminati controllers .
There was another angle that came to mind. My wife was doing a job
for the ASIO goons without knowing it. The job was to keep Olga
pacified. Years before Lyn had visited her adoptive mother in a
hospital were she was receiving treatment . My wife recalls how Olga
was curled up sitting on a bed in a fetal position . Olga muttered “
you don't love me “ and she seemed to be spaced out and in very bad
mood . Only after a period of time of gentle talking did Olga return to
normal . At that time my wife thought the episode a bit strange but
in the light of what we know now , and with the knowledge that the
“deep sleep clinic in Rozelle “ was closed down , we have now
reached the conclusion that in Australia there was a MK Ultra
program operational for many years. We reached this conclusion
because we think that the Australian Government enthusiastically
embraces any nasty trend that comes from the “land of the free “.
Early in 2005 we visited a legal firm around Leichhardt with the
purpose of getting some advice about what to do in our situation . We
already knew that in Australia nobody wins lawsuits against the
Government . We were awake enough, having observed how some
whistle blowers of Government department maladministration had
ended up- financially broken , unemployed and their reputation in
tatters . So , after explaining our situation to the lawyer he suggested
to come back in about one week . When we saw him again , he made
it clear that he wanted nothing to do with us but regarding the actions
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of the spooks , he added that they might be looking for us to do
something wrong ! After that meeting , I tried to contact a high
profile lawyer in the city , but the guy , after learning what my
problem was, did not return calls . So that was the end of my trying
to contact lawyers . The moral of the story is that the spooks do not
have any material incriminating us because we have never committed
any crime , but the heavy harassment is for the purpose of making us
lose our cool and do something stupid that would allow the police to
get control of us .The spooks were and are on a fishing expedition .

CHAPTER 10
What “ clicking the phone “ means .
With today’s technology when a secret agent clicks to call a predetermined number , his position would be determined within 5
meters and the sending phone would be the signature of the agent .
So with this clicking operation the controllers of the secret agent
would know both the position of the agent and the person being
followed . It does not matter if the holders of the phones are on the
move . 9
GANG STALKING
The government criminals are using gang stalking mostly covertly
but also openly . Covert gang stalking might be used in preparation
for open operation . In Australia we know that this crime can last for
the life time of a person and mostly the victim is unaware . There
could be secret sabotage of work , relationships , school results and
other inexplicable happenings . The spooks have connections in the
government schools from primary level to University and we know
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with absolute certainty that most government run services are
infiltrated . These include hospitals , medical centers , local councils
and of course , courts , the judges , the public service and the ABC .
The ABC is that quasi Government organization that was forced to
send embedded journalists to Iraq so that propaganda could be spun
better .
How barristers and Queen’s Council are appointed is a secret and
object of criticism even in the controlled press . The purpose of a
covert operation is get control in some way of the victim , or destroy
him or her financially , mentally ,socially and professionally . To
this end slander , innuendoes , false information or even threats are
used . The perpetrators of slander and false information could even
be relatives of the victim . In the case of my wife , we know now
that her parents were telling her friends that she was an adopted
person , possibly to appear to be generous people but the intended
consequence was that some of those friends would disappear from
her life . It is possible that the parents of Lyn were telling her friends
of the adoption for the purpose of isolating her or
because they were following orders . I would suggest that this
disgusting behavior of Norman and Olga, the adoptive parents of my
wife , was by design . Those people were acting under the orders of
ASIO . In retrospect my wife remembers a few occasions when the
truth nearly come out . Another school boy said “ My mother knows
about you Lyn “ and “ I know a secret about you “ , but still the truth
did not come out . Trained psychologists profile the victims to find
what they like , what they dislike , and their weaknesses , sexual
hang-ups , preferences and peccadilloes . Note is also taken of the
victim's likely medical visits , frequency of visits to the hairdresser
or the chemist and those opportunities are used to stage chance
meetings with strangers who start a conversation that might lead to
entrapment of some sort . Some doctors cooperate willingly with the
authorities and haven’t got the best interest of the patient at heart
and , when the opportunity arises
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do a favor to the spooks . In my case , for example , a poorly
effective medicine to control blood pressure was prescribed
in Australia , but in Italy the local doctor put me on a very effective
one . Visiting night clubs could be a health hazard as a person could
easily be drugged or poisoned . Walking in areas with little pedestrian
traffic might be a great opportunity for the stalkers to organize some
street theater . The street theater has usually a message or it could be
perceived as a threat or just an occasion to mimic the victim and
ridicule him or her . The street theater we observed in the Rozelle
park in Sydney were mostly messages repeated at infinitum such as “
go and see your mother “ . This message was actually delivered by
having multiple pairs of obvious mothers and daughters walking by
towards the intended victim or a young mother and a baby in the
pram . The gang stalking becomes noticeable near the home of the
victim with so many neighbors possibly knowing the target
and noticing the strange activity .
So to avoid the areas where the victim is known , the gang stalkers
love the intended victim to travel and therefore expose him or herself
to the full range of their harassment techniques . These might be
noisy rooms in the hotel , chance meeting of a person from the past
who actually works for the spooks , chance meeting with a new
“friend “ , extreme harassment and or provocation . Clicking the
phone when approaching the intended victim is an obvious way to
harass . “You are being watched “. In a city up to 50 or 60 people are
used to monitor a person and literally be at every corner in every
room of a museum , on public transport sitting next to or in front
text messaging . When traveling by public transport more than once
my wife noticed very fat and smelly people sitting on the next seat .
When something like that happens twice consecutively it is more than
a coincidence . 10 Punishment of people that have displeased the
community or have committed crimes can often be extreme both in
modern societies and tribal societies . Even primitive societies found
ways of dealing with individuals that displeased or irritated the
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community . It seems that every type of human society has it's own
method of keeping people in control . Amog the starngest there is an
Australian aboriginal ritual punishment by the elders that goes under
the name of “ pointing the bone “ . It is a method of execution using
a bone that looks like a needle but it is charged with psychic energy
by means of a secret ceremony of the elders of the tribe . The victim
of the bone pointing invariably dies and the doctors do not know the
reason for the death .11 It is a system that leaves no trace and is
very effective . Pointing the bone is a tribal form of
punishment but gang stalking is what supposed democracies and
dictatorships use to get rid of whistle blowers . People who have
found out about corrupt politicians , public administrators , judges ,
researchers of new forms of energies such as “zero point “ or
scientists that displease the government with their revelations to the
public .The people that cooperate with the secret police come from
all walks of life , from the down and out dregs of society to the
school children that have come to the attention of the local police
and need to do “ a favor “ to get out of a jam . They can use an old
pensioner , an unlikely upper class person , the hairdresser , a drug
addict , a petty thief , ambulance officer , fire brigade officer ,
secretaries of medical centers , and of course , doctors , social
workers , psychiatrists, workers of the post office and many others .
Any person of any age could be part of this “ intelligence “ network .
Sometimes this definition appears to be an oxymoron judging by the
behavior of the individuals . The target could be chosen for many
reasons , the most common being whistle blowing and
scapegoating . Political opponents , dissidents , people who have a
clue about the universal deception practiced by criminal
governments , are increasingly targeted by the national security
system . According to author William Cooper the Deputy Attorney
General of California commented at a conference “ that anyone who
attacks the State -even verbally – becomes a revolutionary and an
enemy by definition “ . This philosophy is part of a training course
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called“ Civil Emergency Management Course “ taught to military in
service , reserve military and the civilian police . 12 Inventors or
scientists whose discoveries or findings do not coincide with the
dictates of the controllers are also dealt with , by loss of jobs , loss of
funds , discrediting or even worse ..13
Gang stalking is a series of concerted actions organized and directed
by the government criminals to try to get control , unhinge ,
extremely harass , provoke , damage financially and emotionally ,
force to legal action , sabotage , derail , entrap , isolate , monitor ,
smear and in some cases force to suicide .

CHAPTER 11
Some advice for “gang stalking“ victims
It must be rememebered that your goverment by his actions against
you, treats you as an enemy of the state . So the state is a criminal
entity that will stop at nothing to sabotage your life , threaten your
relatives and send you bankrupt .
The paid government criminals will try to infiltrate the life of the
victim with specially trained people that will do their best to deceive
you and rob you financially and emotionally if given the slightest
opportunity . You must always be aware of the attempt tp entrap .
Whatever is the reason for the “gang stalking” operation the victim
of this crime must be careful at all times . Even small driving
offenses could escalate into more serious charges . The aim is to
bankrupt or take control of the victim or worse . A victim must
assume that all his or her phone conversations with friends and
relatives are monitored , even the private phone calls of relatives .
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Assume that even your work phone conversations are monitored
and recorded . Work phone calls should be absolutely only work
related .
Assume that even the normal conversations you are having at home
are monitored when spoken at normal level . A small transistor radio
tuned to listen to some music station , at very low volume level
strategically located near the main door or other possible monitoring
point , could help to retain some privacy . The information gathered
by bugging or monitoring the home of the victim can be used to set
up traps , work out the likes and dislikes of the victim or set up a
strategy for the purpose of entrapping , irritating , annoying etc. etc .
Assume that you are monitored 7 days a week and 24 hours a day .
Have a good look at your neighbors and take note of comings and
goings at strange hours . If after a couple of minutes of leaving
home , somebody clicks the phone at you , it's a sure hint that more
than one neighbor is working for the spooks and the spooks use one
apartment nearby as a base for their operation .
The base of operations is used to coordinate the agents' shift work ,
the actual following of the victim using the cell phone , the GPS and
other phone monitoring devices . The base is where the phone calls of
the spies that surround the house of the victim arrive for processing
and action . The delay time or response time between the arrival of
the phone call signaling that the victim is on the move and the action
of the spooks is only seconds , at worst a couple of minutes in
my experience , indicating that the base of operations is nearby .
Be open and honest and tell friends and relatives face to face
what’s going on . Some of them , may be all of them , will suddenly
disappear . As a rule of thumb that’s a good sign . They might be
scared or have been warned off by the spooks to keep away otherwise
they too could be investigated for “conspiracy “ . Under those
circumstances that’s understandable and normal . The spook's
strategy is to isolate the victim and to stop his or her interactions
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with third parties . A victim might notice that as soon as he enters a
coffee shop somebody else follows within a couple of minutes and
parks himself a short distance away, and starts a conversation with
the coffee shop attendant . This action is designed to minimize
interaction . A similar technique is used at the hairdresser . Note
people who monopolize the attention of the workers . That could be
on purpose . At times many people will follow the victim into a
coffee shop or a bar in an open display of crowding , surrounding ,
harassing and mobbing .
Be prepared to change tactics , change or modify habits , because the
spooks do change tactics very often and also change teams .
Beware of people continuing a relationship with the victim of
stalking even though these friends or acquaintances have been
warned of possible harassment from the secret police . Usually
friends and relatives run away , unless they are very brave , foolish ,
or on the take .The rule of thumb is this : if somebody , knowing the
situation of the victim , continues a relationship by phone or visiting ,
chances are this person might be cooperating with the spook to try to
influence the victim’s behavior , or minimize or deny the gravity of
the situation . Most of the friends disappear because they do not want
to be involved in business with the government criminals .
In our case , since the relatives do not speak to us any longer and
even avoid telephone contact , it is obvious that they are not working
for the spooks but they are aware of our problem and they have been
scared off .
When traveling by car if there is a suspicion of being followed , stop
at the nearest possible opportunity and let the traffic following pass
by . Repeat the same operation . This must become an acquired habit
to deter following . This is the best strategy that I found to confuse
and hinder the spooks who are using many cars .
Cars stopped along the road with the driver (spotter ) pretending to
read or making a phone call is a favorite trick .
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Avoid Catholic “confession ” like the pest . Priests are part of the
Vatican secret services network that cooperates with your
government , the same entity that is harassing you . There is more to
be said about the Church infiltration by Masonic sects in a later
chapter .
The victim's cell phone transmit or send function can be activated
remotely by sending a command on the control channel of the
victim's phone . The command puts the phone in the maintenance
mode and then the microphone can be turned on without the victim's
knowledge . It is advisable to use the cell phone as a last resort and
to take out it’s battery when not in use .
Chance encounters with old friends or strangers should be viewed
with suspicion .
Changing House . Avoid frequent change of address . The toxic
environment will be reestablished around the victim with different
people . Changing house is stressful and useless but consideration
should be given to a single change of address to a medium size city
with easy access to supermarkets , shops , possible family support ,
post offices , banks etc to minimize exposure . There are pros and
cons for moving to isolated places , but it must be remembered that
people will believe any outlandish story and for money they will
inform on a stranger . A toxic environment for the victim is easily
established . Most of the informers are recruited by offering money or
favors , or playing the individual's button of patriotism , or the bogus
“war on terror “ : or the open threat that contact with the victim
could lead to “charges .
Children , can be harassed and harmed and should be watched
carefully .
Children are especially vulnerable because of their innocence and
they can be manipulated and used against the parents . It is especially
tough for parents to explain the action of the invisible government
that hates them .
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In meeting places like coffee shops , watch out how the place fills up
after your entrance and where the newcomers sit ! Usually they
surround the victim of stalking . This is called mobbing .
When going to night Clubs , watch out for spiked drinks , or
poisoned food . It is better to avoid night clubs , dance halls etc .
Priority number one is to deprive the government criminals of
opportunities .
Clusters or groups of people on the phone or “wired for sound “
should be considered suspicious and might indicate a possible
imminent operation .
One of the most common sights is the innocent looking mother
pushing the pram with her baby . She suddenly reaches for the
mobile phone , clicks it and then moves on . Another common sight
is the person taking the dog for a walk . He or she will have an urgent
need to click the phone as soon as the victim is sighted .
There is no limit to the age of spook collaborators . Any person of
any age could be conned or paid off to click the phone on sight . At
the entrance to supermarkets , here in Italy , African migrants are
often positioned either pretending to sell gas lighters or other
items .They are spying . School kids are also extensively used in
Italy . Probably they are doing a favor to a friend or relative .
Use a good Firewall and Antivirus software to protect your computer
from hacking . There are free antivirus and firewalls on the
Internet . An anonymiser could be useful .
When walking down the street count the people you meet walking
towards you and count how many of them are using a mobile phone
or are wired for sound .
Take a sample of at least 30 people to get an idea . You should see at
most two people on the phone .Anything in excess might indicate
spook activity . A 5 or 6 % or less is normal mobile use . “Wired for
sound people “ might be listening to music , but it is hard to prove
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unless a viewer can see the difference between a phone and a MP3
device .
Have the groceries delivered home only as a last resort or delegate
your spouse or partner to everyday exposure for menial chores and
payment of various bills . If possible make many operations with the
bank automatic .
The victim of harassment should make an effort to keep a daily diary
that logs every incident even minuscule . The spooks tend to repeat
the same types of psy-operations , the same type of harassment .
Even they are creatures of habit . At some future time the victim can
refer to the diary and recognize some pattern in the criminal behavior
and come up with a theory aimed at explaining the motivation and
goals of the spooks . By analyzing the spooks behavior a strategy can
be designed to minimize their impact on the daily life of the victim .
Misinformation , rumor , and slander are often used against the
victim at work . The goal is to derail , ruin work ,business and
relationships . Opportunity must be taken to slander and bad mouth
the criminal government . Let the people know what happens . If
possible keep the money in banks to a minimum and support bona
fide charities .
Do not trust doctors or the medical profession in general , and this
includes psychologists and counsellors . A lot of them will cooperate
with the spooks and will prostitute themselves for favors or career
advancement . Always get a second opinion regarding tests ,
diagnosis and medicine required . Do not accept “antidepressant “
medicines , as they can induce suicide and violence . In the state of
NSW there are many cases of whistle blowers complaints about State
medical officers . Recent laws in Anglo-Saxon countries allow the
spooks to detain people for relatively long periods and keep them
isolated and without access to a lawyer or relatives . Anything can
happen in those detention centers including induction of
schizophrenia , depression or victims' suicide .
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Do not book travel with Travel agencies . If you have to travel , you
should do it in an unpredictable way . Do not book anything not
even the hairdresser
Remember that drugs or other things can be “planted” in the hotel
room during your absence .
Remember that noise in the next hotel room can be planned and the
moment you book a hotel , that information goes to the central police
station of that town .
Do not respond to any form of provocation. Avoid confrontation
and litigation of any form . The spooks own the court system. The
police are the spooks in uniform . The legal profession is totally
controlled and nobody wins against the government . Consider the
fate of whistle blowers in many so called civilized countries . The
whistle blowers are treated exactly the same way as political
opponents of the “democratic regimes “. This means attempts to
bankrupt with endless court litigation and entrapment . Even a
minimal legal infraction is used as an excuse for serious legal
trouble.
Do not be tempted by the use of illegal drugs and do not associate
or even talk to known or obvious drug addicts . Character smear by
association could be the end result .
The duration of the gang stalking is another form of torture. It may
last for years with no end in sight and no mechanism in place to
complain to officialdom . However , sending letters directly to
politicians might force the spooks to make their operation “official “ ,
with a beginning and end date . There are indications that “unofficial
“ operations might last a lifetime . As I have pointed out earlier the
European Court of Human Rights puts intolerable barriers in front of
a person harassed by his own government.
Electronic Harassment - the site below is very informative on this
problem 14 http://www.freedomfchs.com/
This writer has not experienced electronic forms of harassment apart
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from attempts to hack my wireless internet , but I am aware that it
happens . There is some evidence of the government crooks
beaming messages directly into the head of the targeted individual .
15 , 16 Microwave frequencies can be used for extreme forms of
harm . It must be remembered that computers using Apple and
Microsoft operating systems have Back door access to the computers
by Secret Services agencies . Even cellular phones and PADs have
secret access to data , phone calls and names of callers and friends .
A switched on phone can be used for spying on the owner .
A microphone or camera can be switched on remotely without the
knowledge of the owner . The only safe phone is possibly a phone
with the battery taken out but there are doubts on this point too . 92
Putting a microwave transmitter such as a cellphone near your brain
during the act of making a phone call can have nasty ripercussions on
your health . Cell phones should only be used briefly and for
emergency .
No explanation will be forthcoming from authorities or the police
department regarding the illegal “gang stalking operation” . All
government agencies will pretend that it doesn't happen . They will
even suggest some “other reason “ for the state of affairs . Dissenters
at the time of the “Stasi” in East Germany were treated this way.
The authorities were suggesting that the victims of harassment were
suffering from some mental disturbance. Those were the times of the
“Stasi “ in East Germany before the fall of the Berlin wall . Things
have not changed very much and now the “Stasi “ are in the west .
Exposure . It is a priority to minimize exposure outside the home . In
shops nearby , where the victim lives and is known , the spooks can
only click the phone and nothing else otherwise they would be
noticed and they do not like that .
Exclusion.
Social exclusion is another tactic used by the government criminals
to sabotage the personal life of the victim . Symptoms that somebody
is influencing the life of the victim are described below .
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There is a party of some sort , birthday , marriage , etc. The event is
discussed by the group but the victim of stalking is not invited .
There can be exclusion from the colleagues' social network . Even
close relatives exclude the victim of stalking from family reunion .
Some form of exclusion might happen even years before the spooks
reveal themselves openly .
Perfect strangers might take photographs of the victim while
walking or traveling by car. It 's just intimidation .The message is
“you are being watched “ .
Home security is important. It is important to have a robust security
door and metal bars at the windows if living on the ground floor .
Avoid break in and theft of property . Society's low life can be
encouraged to have a go at the victim's property and person .
The Honey trap . This is the oldest trick in the book . Spooks will
organize situations where their people (agents ) pretend to be
attracted to a victim of gang stalking . It can happen at work
meetings , a training course , on the street, the home of a neighbor ,
the supermarket or the coffee shop . Some will even marry the victim
of stalking .
When choosing a Hotel try to look for Serviced apartments . Very
often the cost is the same as a room but the apartment has cooking
facilities . The major attraction is that it lowers the exposure of the
victim to the government crooks by avoiding restaurants . Hotel
rooms can be bugged . It happened to us a few times . Sometimes a
hotel receptionist might say that the hotel is full so that the victim
will go to the next one where only one room is left . This is a bugged
room .
In some Anglo -Saxon countries it is advisable to use a shredder
before documents or printed sensitive information is put in the
Garbage bin . Spooks are known to sift through garbage bins .
Get rid of microwave ovens as the food cooked is not safe . Buy a
Radio Frequency detector that can detect up to microwave
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frequencies for bugs and other devices planted in the house or the
car . Use this RF detector regularly to scan your residence , and your
car .
Infiltration . Watch out for relatives that exibit suspicious behavior
such as wanting to know your likes and dislikes . Invariably the
conversation goes one way . Spies usually give little away but they
get information from me .
I had to “ fire “ my sister she spies for the VATICAN !
Ignore suggestions from “street theater “. Some of it is designed to
mimic or belittle the victim’s clothing , habits , taste etc . Some other
forms of “street theater “ are designed to suggest something they
would like you to do such as taking a trip , a holiday , visiting
somebody , etc.
Ignore for your own good all suggestions and put downs .
Ignore psychological operations (Psy-ops ) as they are designed to
give ideas , suggest , intimidate , play on a misplaced sense of “guilt
or obedience to religious tenets. Of course the spooks love the victim
to travel by public transport ,bus , train , airplane . The victim could
be surrounded and subjected to some sort of “operation “ in
unfamiliar surroundings where the target is not known .
According to some whistle blowers the secret services use people
with special psychic abilities and training to send ideas and vivid
dreams to the objects of the spooks' attention for the purpose of
remotely influencing them . Remote influencing is today possible
with new electronic devices that send ideas or words directly into the
brain of the victim and only the targeted person could hear “voices”.
Isolation is a double edged sword ; it can be used against the victim
by the spooks , but can be used also by the victim to starve the
government criminals of information concerning state of mind,
health or future plans . It is better to be isolated than surrounded by
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false friends and spies . Avoid useless telephone calls and strictly
keep telephone calls to a minimum .
Watch out for Job Sabotage
Your job may no longer be permanent because your employer can
be “ convinced “ to cooperate with the spooks .
If you are government employed or self employed watch out . The
Criminals from the government are experts in slander , libel , false
information , infiltration , sabotage and entrapment .
Job blacklisting can happen .
Spooks like their victim to be financially broke , without
resources , without friends and isolated because in such a situation
the victim is prone to “mistakes “. Any mistake such as becoming
irritated in public or at work, swearing loudly and going berserk can
be punished severely with loss of work . Remember that state
criminals own the judicial system and can pull the strings of your
employer
Keeping your cool in the face of extreme harassment is very
important for the victim. It is not advisable to respond to provocation
or indulge in thoughtless acts . The spooks love it when the
intended victim loses his or her cool or goes berserk.
Going berserk could prove in court that the victim's statements are
unreliable and not worth taking into consideration and could be a
pretext for the person in question to be locked up in a mental
institution .Consider migrating to another country . Do not
consider Anglo-Saxon countries as they are totally controlled by the
New World Order . Consider Europe if you have any European
ancestry . Some countries allow children and grandchildren of
migrants to obtain citizenship quickly. I obtained my Italian
citizenship again , in just 4 months and my wife in less than 2.5
years . When in the 1970s I obtained Australian citizenship I lost the
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Italian. Consider also the possibility of any country with a record of
open hostility to the USA and the EU . The spook operation might not
stop after migration but the spooks of your home country can no
longer organize “ chance encounters “ with people you thought
were your friends or your colleagues or even relatives that are not
trustworthy . This fact alone plus the language factor , in my view,
are very important . If the European option is not possible consider
some country in South America , like Ecuador or Venezuela .
The reason for migration is to remove ourselves from a toxic
environment and reduce the spooks' chances of entrapment using
people from the past. When a victim of “gang stalking “ is totally
surrounded , friendships have been contaminated and cannot be
trusted anymore and the same applies to the medical centers , the
education department , the neighbors , the job , the coffee shop
owners nearby . Just about everyone is cooperating with the
government Mafia and it's time to move on . Going to another town is
not an option because even there the same story will restart, turning
every shop owner , any service provider into a spy . Money for the
spooks is no object . Migration will almost automatically cut all the
bridges with the past and it's connections . If some person from the
past then suggests visiting the country from which the victim has just
escaped it's almost certain that it is a trap .
Neighbors in the same building and floor can be used to alert the
spooks. Those “good neighbors “ signal when the victim opens the
door to exit the home. Money , bribes, a favor are used in
recruitment . Neighbors in the building and those living nearby are
also fed total lies to force them to boycott the person under close
scrutiny of the government criminals . The spooks' collaborators and
the spooks themselves do not know the real reason for the operation .
The lie is different at very level. So says author Richard Hoagland .
New Anti Terrorism Laws in Australia and the Patriot act in the US
have made those countries especially dangerous for people under the
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spot light of the Government crooks . A person could be arrested on
fabricated evidence or vague suspicion and kept in isolation for
weeks or months without the right to see a lawyer . That's a fine
example of fascism at work . A classic episode happened in
Australia a couple of years ago when the Federal Government tried to
charge an Indian medical doctor under the new Anti terrorism law .
The government used over 500 people between lawyers, police
officers from different states and the secret services and this was with
no result . In the Haneef case money thrown away in this exercise
was about 8 million dollars . 17
It was a fishing expedition targeting an innocent person for the
cynical purpose of justifying the draconian “ anti terrorism act “ and
scare the Australian public .
The fixed line phone and the mobile phone should be used minimally
and absolutely no appointments should be made by phone. There
should be no bookings and all the conversations must be brief and
vague . No information should be volunteered on health , the next
move, your intentions etc . When my wife made an appointment by
phone with the hairdresser at the very beginning of the stalking
operation , there was a “reception committee “ of secret service
ladies, making intolerable noise and monopolizing the attention of
the hairdresser .The spooks become active when there is an
opportunity . Their behavior is not noticed in a crowd, when the
victim is visiting a location where he or she is not known , or on a
train or a bus. Public transport can be filled up with operatives,
especially if booked.
Intentional outing of spooks is often used by the secret services to
irritate the victim of stalking .
A neighbor will openly click the phone on approaching the victim to
reveal himself as a spy .
This behavior is just a device to provoke a reaction from the victim .
Ignore the provocation . Consider this to be the action of retarded
children . There is no need to get upset. It is a ludicrous joke . Even
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when subjected to this extreme form of harassment the victim should
try to concentrate on the real purpose of his life . The purpose of the
psy op is to create an artificial life.
Personal Development should be a priority for example embarking
on a program of weight control , good health practices and learning
something new and useful such as a new language . It helps in
diverting attention from the problem . These diversions help to relax
the mind and provide relief from stress . After a while the stalking
problem loses it's impact and becomes ludicrous. We successfully
tried a diet program called the CSIRO diet . I was able to lose about 9
kg in 9 months. We are using a maintenance diet now to keep our
weight stable . 18 I am also learning some Slovenian and some
German.
Pets can be poisoned or harmed and are a liability .
A person should assume that all the phones are monitored as well as
those of relatives and friends . Even letters and postcards may be
opened .
The Police . Do not go to the police and do not talk to them .They are
the ones doing the “gang stalking “ . They cooperate with their mates
without uniform . The police are not your friends and the government
is your enemy. As a matter of fact the government is the enemy of all
the people but you especially . As a rule a person should never talk to
the police without a lawyer. There is a wonderful video that explains
why . There are 10 thousand laws and regulations according to the
law professor author of the video, available at the site brasschecktv
that can be used against you. 19
Beware of phone calls from people pretending to do surveys of
sexual habits and preferences . Watch out for prank calls .
Psychological damage to the victim is another intended consequence
of the government criminals' actions . After years of isolation and
distrust of others some psychological damage could be expected .
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The most important thing is to keep everything in perspective,
remembering that the situation is artificially produced by the spooks
and without them the victim would be a normal person with friends
and connections .
Psychological Operations are targeted to the individual . In our case
they used people wearing T shirts like “I love Australia “ . This is
because they wanted us to return or at least make a trip . Other psyops used to target us included constant use or mothers and daughters
and doubles of both our mothers . We have seen strange people
dressed in black and crimson and doubles of Lyn's colleagues who
were spies . Occasionally we noticed “ mimicking operations”
designed to ridicule Lyn's clothing preferences .
We have not experienced physical attacks or threats so far .But we
are aware that some victims of “gang stalking “ have been
threatened with rape and physical harm . Attention should be paid
to avoid pick-pockets when waiting in line or walking in crowded
areas . There are petty criminal that execute jobs on demand of the
police or other state criminals .
Property can be damaged and garbage or feces can be dropped
regularly in the front of the house .
Even some Relatives might be influenced by the government
criminals. If a relative suggests a course of action that would expose
the victim to unnecessary harassment or danger there are a few
possibilities :
1) The relative does not understand the gravity of the situation and
is a slow learner.
2) The relative has been influenced by or is cooperating with the
spooks . This usually occurs through blackmail . For example ,
here in Italy , a lot of illegal migrants are working for DIGOS
(the secret police ) . What happens is that the illegal migrants
haven't got the “permesso di soggiorno “ (permit to stay) or this
permit has expired ,
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so the illegal migrant can be deported anytime if he/she does
not “cooperate “ with the police .
As the victim leaves home or returns a sentinel across the street will
signal to the spooks' base either pretending to be on a very
important call or by just clicking .
Snail mail can be opened and email can be read. Also all the
Internet navigation is logged by the Internet Service Provider
(ISP ) and passed on to the spooks . Use , if possible , an
anonymiser program or a “circumventor “ to try to make it a bit
harder for the government criminals to follow the Internet surfing .
If the target is living in a quiet area he/she should watch for increased
road traffic. This is a tell-tale sign that something is going on ,
especially when connected to the fact that the activity increases
briefly when the targeted person exits his house .
This also proves that somebody is watching the house of the victim
and is warning the spies .
Shops located in proximity to the address of the victim of stalking
might have been warned by the spooks not to be too friendly . Some
of those shopkeepers , especially hairdressers , might be tempted to
cooperate with the spooks . It is logical that hairdressers would be
used because of the duration of the visit . Some of the shopkeepers or
coffee shops might also click the phone on sight of the “target “.
Spooking the victim can happen and the obvious purpose is to scare
and terrorize . I have seen an unusual number of police cars during a
small trip or repeated sightings of empty funeral cars going up and
down the street . It can happen that complete strangers will use the
very same words the victim used in a conversation in the last few
hours . Before we decided to put the Sydney house on the
market, we heard spooks talking loudly in a coffee shop about the
French real estate sites we had visited the day before . It was
obviously a “spooking “ operation . The music system in the coffee
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shop was also playing the tune “ every move you make “ .
At restourants we had cases where a couple sat near us and proceded
yo talk about our life , where we went and what we did ,what jobs
we were doing .
Spotters at key road intersections are used to keep track of the
victim . Occasionally there could be a pair of collaborators pretending
to have a conversation , one person without a cell phone and another
one with the cell phone looking away from the road . An increase in
sightings of people messaging on the cell phone might indicate an
impending psy-operation .
The victim of gang stalking should endeavor to starve the spooks of
information , refrain from taking long trips with overnight stays in
hotels , avoid bookings of hotels, hairdressers , even the theater . It is
still possible to do those thing by just arriving suddenly and
unpredictably .
Taxi drivers are known to cooperate with the goons . It works like
this : the victim hires a taxi and as soon as the victim sits down the
taxi driver clicks his cell phone and with that action the taxi is
monitored via the phone with the GPS system at the goons'
headquarters. The movements of the taxi are followed and at the end
of the run there will be a number of spooks waiting in the
surrounding area .
Your trackers , the ones that briefly click the phone are easily
spotted because they put the phone away immediately after the
clicking . Some other spooks approaching you , pretend to be on an
a call but invariably terminate the conversation just a few meters after
having passed you. It can be easily seen if the victim stops walking ,
turns around and watches the behavior of the suspected spook . Some
other trackers stand on a street corner or pretend to admire a shop
window but actually are watching your reflection on the glass . Some
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trackers are obvious , they appear to be loitering or possibly waiting
….. for the target .
When traveling by car it is advisable not to use the GPS because
it facilitates tracking by the spooks who have a GPS receiver that
detects GPS equipment used by the public for navigation . One of the
most annoying things to witness is the use of school kids for the
purpose of gang stalking. We have seen it in Australia and Italy. I
suppose the spooks' philosophy is to train them young .
Using wireless modem can become annoying for the victim of gang
stalking .Wireless modem reception can be swamped and hacked with
a more powerful unit located nearby . The result of “swamping “ is a
very slow speed during Internet surfing 20. I experienced this
phenomenon personally in Sydney . I suspected the next door
neighbor
Watch out for possible Vehicle Sabotage .
I used a digital camera to take videos of spooks' operations . You
will find camera useful to scare off those idiots . They are scared of
cameras even though, theoretically photos and video can be used
rarely . Choose cameras with a resolution higher than 6 megapixel
and a memory stick of the highest possible gigabyte capacity .
Workers for gas, electricity , TV , or phone companies, who are
called to the house of the victim can be approached by the spooks to
ask some not so “ innocent “ questions or just click the phone in the
face of the victim . Keep calm always . According to Albert Einstein “
the definition of insanity is repeating the same experiment expecting
a different result “ .
The spooks are just like the insane scientist. They repeat ad
infinitum the same type of harassment that has not worked in the past.
It may be that they hope that the victim will break down with time ..
If an acquaintance or friend or relative exibits strange behavior
chances are that he/she has been approached by the government
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scumbags . My relatives have been all contacted . They believe in
the fairytales of the government terrorists .
What can you do about it ?
1) Boycott newspapers , magazines and read the news on the web .
There are plenty of good websites that print the news the mass
controlled media does not want people to know . Hit the PTB
accomplices in the pocket . Even one newspaper a day for 365
days makes a difference .
2) Boycott products of the Apartheid state of Israel . Their bar
code starts with 729 .
3) Write articles on whistle blower websites on what 's happening
to you and the reasons for it if you know it . A lot of people do
not know why it happens .And a lot of people ignore that they
are victims of the stalking . They really think that the bad things
hapening to them are just BAD Luck . Loss of job , relatives
and friends that don't want to know you , hard time in getting a
job ( the job situation is terrible anyway, without the
government crims ) .
The idea is to let as many people as possible know what's
happening . Shame your country and damage it's reputation .
After all your country is damaging you . Because the
government treats you as an enemy of the state you are entitled
to BAD Mouth it , Rubbish it , to keep the least possible
amount of money in the bank , and be uncooperative .
Participate in forums on line . All those activities are good for
you because they allow you to let off steam . The rules have to be
obeyed therefore : no insults , use a nickname and be careful in
naming people .
4)
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5) I have other ways to annoy the government criminals . One is
shown in the picture below . “ Qui segreto di stato “ means “ Here
secret of state “ . I wear this hat in enclosed areas when I detect
spooks . In Australia I had another hat displaying “ A.S.I.O. SUCKS
“.
6) I have a mobile phone with the James Bond musical motif and
the cassette recorder with the message “ My name is James Bond and
I do jobs for the secret services and you ? “
When I started using the hat “ASIO SUCKS “ in Australia the
spooks were furious , because crims do not like the victim attracting
attention to them . They were publicly outed .

CHAPTER 12
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We put the house on the market .
In early 2006 we reached the conclusion that we were totally
surrounded . Even our neighbors , we suspected, were working for
the Australian secret services . The house next to us changed hands .
It was sold at auction for an incredible amount of money , even
though it was in poor condition internally and externally but it had a
large backyard . Some young people began renting it and there was a
constant coming and going of people , even at strange hours . One of
the young ladies staying there seemed to be a student , but we did not
notice any stable pattern of attendance. It seemed as if her work was
to stay at home.
Out of the blue an old friend of Lyn's , contacted her and we met
her at our place . Natasha was an old friend that Lyn met at
University . Natasha and Lyn had been overseas together and
frequented each other regularly in Australia even after the time that
Natasha married Rudy . Rudy scored a job in a European university
and Natasha followed the husband overseas .
Natasha did not come to Australia often to visit her parents. It
seemed to us that she considered Australia a place without much
culture , after having lived in Europe for a long time .
It seemed strange to us that Natasha had decided to contact my wife
after so many years when the only communication between the two
had been the occasional new year holiday postcard . Natasha had
been back to Australia before but in over 12 years had not visited
her friend .
Natasha told us the latest news about her family and announced that
she , in partnership with other members of her extended family, had
bought a small country house in Brittany .
After Natasha left Australia , we started contemplating doing
something similar in France , buying some small property .
I visited a few real estate sites on the Internet , but one day , when
we were having breakfast in a coffee shop nearby ,we overhead a
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conversation of two known spooks .The conversation implied that
they knew that we had visited some French Real Estate agencies on
the Internet . So , I concluded that my wireless Internet connection
was tapped and somebody was keeping track of my wanderings .
As a matter of fact , I noticed that at times the wireless connection
was very slow, even slower than with the old telephone modem I was
using previously. Possibly somebody was swamping the transmitter
of my wireless modem. It would take only another modem close by
modified to output more power to wreck my communications . After
overhearing that conversation , I terminated the wireless service and
returned to the old Internet modem .
We knew that the environment we were living in was toxic to us. We
were surrounded and followed everywhere , monitored and subjected
to psychological operations. So we considered that it would be a
good move to investigate the possibility of living overseas
permanently. In that way we would be removed from the toxic
environment and the spooks could no longer use the “old friends “
appearing or a chance meeting with old colleagues routine .
Around April 2006 we decided to put the house on the market .
We chose a real estate agent who had an office in Norton street .
At first the real estate people seemed to be enthusiastic about the
sale , but soon after we noticed a shift in behaviour by the sales
people as if the house was not saleable and ,to make things worse , a
few trades people doing an inspection of the house for prospective
buyers were told that we were never at home and just “ hard to catch
“ . We worked out that ASIO was probably irritated that we were
selling out and had probably infiltrated the chief salesperson of the
Real Estate Agency . So we changed the conditions of the sale to
auction and eventually we sold in late July 2006. The contents of the
house were also separated into two groups ; for auction or to take
along with us because we decided to quit Australia and go to Italy to
live . I had discovered that I could regain my lost Italian citizenship
in a brief period of time .
The spooks could not stop us from leaving because we have no
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criminal record and have committed no crimes . The first thing the
police does is take the passport of people accused of serious crimes .
We are not in that category .
We left Australia in September 2006 and we had a stop over in
Bangkok . Even in the hotel there were spies at work , easily
recognized by the sudden need to send a text message or make a
phone call after recognizing us . The next day we were sitting in the
hotel reception sipping a cup of tea and listening for a while to a pop
band playing and out of the blue. They played “waltzing Matilda “
We thought that could have been organized .
We are now living in Trieste on the border with Slovenia , but the
spies have not gone away. The only change has been the name of the
spy organization. In Australia it was ASIO , better known as the
lapdogs of the American CIA very well known for black operations ,
assassinations , dope smuggling , torture of prisoners, change of
government , and other nefarious activities . Here the spies are from
DIGOS. The methods are the same : monitoring , clicking the phones
in our face , alienating friends and relatives , badmouthing us in the
neighborhood , trying to infiltrate , following by car . This is how “
democratic countries “ deal with people who know too much .
There are many advantages living here in Trieste . For a start there
is no possibility of chance meetings with Lyn's relatives or
colleagues . We are removed from all that. We still have the spies
working around us , but basically they are much less effective than in
Sydney . We chose an apartment located in an area about 15- 20
minutes walk from the town centre . The food supermarket is only
about 40 meters away. The Post office about 150 meters. There are 3
coffee shops in a 100 meters range. There is a shoe shop , 2 fruit an
veggies , 3 hairdressers and other assorted shops including a
pharmacy and several doctors within walking distance .
I can just imagine someone working for the secret services
approaching my relatives here and telling them some outrageous
story about us and explaining the need for them to stay away or
otherwise they too, would be investigated .
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The secret government criminals do not need to know the real facts
of a case but only what is “ needed “ in order to carry out their
mission. This can be misinformation and lies necessary to convince
the spook to work . As the author of the book “Dark Secret “ said
the lie is different at every level “ . 21 It is so true !
How could secret service agents cooperate if they knew that their
paymaster harasses innocent citizens regularly and tries to entrap
them to protect the secrets of politicians ?
A secret operation is compared to an onion with different layers of
knowledge. The outer layers could be compared to what the foot
soldiers know.
Each layer corresponds to a more sophisticated level of knowledge ,
but only a few chosen people in the secret services know the true
story of a secret operation , the ones at the center or the inner layer .
If the spook’s ‘foot soldiers “ knew the true motivation of an
operation and what lies they are being fed every day they would not
work anymore .
Soon after arriving in Italy we rented a flat in Milan and a few weeks
later my wife contacted her friend Natasha via Internet and told her
that we were now transferred permanently in Italy .
A little while later Natasha offered accommodation in
her holiday home in Brittany . We did not go. It seemed to us that the
invitation was too soon , and we were not sure whether it was a trap .
As it turned out , probably it was . The communication between
Natasha and Lyn over time had deteriorated considerably .
While Lyn is happy to have escaped from Australia and had told
Natasha so , Natasha was still inviting Lyn to go there .....
Since we arrived here in Italy we have been subjected to some
psy operations , in the trains but also around here in this suburb. The
Psy ops occurred only when my wife was walking around the city
center or when traveling by train . At the train station the ticket office
attendant has a list of people that are of interest to the police . As
soon as a person makes a booking or buys a ticket , the attendant
rings them up . Spies can be placed in surrounding seats .
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There are other advantages of being here in Italy. One of those is
that Lyn would not , unexpectedly meet a “ friend or colleague “
from the past who will try to misinform or entrap us .
The language is also, of course, a stumbling block for most of the
agents that Lyn knew in Australia .
At the end of 2007 we booked for a bus trip tour to Vienna
including a concert of Viennese music for the evening of the 26th of
December .
As soon as the trip started we realized that across the bus aisle
next to us there were two English speakers . Now what are the
chances of finding two English speakers next to us ? (I suggest a
chance in billions ). But it did not finish there. There were other
people who were clicking phones, sending sms. When we attended a
concert , somebody behind us kicked the bottom of the chairs we
were sitting on. We did not react , but we knew it was a case of
extreme provocation as we had experienced before. The spooks
wanted us to react badly to the provocation so we could be
blackmailed by the police in some way . We suspect that without our
bus tour booking , that tour would not have taken place. We suspect
that the number of spooks on the bus was about half of the total
number of passengers .
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CHAPTER 13
Life in the land of OZ : bastion of the New World Order
The Australian society of today is very much controlled .
The country is a dictatorship disuised as a democracy . It does not
matter wich political party is in government but the foreign politics
are always the same . The goveenment of Australia is always ready to
bend over . When the President of the USA rings up to request help
for a new war , the stooges in control will obey as if it were Al
Capone's orders . There is an apparent egalitarian atmosphere in the
society but when job applicants are considered , the ones with private
schooling are very often preferred . Many judges are the products of
the private schooling system . What is most revolting about the whole
legal system in Australia is the strong smell of corruption. There are
judges that have problems with drinking , sleeping on the bench
during trials and there is at least one pedophile case . The interesting
thing about this case is that the police department knew that Judge
Yeldham was a pedophile , but did nothing because this judge was “
on side.” This means that he would co-operate with them . 22
The strange part was that none of his colleagues knew about this !
Even though the police filed a couple of complaints about the
pedophile judge and let his supervisor know about it nothing
happened . Despite the Yeldham case in Australia many years ago,
nothing has changed. At this moment judges are treated as
demigods . By definition they cannot do wrong. Even sleeping on the
bench during a trial can be justified by other judges with some
excuse and it is only an act of Parliament that can be used to dismiss
a judge . With the death of the pedophile judge by suicide this sad
episode that exposed judicial crimes and the corruption of the police
was completely forgotten by the authorities and the mass media . It
can be seen from this that the politicians of both parties have no
interest in changing the judicial system to make it more accountable
to the public. They prefer it to be the way it is as it is very friendly to
the politicians and very easy to manipulate . Everything seems to be
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rigged from judges' appointments to the outcome of trials or official
inquiries . Those inquiries never seem to find guilt in any
government official or agency. A whitewash is the routine outcome.
A classic example was the Cole inquiry on the Australian Wheat
Board dealings in relation to the oil for food program with Iraq. 23
How the judges are appointed is another sore point as the judges are
appointed by politicians and sometimes politicians end up as judges.
This has the appearance of an incestuous relationship between the
judiciary and the executive branch of Government .
Every year in Australia there are thousands of court cases on which
the press cannot report to the public for one reason or another .
“Suppression orders “ are issued by the authorities to silence the
press. Failing to obey a suppression order might result in jail terms .
The following link is to an investigation on the kidnapping and
rendition with government consent of Mamdouh Habib, an
Australian citizen of Egyptian birth .
The video was shot by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation
(ABC ) but it was never broadcast . It was “pulled “.
That's to show how much the mass media is controlled . 24
There was a similar case in Italy but with a slightly different
result . The kidnapping case of Abu Omar has many similarities to
the Mamdouh Habib case . To the credit of the Italian justice system
some people high up in the secret service are on trial now .
Something of this magnitude would never happen in Australia or in
any other Anglo-Saxon country . In Italy most people know from
hearsay , gossip , Italian history and the print media that the judicial
system does not function very well as amply demonstrated in the
book “ Toghe Rotte “ di Bruno Tinti . 25
But at least there is an attempt, if not to find justice for Abu Omar ,
to highlight and investigate possible Italian secret services'
criminality. In Anglo Saxon countries , corruption and interference in
the course of justice is endemic and very well hidden . At least
in Italy the problems of the justice system are known. In Australia
everything is hidden and people know instinctively not to have
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anything to do with it . A legal case like Abu Omar’s would never
take place in Australia . In our experience , the secret services
control the judicial system , the school system , the Universities ,
the public service , the hospitals and private medical centers. The
television broadcasting networks are “ on side “ and even the
small fringe political parties are deeply infiltrated .
“On side “ for the uninitiated means “cooperating with the powers in
charge “ . The private press and private broadcasting have a very
good reason to cooperate . Non cooperation with the government
would expose those companies to retaliatory legislation that would
disadvantage them or their shareholders .
The major newspapers serve a diet of infotainment to the masses and
the population is more interested in the shenanigans of “Big Brother “
or same famous cricket player’s spicy SMS to young and pretty
women .
The legal system is not very reliable and a deep pocket is
absolutely necessary for “justice “ . The State judges are appointed by
the State government and the Federal judges by the Federal
government . Recently there have been rumblings in Australia about
having a commission of judges appointing new ones and also
applying some discipline to judges that sleep or are drunk at work or
have broken the law . Because in Australia there is no Bill of Rights ,
the rights of the individual can be suspended and abused by faceless
people in the police , the secret police , the judiciary and politics.
There is no legal mechanism that can be addressed by a person
whose human rights have been trashed . The moment a lawyer hears
that his possible client is being harassed by the secret police he or she
loses interest in the client . Because the politicians secretly appoint
the judges this fact really militates against the independence of the
judiciary . For a start the politicians should make the appointments
more transparent to the public and all candidates
should be screened by the police to weed out pedophiles , people
with shady or false backgrounds, people with allegiances to secret
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groups such as Masons , Illuminati , New World order , people with
religious agendas . The election of judges should always reflect the
fact that there is a division between state and church . There is a
strong suspicion that there is no separation of powers between the
executive branch and the judicial branch of government.
In the case of judge XX , why would a person spend a lifetime
hiding his real background ? Who benefits from a perfect CV and a
made up background ? There are two beneficiaries ; one is the person
himself and the second beneficiary are the sponsors. We suspect
judge XX to be an Illuminati and a person pre-destined at birth to
occupy the position he was appointed to . His daughter , we suspect ,
was meant to follow in the footsteps of the father with a brilliant
career , no doubt with the secret help of ASIO . Let’s assume that the
sponsor is the same entity that aims to control every aspect of
Australian society - the foreign policy and the leaders . If a spy –
judge is well placed the above scenario could be implemented
easily . Why would the secret services attempt to derail the career of
the adopted out sister of a would be judge ? Why would the secret
service interfere for a life time in the private affairs of Lyn ? There
are a few answers. Most likely there is a state secret surrounding the
adoption of my wife , the secret identity of Judge XX , and the birth
of bastard children of a powerful politician . Three separate events
connected together . All of those events , we speculate , are covered
by “secret of state “ . The resemblance of my wife to the daughter of
Judge XX
was certainly a factor that required the derailing of my wife's
teaching career . Judge XX knew long in advance that one day he
would occupy a position of power and , I suspect , this is one reason
why his adopted out sister would be under constant observation and
the attention of the secret services. The sister could be assessed as a
danger resulting from the close resemblance between his daughter
and the adopted out sister . It seems incredible but it is the reality .
But there is another notable example ,of a person knowing well in
advance by at least 20 years that her husband would be the future PM
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of Australia . The wife of PM John Howard was on record saying
that her husband knew , at a very young age , that he would become
PM of Australia . Was this wishful thinking from a very ambitious
Liberal politician or was it knowledge of pre-planning by the puppet
masters ? From what my wife and I have experienced , and from
other suspected cases of famous Australians knowing in
advance by at least 10 or 20 years of their future appointments to
prominent positions , we can speculate that the government has been
planning future politial control well ahead. There are notorious
examples of people who knew many years in advance of their future
promotion . This is the result of advanced planning and rigging .
George Bush Junior ,Barak Obama and former Australian PM John
Howard are people that knew in advance of future promotion . Now
we know that even Chief Justices of the High Court belong to the
same club .
In the disclosure project website Dr. Carol Rosin , secretary to the
rocket scientist Werner Von Braun , revealed how she attended
meetings in the 1970s in which people were discussing the war
against Iraq at least 15 years in advance . 27 `
Human rights abuses are made possible in Australia because there is
no specific government mechanism that enforces human rights
regulations or defends them . Aboriginal people in Australia have a
shocking record of death in prison while in police custody . A few
years back a drunk aboriginal person was picked up by the police in
Palm Island ( North Queensland ) . For some reason he was beaten up
and died in jail . The Island tribal relatives revolted and the state
government sent in police reinforcements . As far as I know so far
no police person has been found guilty of the murder of the
aboriginal person . It seems to be the usual story . No government
official is ever charged or found guilty of criminal acts or corruption .
This is a common fault of the so called democracies. There are no
mechanisms to contest the government sanctioned criminality
administered by the secret police . Tom Calma , the Australian Race
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Discrimination Commissioner said : “ We have parked most human
rights at the door , leaving Australian citizens in the unenviable
position that in relation to the majority of rights , we don’t have any
formal mechanism for considering how laws and policies impact on
people’s rights or for providing redress where rights are abused .” 28
The secret services and the Illuminati love “ dynasties “ as they can
be easily controlled . The spooks are kept in line not only by
controllers but the rest of the family who also work for the spooks .
So the daughter of Judge XX was destined to follow in the footsteps
of her illustrious father , but the plan was derailed . Why would judge
XX spend a lifetime hiding his secret background ? Because the
judge is a spy for the secret services and a creation of it . Why would
the secret service want one of their men in one of the highest
institutions in the land ?
Probably power and control are the answer - the need for more
power for ASIO to make Australia a controlled society where citizens
rights are severely reduced . And the new Anti-Terror laws achieve
exactly that . A person could end up in jail on same vague suspicion
of “terrorism “ . Another likely possibility is to save the secret
services from embarrassing revelations and to cover up ASIO’s stuff
ups. There must be a constant need to derail real investigations that
might otherwise damage the goon agency . The Australian secret
service interference in citizens' private lives is more widespread than
people would suspect . Judge XX presided over some high profile
trials seen as ASIO stuff ups . Under the John Howard Government ,
the secret services have been awarded new powers under the
umbrella of the fake “ war on terror “. Under that government the
Australian population was disarmed following the psy-operation in
Port Arthur . Many observers concur that there are many suspicious
details about this case . With the defeat of John Howard a new PM is
now in charge of Australia but any change in foreign policy will be
only superficial . The new PM of Australia was a career diplomat and
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is a fan of the New World Order . There are many examples of
diplomats and spies who move to politics and became Presidents of
countries . The President of the USA George Bush senior and
Vladimir Putin come to mind . If the leader of a so called western
democracy comes to power from the CIA or from a career as a
diplomat , the controlled mass media does not seem to be interested
but when some other politician in Russia or other countries becomes
a Prime Minister , his past career is always mentioned “en passant “
when referring to this person . It seems that criminality exists only
outside the fake democracies of the EU , US , Great Britain and
Australia. All of this disregards the hard evidence
that can be found everywhere in the Internet about the crimes of
various US administrations and the western governments' long
history of wars for regime change , or for oil and influence .
The diplomats are by definition part of the establishment and there
is no better demonstration than to observe the following facts that
illustrate that both political parties belong to the same team :
Amanda Vanstone minister in the Howard Government now an
ambassador in Rome , awarded the position by John Howard but left
there by Kevin Rudd the new PM . Alexander Downer ; Foreign
Minister under John Howard now at the United nations . Timothy
Fisher was a Minister under John Howard and is now ambassador to
the Vatican .
In the last few years in Israel a forest has been named after Mr. John
Howard and other forests have been named after Bob Hawke and
Robert Menzies . Note that Bob Hawke was a Labor PM and the
other two were from the Liberal Party . The repressive “anti terror
laws “ introduced by John Howard have not been repealed and this
means that those laws are of bipartisan benefit . Kevin Rudd the new
Australian PM called recently for the establishment of an Asian
Union with a common currency and this Union would also include
the bankrupt US . This should be regarded
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as a move towards a globe controlled by the New World Order ,
those that control the financial market , the Plunge Protection Team ,
the printing of money and who buy all the politicians that allow
themselves to be bought . Talking about buying politicians , it is very
hard to beat what the Jewish lobby has done in the USA .
The lobby controls the foreign policies of the USA in the Middle
East . AIPAC reached the bottom of depravity by forcing the USA
into wars of aggression to protect the Aparttheid state . In Australia
the same result is obtained by the power of a group of about 100,000
Zionists that put the Interests of Israel first and the interests of
Australia last .

CHAPTER 14
Two coups d'etat in Australia .
The disappearance of Prime Minister Harold Holt on the 17 th
December 1967 while swimming was probably a disguised coup
d'etat . Prime Minister Holt was against the continuation of US bases
like Pine Gap in Australia and this is sufficient motivation in my view
to eliminate an opponent of the N.W.O. The ironic twist in this story
is that a naval communication base was named “ Harold Holt “ . This
facility is for the benefit of Australian and US naval forces . 29 The
dismissal of the Government of Gough Whitlam in 1975 was another
coup d'etat probably organized by the CIA and ASIO . 30
The renewal of the Pine Gap station lease to the US government was
coming up and Gough Whitlam was against it . Pine Gap is a secret
military station where , it is speculated , interaction with Aliens takes
place and also experimental testing of weapons and back engineered
UFO s . According to some whistle blowers Pine Gap is used for rest
and recreation of aliens but also , the facility is available as secure
underground accommodation in case of major Earth disasters for
members of the Elite (the New World Order crowd ). A Prime
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Ministerial veto on Pine Gap would constitute sufficient motivation
for the secret powers to remove a popularly elected Prime Minister .
The Whitlam Government had a very thin majority but put an end to
23 years of rule by the coalition of Liberals and Country party .
Obviously dismissal of a popular elected government by an
unelected representative of the monarchy caused huge resentment
and people maintained the “rage “ over many years . This
constitutional problem has never been resolved in Australia . Can the
unelected vice regal representative dismiss the Government elected
by the people ? 31
Today's Australia is a totally controlled society . The working
population is fed a diet of infotainment by the two major news
networks : News Corporation , and Fairfax . The ABC , the
government financed TV and radio network , was forced to send
journalists to Iraq , embedded in the US armed forces . The political
party that wins the election wins also the right to stack the ABC 's
Board of Directors . Because both political parties are controlled by
the New World Order . There is never a change of foreign policy, and
any politician who dares to think about something different might
suddenly encounter difficulty in his career …Australia is the place
where no political or government corruption scandal ever happens
because everything is controlled …The judiciary , the mass media ,
TV ,Radio , Universities , High Schools , the Public Service ,
theLegal System ,the Police …. To give an example of the power of
manipulation of the secret government a person should concentrate
for a few seconds on the Mark Latham case . He was a Labor party
leader that declared that George W. Bush was the worst president the
US had ever had , which incidentally is absolutely true . Soon
afterwards Mr. Latham was removed from the leadership of the Labor
party . 32 However the establishment knew that Mr. Latham was a
volatile character and I personally believe that “a dirt unit “ from the
Liberal party and ASIO was employed in trying to discredit Mr.
Latham’s
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character . 33 In reality both major political parties in Australia are
controlled by the New World Order and a politician that advocates a
foreign policy based on Australia first would have to be derailed by
the puppet masters. A person like Mark Latham was vulnerable
because of his volatility and a staged incident was organized . The
relationship between the US and Australia is much deeper than
economic and defense considerations . To illustrate the kind of pull
US politics has on Australia and the absolutely submissive mentality
of Australian politicians you only have to read about the the war in
Iraq and of the non existent weapons of mass destruction . A s soon as
George Bush Junior announced “ the coalition of the `'willing “ , in
reality the coalition of the cowards ,to wage war on Iraq the
Australian PM John Howard joined in . Even the city of Camberra
has similarities with the layout and design of Washington . Both
cities were designed by masons and there is Masonic symbolism in
the arrangement of buildings and monuments and clever use of
natural landscape to fit the required sacred geometry . Parliament
house in Canberra is a classic and there are references to Masonic
tradition in both the US and Australian dollar notes . 34 The link
below to the “cuttingedge.org “ reveals patterns and symbols in the
Washington DC landscape . By the time the US capitol city was
designed , the Illuminati had already infiltrated the Masonic Lodges .
35

In order to understand the symbolism of Canberra you have to start
looking at the origin of Washington DC in the USA and then the
parallels will become obvious . The designer of Washington DC was
a Freemason by the name of Pierre Charles l'Enfante . He planned
streets , buildings and the government center . Certain symbols which
are supposed to have magic properties are hidden amongst natural
features in the grounds . Practitioners of the occult believe that once a
symbol is created , it acquires its own power , the more so if the non
initiated are unaware of it and the symbol is hidden from the public .
A number of geometric symbols have been borrowed from past
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civilizations . These include the Obelisk , groups of triangles ,
circles , pyramids , meaningful numbers and geographical latitudes
and angles that recur regularly in star and planet alignments . There is
strong evidence pointing to satanic influences in Washington DC and
Canberra .36 I have seen a Youtube video showing aerial
photographs of Canberra that show unmistakable freemason
symbolism . 37

CHAPTER 15
The Haneef case : a large failed operation to convince the
population of the necessity of the new Anti-terror legislation .
One not so obvious case happened in Australia a few years ago and it
shows the lengths a criminal government is prepared to go to get its
way . You only have to read about the case of “ Dr Haneef “ to see
how the Australian Government tried to frame an Indian medical
doctor for the purpose of scaring the population about the fake “war
on terror “. At one stage many hundreds of people , police , secret
service agents, and lawyers were employed in this case. The purpose
was to justify the new anti terror laws and to scare the Australian
population . Based on the opinion of the top Federal chief of police
Dr. Haneef posed a threat . He was stripped of his visa and
temporarily jailed . It emerged later that there was no evidence of
criminal behavior .The use of about 600 police from different
Australian states , lawyers and sundry personnel resulted in the loss
in this great wild goose chase of 8 Million dollars . 38 All of this great
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waste of money and time because a cell phone SIM card was donated
by Dr Haneef to a cousin in England .
It seems that donating SIM cards to relatives could be considered a
terrorist act . If a supposed democratic government is prepared to
spend 8 million dollars to frame an Indian doctor , how much is the
same democratic government prepared to spend to protect families
of spies ? So far we estimate the cost to the Australian government to
harass my wife for a lifetime and follow us overseas far exceeds the
sum of 10 million dollars . The new PM of Australia Kevin Rudd
ordered an inquiry into the Haneef case which resulted in a
whitewash . As occurs regularly with Australian government
inquiries , while Dr Haneef was declared totally innocent , no person
was declared responsible for the waste of government money ,
the organizing of the media frenzy and the misuse of “intelligence “
services . The outcome of the Haneef inquiry is a snapshot of the
pathetic state of human rights in Australia . 39
The above case is extraordinary because it became an international
case when the Indian mass media became interested . But there are
many other clear examples of government interference in citizens
private lives that can be found on independent websites like Sydney
Indymedia and others .40 In 2005 the Australian Chief of the Federal
police Mick Keelty was approached by a concerned father who knew
that his son was involved in drug smuggling . He wanted the chief of
police to stop his son in Australia before traveling to Indonesia , but
the chief of police instead tipped off the Indonesian police and the
young man was arrested in Indonesia where the penalties for drug
smuggling are much harsher and include the death penalty . 41 The
war on terror is a giant con job as is the war on drugs . Many more
people die in traffic accidents in Australia than from “terrorism “ . In
the year 2008 , 1463 people died on the Australian roads . 42
However the Federal Government never considers passing draconian
laws to minimize the road toll .. The victims of terrorism in Australia
are almost non existent .
It is true that Australian citizens died in Bali but that was in
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Indonesia . There are also some aspects of that tragedy that will
never be answered . How much did the Australian secret services
know about that crime . It is a known fact that the Indonesian secret
service takes money from the US government for help in the fight
against “ Islamic fundamentalist terrorism “ . At the site
“alqaedadoesntexist “ there are two documentaries delving into the
history of Al Qaeda and its financing by the CIA during the time of
the Soviet Russia's intervention in Afghanistan . 43
Terrorism today is a tool that some western powers use to
manipulate not only their own country’s population but also the
world . On May 11 2009 the Pakistan President Asip Ali Zardari
revealed that the US spy agency the CIA and the Pakistani spy
agency ISI , created the Taliban , confirming what people have
suspected all the time . 44 Osama Bin Laden had been all along an
asset of the CIA and the Pakistani secret services . 45

CHAPTER 16
The nature of the society we live in and the tools of control
To understand the phenomenon of Government harassment of their
citizens the reader must understand what type of society we are
living in . George Orwell of 1984 fame said :
“ During times of universal deceit , telling the truth is a revolutionary
act “ .
It gets much worse than that in my opinion . Telling the truth today is
construed by the control freaks in charge as a “terrorist act “ . So
daring to say 9/11 was a controlled demolition , which is absolutely
correct in my opinion , is a terrorist act to the perpetrators of that
mass slaughter . Saying even in private phone conversations that
judge XX has a false background , in Australia is considered a
terrorist act .
I remember some years ago , very early after the 9/11 saga , an
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American citizen had to escape to Austria because he was among
the first people to wake up about the controlled demolition of the
World Trade Center . The goons followed him even to Austria .
It is a shock to people when it becomes clear to them that just about
everything in our society is a fraud . Everything is rigged . Some
governments have also secretly used the population for medical
experiments . Much is available on this subject on the Internet from
the MK Ultra experiments , to non recognition of Gulf War veterans
diseases to black US citizens being used as guinea pigs by the US
medical authorities for many decades . Western societies as a rule are
pretend democracies that practice domestic terrorism and secret
assassinations . The politicians in Government regardless of their
political party are invariably controlled behind the scenes by
international crooks who owe no allegiance to any country and care
only about their own pockets . Just about every institution people
used to have faith in is a terrible disappointment , has been
compromised and is deeply corrupted .
The “democracy “ we have is the best that money can buy .
Unelected lobby groups that behind the scenes finance and give
money to the major political parties wield much more power than the
voters . Religion has been used to manipulate mankind for
thousands of years and has been revealed to be a total fraud . You can
read about priests blessing the troops fighting in different camps
during WWI and WWII , the “rat line” organized by the catholic
church to allow Nazi war criminals to escape to South America with
false identities and passport . And then there is the legal and judicial
system which is totally manipulated by the government despite the
pretense of separation of powers . Governments , as a general rule ,
have forgotten that the parties in power have been elected by the
people for the benefit of the people but increasingly the basic needs
of the citizens have been totally ignored . We have the situation where
people have been forced to pay taxes and are not even entitled , as
citizens of the Earth to decent free education , decent health and
hospital cover , a roof over their head ,
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food and a meaningful job . People are not even entitled to know
about a range of things that would dramatically change the reality in
which we live . We need to ask what's the use of the governments ?
Our politicians talk a lot about human rights , the rule of law , a just
society , democracy , rogue countries , bringing freedom to some
other countries etc .etc . But the reality is that in western so called
democracies , especially Anglo-Saxon ones , the one party political
system of the Soviet era has been perfected . People now have the
choice of two possible leaders from theoretically two different
parties , but in effect those leaders are chosen for the masses by the
New World Order controllers . After the election win all the
promises and pledges made by politicians are shunted aside as
impossible to keep or by claims that there is too much opposition or
the costs of implementing the promises are too high . In essence the
will of the people is totally ignored . There are two major political
parties in Anglo -Saxon countries . Occasionally there are more but
all of those parties are controlled by the New World Order .
The choice of the electors is totally inconsequential as demonstrated
at the time that the US and other western criminals decided to attack
IRAQ to search for non existent weapons of mass destruction . The
majority of the population in many countries was opposed , but the
leaders invaded anyway . We can also note that when there is a
change of government there are only minor domestic changes. There
are no major changes of foreign policy and so wars for profit and
resources continue . The system continues with the constant search
for ways of reducing people's rights and the relentless encirclement
of supposed enemy states with new military bases and overt
undermining or attempts to financially strangle so called “rogue
states” . Countries who are members of NATO are part of a giant
MAFIA network that tries to strangle rogue states financially, encircle
militarily , damage through negative propaganda and secretly
subsidize internal dissent . All NATO countries are disguised
dictatorships that suppress critics of the system and opponents .
The way they do it is to use the garbage bin and ignore totally
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letters of complaint to the Attorney General and the Chief of police .
The politicians tell us how great our society is with magnificent
achievements in many fields of human endeavor , but they forget that
billions of humans have difficulties in finding food , medical and
hospital service , education and shelter . How can we call ourselves
“civilized “ when other humans are in such precarious conditions
unnecessarily ?
One of the biggest frauds on the face of the earth is continuously
perpetrated by politicians when they refer to our “ judeo-christian
values “ . The same values that have given us : continuous wars , the
Christian religion with billion dollar assets all over the world ,
criminal bankers, an Apartheid state in the Middle east , a society
where dog eat dog values abound and with no sense of community .
Your neighbor will gladly take the money from the spooks , and your
children go to war to secure oil pipelines and the borders of criminal
states . It is the adherence to those fictitious values that allow the
exploitation of third world countries and the globalization
movement .

CHAPTER 17
Tools of control : Religions
Religions have been used as tools of control for thousands of years ..
There is a very well founded suspicion that also aliens have been
manipulating mankind through religion, the occult, Satanism and
magic since the time the first man came out of an alien biological
laboratory probably hundreds of thousand of years ago .
The events at Fatima were thoroughly analyzed after the USA
obtained through moles in the Vatican a copy of the complete original
documents . After the revelation of the alien presence soon after the
Roswell incident , a study group was organized to find out how to
manage the alien presence and how to go about financing
underground bases and scientific research associated with the alien
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problem . It was decided that to reveal the alien presence to the public
would destabilize society and religions . Money for financing
projects had to be found in some other covert ways (drugs ) . Our
weapons were ineffectual against the aliens and alien crafts full of
human body parts have been discovered . 48 Cooper 209 .
A representative of the catholic religion was present at the signing of
a treaty in 1954 between President Eisenhower and an alien race .
It might be of interest to the reader to visit the web site
Zeitgeisthemovie 49 .
This video details accurately how a lot of the myths and traditions of
the Christian religion have been lifted almost completely from the
old Egyptian religion .
The Church has for a long time exercised political power in Italy
and is actually a state within a state . With the reunification of Italy ,
the Pope's state lost a lot of territory in central Italy and as a result the
Pope's compound became restricted to a small section of the city of
Rome, the Vatican . In 1929 the Italian dictator Mussolini and the
then king of Italy signed the Lateran Treaty with the representatives
of the pope . With this treaty the Italian state paid the Vatican a
fabulous sum of money - 750 million Italian lira and certain
privileges of the church were restored such as the exemption of the
Vatican state and its properties in Italy from taxation . There are
sources claiming that the Vatican has huge sums of money invested in
the Italian , US and English stock exchanges .
A recent survey in Italy has revealed that the property of the Vatican
in Italy amounts to 100.000 buildings and properties in Italy alone .
The estimated value o Italian property is One Trillion dollars . The
property in other parts of the world i probably onother Trillion dollars
without including Gold , Silver art wortk , shares , bonds and banks .
I remember in the 1960 s there was an article in “Time Magazine
“that gave an idea of the astronomic amount of money the Church has
invested in the stock exchange in Italy alone . This without counting
the value of the art treasures and buildings scattered over the world .
Yet even today the average Italian worker pays an amount equivalent
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to 0.8 % of his salary to a church or charity of his choice and by
default if no choice is available it goes directly into the coffers of the
church . This is the tithe of the 21 st century .
In 1982 there was a big scandal with he failure of the Banco
Ambrosiano a private bank of which the Vatican was the main
shareholder . That bank was suspected amongst other things of
laundering money . The Vatican bank was also accused of secretly
supporting financially the “solidarity “ union movement in Poland .
Bishops and cardinals and the Pope often interfere publicly in state
matters in cases of so called morality but conveniently forget that
their church harbors pedophile priests and sexual abusers.
The catholic church was forced to pay millions of dollars of
compensation to victims of abuse especially in the USA and Ireland .
There is a widely held suspicion that Governments have been slow to
act against priest sex abusers or pedophiles and cooperated with the
church to slow down or derail police inquiries .
Typical of the outdated attitudes of the church on questions of
morality were the Welby and the Eluana Englaro cases . The
church insisted on keeping sick people artificially alive even though
all medical efforts had failed . Both cases were about the right to die
of people whose life is dependent on intravenous feeding and
constant medication . Eluana was in a vegetative state and
Piergiorgio Welby was a person afflicted by an incurable disease .
Eluana was in coma for over 17 years fed intravenously and the
church pontificated about the “sanctity “ of life . Even a dog or a
horse would be “ humanely “ put down .
In the Englaro episode , at one stage the church was compared to the
infamous Taliban by a courageous female politician .
And yet if the government of Italy wants to control the flood of
illegal immigrants coming from Africa and the ME , by sending them
back , the church talks about Human Rights abuse . In my view
illegal immigration is a world problem and not the responsibility of
single countries . It seem that the church has forgotten its own
massive abuse of Human Rights during the time of the Inquisition ,
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the Crusades , the Renaissance , the wars of the papacy , the
suppression of early scientists , the selling of indulgences and the
tacit support of the fascist and Nazi regimes . After WW2 the church
was actively helping Nazis to escape to South America .
So it is easy to come to the conclusion that this octopus is very
powerful and has tentacles everywhere . It is no surprise to me to
discover that when the US President of the US, Eisenhower ,signed a
treaty with some aliens , a representative of the Catholic Church was
there . He was Catholic Bishop MacIntyre . It was in 1954 according
to William Cooper that the formal treaty with an alien race was
signed . What should people think of a religious organization that has
betrayed its own followers repeatedly over many centuries and
decades and is complicit in keeping the world population ignorant
about the alien connection ? Today the Vatican bank has been
implicated in money laundering armament smuggling and storing
money for the Mafia . People should not doubt it . Religions are in
this giant scam against the population up to their
necks ! The Vatican has its tentacles in the New World Order . From
what we have observed in Italy , the concept that those in
government should govern for all Italians regardless of political
affiliation and religious inclination is alien to most of the local
politicians . When the chips are down , it appears that the
allegiance to the church comes first and the Italian public interest
always last . This is the effect of the power of the Church .
Author of “Italia Anno Zero “ Marco Travaglio p 156 asked some
important questions to a cardinal famous for his very conservative
views . 51 How is it possible he asked that in Italy in the 60 years
since WW2 with so many catholic heads of government 51 catholic
and only 9 without any religious affiliation , Italy spends very little
for social support in comparison with the EU average of 6% . The
unemployed who receive support from the state in Italy are only 17%
against 70% in France and 80% in Germany and 100% in Great
Britain . The conclusion from the above statistics is that catholic
heads of government do not care about supporting families and
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unemployed people despite pledges and hot air about the need to
support family and Christian values . In reality , to the Italian
politicians suffering from an acute case of weak backbone ,
the desires of the church are more important then those of the
electors . During the last Prodi government there was a chance of
rectifying some of the obsolete laws still current in Italy regarding the
treatment of unmarried couples or gays .
But the legislation was derailed by the political friends of the
Vatican , demonstrating once again who rules the roost in Italy .
There are parallels between the obscurantist dictates of the Catholic
church and the Taliban .
Considering the centuries of direct government of the church in some
regions of Italy and the negative influence that catholic politicians
continue to exercise in Italian politics , the Italian state has laws on
the books that would make some ME potentate proud .
In some Middle Eastern countries the religious police checks the
behavior and attire of women and keeps an eye out in case of
adultery . Adulterers are punished very severely , even stoned to
death and women can be severely beaten if they do not adhere to
approved behavior or attire . In Italy there is an equivalent of the
Islamic religious police. It is a unit of the State Police called “ il
buon costume “ which means “ the good morality “ . This police unit
operates to keep a check on prostitutes and their clients . Because
prostitution in Italy is punishable by the law , people who exercise
the oldest profession are to be found at night in certain isolated streets
at the edge of towns . Sex , a human need , has been transformed into
a criminal activity as having brothels legalized might offend some
pedophile priests . I only believe it is criminal to exploit women and
live off their earnings. In 2004 a young man caught by the police in
the act with a prostitute in an isolated place had his car seized, and
being ashamed to go home without his car, committed suicide .
On matters like this the state has been influenced by the repressive
ideas of the catholic religion . This criminal organization is not a
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paragon of democracy or liberty but rather a fascist , authoritarian
entity.
Very few Italian politicians took a critical position when the Pope
came out with the phrase “ condoms are not the solution to the AIDS
problem “ . Most of the criticism came from politicians and
governments of other EU countries . Gaffes from the Pope are
papered over by the local mass media as were huge financial
scandals in the 1990s . The Italian newspapers print daily idiotic
pronouncements by the Vatican and this is a glorious example
printed in the Italian daily “la Repubblica 22nd April 2009. On page
23 it reported a pronouncement of some “monsignor “ . According to
this person the “day after pill “ R486 should not be used even in
case of rape because even the fertilized egg has a right to life “ !
Centuries of control of the Italian population and centuries of
brainwashing still affect the majority of the people , although there
are welcome signs that in 20 years the parish priest will have
disappeared from Italian society . Today the average age of parish
priests is over 60 years of age .
The Catholic Church has had a very long association with the
Masons. Churches with Masonic symbols are evident in Italy's cities
and villages . The International Tribunal of Crimes of Church and
State has investigated the Genocide of Canadian Indians . The
Catholic Church has been accused of Genocide and even the Pope
has an Arrest Warrant on his head . To view
evidence of crimes of the Churches of Canada,
the Vatican and the Crown of England go to the links. 94 - 95
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Indeed a very long association. This church was dedicated in the year
1786 = MDCCLXXXVI Have a look at the Masonic symbol at the
center .
This is a church in Trieste near the Questura (central police station )
in Piazza Vecchia . Significantly above the crucifix a pyramid inside
a symbol of the sun and the all seeing eye in the middle of the
Pyramid .
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Note the date in this image . At that time the Church was openly
condemning the Freemasons but as we can see , freemasonry's
symbols were adorning churches . The time line at the link below
illustrates the apparent strained relations over centuries between the
catholic Church and the masons . In 1738 Pope Clement XII issued
a Papal Bull forbidding any catholic from joining the Masons. The
penalty was excommunication . However have a look at the date of
the first photo1786 ! But in November 1983 Pope John Paul II
retracted all the previous Papal Bulls forbidding Freemasonry ! By
that time the Catholic Church was totally infiltrated by the
Illuminati . 53 Cooper p87 . In 1978 an Italian journalist Mino
Pecorelli revealed to the world 121 names of notable Vatican high
flyers, members of Masonic lodges . 16 days after this event the
then Pope , John Paul II who apparently intended to clean up the
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banking mess of the IOR ( Istitute Religious deeds ) and the Masonic
problem died mysteriously of suspected poisoning . 54 In March
1979 Pecorelli was killed . Until today nobody knows who did it
.There is even talk of total infiltration of the church not only by
Illuminati but secret agents of foreign powers . Some evidence of an
election of a pope that was then sidelined is available . ( Gregory
XVII – Cardinal Siri ) .If this is true , Siri was the last pope not
controlled by the Masons . 55 , 56 According to some recent evidence
the last few popes have been puppets of the Masons and Illuminati . I
have seen a photograph of the current pope giving the “horn devil “
salute . 57 The youtube video 58 called " Secrets of the Vatican Part 1
through 5 " is very illuminating about the Vatican's connection with
secret satanic rituals , pedophilia, power and riches .

CHAPTER 18
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Tools of control : the governments
When telling relatives or acquaintances of the problems Lyn and I
had with the spooks , I realized that people have difficulty in
believing that a person could be the object of secret police attention
just because of what he or she knows . Most people agree that a lot of
governments are corrupt and hide important information from the
public , but a lot of citizens would not imagine that their own
government participates with others in a world wide conspiracy to
keep their citizens enslaved.
Most people would never suspect the Government they voted for is
an active member of a conspiracy against them. This is for the
purpose of perpetuating the present system where the hapless
taxpayer is at every turn slugged by taxes , repayments , and fees of
every type . The citizens of fake western democracies are very
similar to cows to be milked from cradle to grave.
Not even education, health , hospital care , a roof over the head and
food are guaranteed .
The western governments that people have faith in take orders from a
foreign group that runs and sets the international agenda , behind the
scenes . This shadowy group is called “the Bilderbergers “ .
William Cooper explains in his work how the Bilderbergers were
formed . It was at the time President Truman realized that there was
an alien problem and a strategy was necessary to defend the earth
from a possible invasion . 59 Even the Soviet Union was kept
informed about the problem and this nation was considered an ally .
59

“They were nicknamed The Bilderbergers . The headquarters of this
group is Geneva , Switzerland . The Bilderbergers evolved into a
secret world government that now controls everything . The United
Nations was then , and is now an international joke “ . Cooper p200
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Even today some people find it difficult to believe that their
government betrays citizens every day , allows alien abduction of its
citizens in exchange for technology , performs medical experiments
on their citizens , medicates and poisons them without their
knowledge , hides technologies that would change the world for the
better and keeps us all ignorant about our true origins and history .
Are those acts by governments and politicians acts of benevolence?
Knowing that to raise money for secret underground bases , space
weapons , secret technologies , secret space exploration secret low
intensity wars and coups d'etat, the government is selling drugs via
the CIA and other alphabet agencies , can you call these actions of a
government to be trusted or a “Rogue Government “ ? People have
been brainwashed into believing in the Government and find it
difficult to realize that their government does not care about them .
Few people would suspect that governments use the secret services
to cover up sexual peccadilloes of the elite , hound political
opponents , send whistle blowers bankrupt or drive them to suicide ,
occasionally torture suspects and teach “lessons” to demonstrators .
All of those actions and more occur in countries that pontificate about
the “ rule of law “ and democracy . Unfortunately , western
governments preach democracy but maintain a police state . Many
events that took place in the recent past have been amply
documented by researchers in alternative media sources. These
include the killing of President Kennedy , Martin Luther King , Bob
Kennedy , 9/11 and other terror acts and the criminality of the Bush
and Clinton administrations . The Presidents of the USA authorize
secret operations of the CIA against countries not deemed
friendly to the US administration. In a way the presidents of the USA
behave like Mafia dons , of course with much more power than the
real Mafia .
For a long list of CIA criminality approved by the US government
this link will help .60
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Some forms of criminality are not obvious and escape the attention
of the controlled media unless they are as shocking as the Abu Ghraib
torture fiasco . Some people are under the mistaken impression that
relinquishing some personal freedom is OK in exchange for more
security , but this belief is unfounded because once some human
rights are lost they are not going to be restored in a hurry .
The hard truth is that so called democracies fabricate false terrorist
attacks . We are certainly living in a very controlled society and the
police has a large network of spies and informers infiltrating every
politically active group , groups that might cause trouble for any
reason - green groups , anti-globalist , anti nuclear, radical left and
human rights groups. There are others that sometimes have nothing
to do with politics .The link below from the Guardian documents how
a protester released on bail recorded an attempt by the police to
recruit her as a paid informant . 61 It is obvious that the hidden
hands that control the fake western democracies stop at nothing to
retain control of the system they created . The tools of control range
from use of a very large network of informers for the police , use of
video cameras in many public places , the spreading of weaponized
diseases for population reduction , mass media spin , data mining of
every aspect of the life of a citizen , corrupt politicians with an
agenda and black operations to scare the population . Immediately
after the 9/11 terrorist attack , that was most certainly an inside job
organized by the US alphabet agencies in collaboration with Mossad ,
there were reports on the Internet about Israeli citizens jumping with
joy at the sight of the airplanes hitting the World Trade Center .
The videos of the 9/11 terrorist act indicate that it was a controlled
demolition whose purpose was to engage in wars of aggression in
Iraq and Afghanistan to secure ME oil and protect a certain Zionist
state . The former President of Italy Cossiga declared that the 9/11
attack was a joint Mossad and CIA operation .
President Cossiga told the newspaper Corriere della Sera the 30 th
November 2007 . 62
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“mentre tutti gli ambienti democratici d'America e d'Europa, con in
prima linea quelli del centrosinistra italiano, sanno ormai bene che il
disastroso attentato è stato pianificato e realizzato dalla Cia
americana e dal Mossad con l'aiuto del mondo sionista per mettere
sotto accusa i Paesi arabi e per indurre le potenze occidentali ad
intervenire sia in Iraq sia in Afghanistan.
“ while all democratic political circles in US and Europe including
the Italian center left movement know well that the disastrous attack
has been planned and realized by the American CIA and Mossad,
with the aid of the Zionist world in order to put the blame on
the Arabian countries and induce western powers to intervene
both in Iraq and Afghanistan. “
From the above statements it follows that most political parties in
Italy are a fraud and they all push the official line on the 9/11 .
The “centre left “ in Italy is identified as the “Partito democratico .“
Some members belong to the infamous “Bilderberger “ secret group .
This groups controls the policies of most of the western world.
“ CUI BONO ? “ in Latin asks “ who benefits ?“
in the 9/11 saga ? Certainly Jewish interests , the US and Israeli
governments and a select group of business people that knew in
advance of the events and speculated on the stock exchange .
For a list of individuals who profited from the atrocity a visit to the
web site “ theinfounderground “ is worthwhile . 63
Certain Governments do not hesitate to kill their own citizens for the
purpose of achieving their own ends . Despite leaders lecturing ,
when convenient , about the “sanctity of life “ it is obvious that a
human life is worth less than a bullet .” 64
The USA in cooperation with governments across the world takes
part in a conspiracy of giant proportions to keep their citizens
ignorant about free energy , contacts with alien races , UFOs , Space
exploration and many other issues of concern to any intelligent
human being . As a matter of fact the reality we are in is completely
fabricated and
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manipulated . What is the meaning of the Chemtrails ?
Chances are that without the criminals in government people would
no longer be slaves to the petrol companies or the electric energy
producers . 65
Dr. Steven Greer from the “Disclosure Project “ knows about secret
technologies, having interviewed hundreds of whistle blowers that
agreed to talk about their past experiences working in different
capacities for the US government . On the radio show of Charles
Goyette in February 2005 he said that the US government had
worked out the energy and propulsion of the UFO by the 1950 s .
Exploration of space is impossible with rockets because of the pay
load problem and methods to extract energy from space have been
perfected rendering rocket technology obsolete . However the
governments have been afraid of how the public would react,
knowing that the impact on the world economy of the releasing of
this new technology would be devastating . Gas , oil, coal ,and
conventional energy generation applications would have to be
discarded . 66
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Milano chemtrails 2006
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Chemtrails in Milano Italy 2006 . A case of secret weather control ?
Mass medication , poisoning or a more sinister secret agenda ?
There is an interesting video “Concern about Chemtrails Given Fresh
Impetus “ at you tube website . 67

CHAPTER 19
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Who controls the USA ?
“There exists in this country a plot to enslave every man, woman, and
child. Before I leave this high and noble office I intend to expose this
plot!” - JFK 7 days before he was assassinated .
Certain facts are indisputable . Certain dynasties of Zionist bankers
and multinational companies bankroll most of the members of the
US Senate and Congress . Those Zionist Banking dynasties together
with the CIA , the British government's secret agency MI5 and the
Vatican form the Illuminati group those who try to steer global
events towards a New World Order . There are other players and
secret groups of stooges that play a part in this complex web . These
include AIPAC and Jewish interests , oil lobby groups , the Masons ,
Skull and Bones , Knights of Malta and many others . It must be
remembered that the “Reserve Bank of America “ is above the law .
The video from Youtube titled “ Greenspan admits Federal Reserve
is above the Law and answers to No One “ says it all. 68 It can be
seen that the poor taxpayer is the last person that the Government is
concerned about. It is a Government of lobby groups for lobby
groups not certainly for the benefit of the population at large . 69
From the very start the United States has been controlled by Masons.
Here is a list of US Presidents who are or were certified members of
the Masonic societies .
George Washington

1st President

James Monroe

5th President

Andrew Jackson

7th President

James Knox Polk

11th President

James Buchanan

15th President

Andrew Jackson

17th President

James Abram Garfield

20th President
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William McKinley

25th President

Theodore Roosevelt

26th President

William Howard Taft

27th President

Warren Gamaliel Harding

29th President

Franklin Delano Roosevelt

32th President

Harry S. Truman

33th President

Lyndon Baines Johnson

36th President

Gerald R. Ford

38th President

Barack Obama

44th President

George Herbert Bush

41th President

George W Bush

43th President

The two Bushes are documented members of the “Skull and Bones
“ Yale 's secret society. 70 In an act of immense hubris , AIPAC (the
American Israeli Public Affairs Committee) met early in May 2009
to determine , allegedly, the Obama administration foreign policy. 71
If any person has any remaining doubts about which of the two major
rogue states is the controller , the Rense .com website has the answer
AIPAC which is the Jewish lobby group, not only controls the
foreign policies of the US but forces prospective presidential
candidates to kow-tow to the Jewish lobby . During the 2008
presidential campaign the candidates embarked on a pilgrimage to
the podium of AIPAC to pledge their allegiance to Israel first and the
American public last . AIPAC is dictating US foreign policy
regardless of US taxpayers. The majority of the US population
wants the American troops out of Iraq but it could be a slow process
and not all the troops will be leaving. Some of them will remain in
permanent bases in Iraq. The role of the Council on Foreign
72 , 73
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Relations in dictating the Foreign Policy of the US administration
should not be undervalued . This is why US foreign policy never
changes over the decades despite changes of presidential
administrations . The current US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
openly admitted that the Us government gets a lot of advice from the
“Council on Foreign Relations “ which is located literally down the
street from the State department . 74
The USA government today is a Regime disguised as a democracy .
There is a history of "Coups d'etat" taking place in the US . In the
past most of the coups resulted in the assassination of the US
president .
Four USA presidents have been assassinated and the last was John F.
Kennedy . His brother a prominent contender in the presidential
elections was assassinated too . There are other way of achieving
coups d'etat in this age . George Bush junior stole the election from
his opponent wih the help of the Supreme Court . Judging from this ,
the USA cannot possibly criticize any other country's form of
Government because it qualifies as a dictatorial REGIME . Nearly
$700 million were spent on the electoral campaign for the 2008 US
presidency only by the backers of Barak Obama . But the
presidential candidate , has dubious qualifications on the grounds
that he was probably born in Kenya and therefore not
eligible to be elected as the President of the US . What not many
people know about Obama that his mother and grand parents were
CIA . The election of Obama was a CIA engineered operationfor the
achievement of total control of the population . With so many
members of the Senate and Congress receiving monetary support by
the bankers and AIPAC , there must be some sort of payoff for the
financial backers . On May 14 2009 a bill to permit 1.7 million
financially distressed home owners to renegotiate their mortgages
was defeated in the Senate . It was worth only 300 million dollars . At
a time when hundreds of billions of dollars are wasted to prop up
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failed banks , insurance companies and car makers , no money can be
found for the average people . Again billions of taxpayers' money
fatten the coffers of the military - industrial complex . At a time
when record numbers of US citizens are losing their jobs , their
home , and skipping the country. The documented biggest
wholesalers of Drugs are the US military and secret services . The
money generated from the poppy fields in Afghanistan is recycled
and used in Black illegal operations to destabilize other countries and
hidden wars . The disgusting thing is that US citizens caught by
police selling dope are severely punished by the Courts. Another
shining example of DOUBLE standard !
Despite empty words of change there are more useless wars , more
undermining of states that do not accept US dictates , more encircling
of so called enemies and in effect more of the same failed policies .
The US is not the only place where the Jewish lobby groups and the
bankers exert disproportionate political power . Australia and the
EU are examples of other fiefdoms of the Jewish lobby groups . In
Australia there is no “Bill of Rights “ and even if there was such a
document it would be surely trashed like many other worthless
documents signed into law but not observed . The universal
declaration of Human Rights that so many western countries have
signed is nonetheless secretly ignored while practising torture , gang
stalking , covert murder and rendition to secret prisons . 75 The
freedom of every single citizen is totally dependent on not attracting
attention to himself or herself . In this respect Australians are even in
a more dangerous fix than US citizens . Those in charge of Australia
follow faithfully dictates emanating from Washington . They know
the penalty for straying off the path . The dismissal of Gough
Whitlam the Prime Minister of Australia in 1975 is a case in point . It
is a spectacle of bad taste watching EU Foreign Ministers , Heads of
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Government and even the Pope declare undying support for the
Apartheid state of Israel . In a deception that could result in the end of
what remains of democracy in the EU a new treaty is being
circulated for the approval of member states . On the surface it looks
like the purpose of the Lisbon Treaty is , ostensibly to strengthen the
EU institutions but in practice it is an unreadable document that
makes continuous references to 3000 other treaties and amendments
approved in the past . A consolidated written readable version of the
Lisbon Treaty does not exist . 76, 77 The other greatest fraud in the EU
is the Euro . This a currency backed by nothing but thin air just like
the US dollar . The “seignorage “ in the case of the
Euro is 100% which equals 100% profit for the government and the
private printers . The correct definition of “seignorage “ according to
the “Concise Oxford dictionary “ is : Crown's right to percentage on
bullion brought to mint for coining . In the case of a gold or silver
coins it is the difference between the price of the gold or silver on the
market and the price after the gold and silver are made into coins . So
the EU is destined for the same fate the US is experiencing now :
planned bankruptcy .
The BCE or European Central Bank is similar to the Federal Reserve
Bank . The national banks who are part of the BCE are owned by
private bankers and the Euro is just printed paper with no backing of
any value .

CHAPTER 20
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Tools of control : “New World Order “ and secret societies
"We have before us the opportunity to forge for ourselves and for
future generations a new world order, a world where the rule of law
not the law of the jungle governs the conduct of nations. When we are
successful, and we will be, we have a real chance at this new world
order, an order in which a credible United Nations can use its
peacekeeping role to fulfill the promise and vision of the UN's
founders." George Bush the Elder, January 7, 1991
In our search for answers about the problems we are facing with
“gang stalking “ we cannot escape from the conclusion that our
problems are woven at a micro level into the problems the entire
world is facing . There is a struggle going on for the control of the
world , resources , countries , minds of people . This struggle is
between the New World Order and the people of the world . The
New World Order stands for slavery to the bankers' cartel with their
printing of money from toilet paper , slavery to the petrol companies
when other technologies are available or could be developed in short
time , and absolute control of each individual's destiny and life with
microchipping and electronic control . There has been a struggle for
the control of our minds for a long time with no success . There is a
struggle in Australia to keep deep corruption secrets out of sight of
the electorate that has deep faith in a Government that betrays them
at every turn . If people knew that for many decades every important
appointment in Australia from Prime Ministers to judges of the High
Court has been fixed and engineered may years in adavance what
would be the reaction ? The fraud perpetrated by the Illuminati
against the people of Australia and the US is immense in scope . The
democracy ,gullible people believe in , is just an illusion . What Lyn
and I have discovered about the secret life of judge XX is of
tremendous importance to the Government of Australia . Whenever
my wife spoke on the phone to some “friends “
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about her family research , her conversations , we speculate , were
recorded by somebody else apart from the spooks . This is the
conclusion we have arrived at . Lyn never made any public statement
to the press or the mass media . What Lyn discovered is the incredible
corruption and years of planning which help to facilitate important
judicial and political appointments in Australia . The implications are
profound because people are being deceived by both political parties
and most important appointments are fixed well in advance by some
who might not even be Australian citizens . Both political parties in
Australia are in the hands of the Illuminati . People are entitled to ask
why a probable spy of the secret services was appointed to such an
important judicial position . Certain personalities know in advance by
many years what position they will be occupying in the future . I
suspect that the secret services are used to manipulate the career of
members of certain Illuminati families . It seems that those people
have the expectation that they are owed a good life and career . How
was it possible that a judge using the secret services of Australia for
personal reasons got away with it for so long ? How are judicial
positions awarded in Australia ? Is it on family background or
following a New Word Order template ? What does this episode say
about Australia ? It say that most politicians are traitors employed by
international criminals . The inescapable conclusion is that Australia
is an Illuminati bastion where every appointment of importance is
pre- arranged long in advance and Illuminati families are the ones on
top of the pecking order . The people who really run Australia are not
the Rudds , or the Howards .They are only the front men . A certain
broad group of people called the Illuminati are in charge and set the
rules . The Bilderbergers meet in secret and the local governments,
wherever they meet , organizes strict security . The invited guests
must arrive
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without relatives , friends , helpers ,spouses or girl friends .There is
no media communiqué' and members are not supposed to talk about
the secret proceedings . From snippets gathered by independent
researchers , that secret organization plans to enslave the world and
reduce the population (agenda 21 ). The Bilderberger goal is a total
population greatly reduced in numbers to between 500 million to 2
billion people and all humans microchipped for total control .
Religions and governments would disappear and would be replaced
by one world government with a new religion . 78 Where do those
plans come from ? Those plans came out of a study commissioned to
the Jason Society in 1957 , a select group of academics and
knowledgeable people . 79 According to William Cooper's p213 ,
President Eisenhower ordered a study be done of possible scenarios
for the future . The Jason Society came up with 3 alternatives for
mankind . At that time the USA President had just signed a treaty
with an alien race. . According to some predictions , the Earth by
the year 2000 would reach a crisis due to population explosion and
environmental damage . According to the Jason Society the three
alternatives for mankind in order to deal with this would be these :
1) Blast a hole in the stratosphere to allow heat and pollution to
escape , but at the same time change the earth's culture from
one of exploitation to one of caring for the environment .
2) Build underground bases to be used by a select number of
humans representative of different cultures . The rest of
humanity would have to fend for itself on the surface of the
planet .
3) Use local and acquired technology to travel to the Moon and
Mars to establish colonies on other planets .
At the same time governments would proceed with population control
measures . Those measures include , stage managed wars ,
spreading of diseases engineered in laboratories targeting certain
ethnic groups , (AIDS , SARS , and varieties of specially modified
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strains of influenza ) . 80 It must be remembered that after the
Anthrax scare in the US , the strain of the disease was traced back to
a government laboratory. Spreading genetically modified viruses and
germs has been used in the last few years and chances are that this
trend will continue in the near future . Some countries want to
introduce compulsory vaccinations against laboratory engineered
diseases . Knowing what the depopulation agenda is , compulsory
vaccination should be viewed as a threat to the individual and a
possible device for population reduction . It might be the case that the
cure is worse than the disease . It seems that this grand plan of
depopulation is not working very well and time is running out so
new policies are debated such as eliminating health care for the old ,
the sick , the poor . People deemed by some faceless government
official to be “useless eaters “ are in danger of elimination . The
video at the link is appropriately named “Obama depopulation Policy
exposed . Red Alert “ 81 The controllers have given certain
multinationals carte blanche to produce and sell genetically modified
foods without proper testing of toxicity . A timely warning about this
is at the link below and advice not to eat food that is not certified
of organic origin . 82 With the passing of time the New World Order
controllers are intensifying their efforts to have all the humans on
Earth microchipped , reduced in number and under control .
Today the population is around 7 billion people and we humans have
done a fantastic job at ruining a beautiful planet . The philosophy that
drives the economic system is fatally flawed and it is not possible to
have consumerism in a finite world like the Earth . The consumerist
society has failed miserably as there are on Earth billions of people
with not enough food and water. There are people dying from curable
diseases in ASIA and Africa. They die because they cannot afford
medicines . The current economic system lends itself to use as a
weapon of mass destruction . According to the author of the “
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man “ , John Perkins , the US
economic empire was built by the widespread use of people like him
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who would lend huge sums of money to countries that were basically
insolvent but rich in natural resources . When it was obvious that the
money could never be repaid , US companies would get cheap access
to natural resources . If this solution was opposed by the local
government a jackal was sent to “dispose “ of the recalcitrant
government or politicians . Sometimes , in extreme disputes , the
military would be deployed . 83
Thoughtless exploitation of natural resources without consideration
for the ecological damage is already well documented . Certain
agricultural policies that include subsidies for export have been used
to starve the population of entire regions and this method is only one
in the armory of the controllers who want to depopulate and control
the world. Knowing now that alternative technologies have been
available to the US government and others for a long time makes me
realize what a giant rip off nuclear energy has been . It is a giant
charade to make some industrial manufacturing company very rich .
The proliferation of nuclear weapons is a danger to the world and it's
future generations and this problem is artificially caused by some
western governments . Only governments without nuclear weapons
have been attacked by the chief rogue nation namely : the USA. This
fact has not passed unnoticed amongst countries that do not want
anything to do with the US and some of those countries have
succeeded in becoming nuclear powers . For some of them it was a
stark choice. Succeed with a secret nuclear program or be attacked
and dismembered . In line with the goal to depopulate the earth we
are witnessing the probable engineered destruction of the world
economic system for the purpose of trying to impose world
governance. I personally do not think that this long term plan is
going to succeed.It seems that there are too many people alive today
that are being awakened by the political and economic events
happening . But with the economic crisis gathering speed the N.W.O.
and the Bilderbergers are accelerating their plans to take down the
economy
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of the world and inflict misery , death and starvation .There are some
insiders in the Bilderbergers that do not agree with the group policies
and leak information to the media .
The current leaks indicate that the Bilderbergers plan to crash the
world financial system , the dollar, international commerce and cause
the death of over 4 billion people through starvation , laboratory
engineered disease and compulsory vaccinations and wars . 84 Which
government would relinquish control over its territory to give it to the
incompetent mob that has been running the US economy for many
decades? Which deluded leader would relinquish control of his
country's currency and it's foreign policy ? It would have to be an
insane person to give control of the world economy to private banks ,
those that own the Reserve Bank of America , who have been
conjuring up money from thin air in the form of loans and have been
responsible for the unnecessary business cycles of “ boom “ and “
bust “ . There are more and more foreign leaders who are coming
out in the open against only one world currency for international
transactions . The US dollar has been so far the only world currency
but now leaders are calling for alternatives. This is what the Premier
of Russia Mr. Putin said at Davos in early 2009 “Third. Excessive
dependence on a single reserve currency is dangerous for the global
economy. Consequently, it would be sensible to encourage the
objective process of creating several strong reserve currencies in the
future. It is high time we launched a detailed discussion of methods to
facilitate a smooth and irreversible switchover to the new model. “ 85
This statement is obviously against “ one world currency “. If the
New World Order desires one world currency the response is clear .
It is going to be a multi polar world. I might still be wrong but it is
exactly the opposite to what the Illuminati want. On the US one
dollar bill there is a picture of a pyramid and on top of it an all seeing
eye . At the bottom of the pyramid there is a Latin inscription “
Novus ordo seclorum “ which translates to“ New order of the
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centuries “ or “ New World Order “ . Considering that the dollar has
been the reserve currency of the financial world for many decades ,
on the surface it appears that the New World Order has been on track
to implement the specified goal on the dollar bill . However now that
the US dollar is weak , the dream of a unified government for the
planet with the Ziocons in charge is fading fast .
There are over 700 US military bases scattered across the globe and
the reason for this is a naked attempt to control the world .
This shadowy organization , the Illuminati , have been financing both
warring parties over the centuries for the gains of the few … 86 It is
clear from the video link below on the David Icke website that the
Illuminati grand plan includes the microchipping of every human and
possibly an electronic currency accessible with a personal card that
would be disabled at the whim of the controllers. A person
without a card becomes a non entity forced to scavenge for food in
the garbage bin of his neighborhood . 87 We have seen the leaders of
US , UK and the previous Australian PM advocate the New World
Order . But even Adolph Hitler advocated his brand of New World
Order and also the Soviet Union had its own version with the
internationalization of the communist movement. But , as we know ,
Hitler failed and the Soviets failed as well because other communist
countries did not want to be controlled by them . The US has
hundreds of military bases all over the world. The excuse is trade and
to bring fake democracy in some cases , but control of resources and
the government is the prime objective . In 2009 , after 64 years since
the end of WW2 in Italy we still have US bases . It is unthinkable at
the moment that an Italian politician would advocate a “Yankee go
home “ policy , so deep and complete is the brainwashing of the
population . The Italian population is so brainwashed that I doubt it
will ever wake up . The people believe the following myths : the
USA are our friends , capitalism without controls is good for us and
countries that do not like our zionist banks are enemies . At certain
times of the year school kids are sent on escursion to visit Auschwitz
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to be brainwashed with the Holocaust fable . There is really no hope !
Most of the world has awakened but here , certain political correct
mumbo jiumbo still circulates .

CHAPTER 21
The Illuminati and the Masons .
Mayer Amschel Bauer was the German Jewish banker that adopted
the name Rothschild and gave the task of reorganizing the old
Illuminism movement to Adam Weishaupt who was an apostate
Jesuit who taught Law at the University of Inglestadt . Illuminism
was an old movement based on the worship of Satan with the main
purpose of world domination through destruction of existing
national governments , religions, and through a process of dividing
the masses with political , social , economic ideas . The origins of the
Illuminati go back to Babylon , and the Jewish Kabbalah . Adam
Weishaupt is credited with having given impetus to the proliferation
of Masonic lodges that shared the same Illuminati ideology . The
Illuminati are worshipers of Lucifer and there are many websites with
plenty of information about this satanic sect . 88 It is estimated that
one in six police officers in Great Britain belongs to some Masonic
society . There are many more Masons in the Public Service , the
Legal fraternity and amongst of the judiciary . For more information
about initiation and how the Illuminati work the following video is a
must see 89. The purpose of the Illuminati is to provoke wars , terror
and profit for the members of the Cabal . Control of the masses is
achieved by putting important masonic members in key positions. It
has been in the public domain that most of the US presidents have
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been active members of secret societies from the Masonic lodges ,
the club of Rome , the Bilderbergers to Skull and Bones and others .
There is evidence that the Illuminati have been responsible for
fomenting the French revolution , and the US war of independence .
It seems that the Illuminati have been manipulating events in the
world for at least 200 years .
The Masons according to some opinions are direct descendants from
a philosophical point of view of the Knights Templar that originated
at the time of the Crusades . Masons established themselves in
Scotland where Templars that escaped persecution had found refuge .
There are many Masonic lodges in Great Britain , Scotland and
France . But now the Masonic lodges have proliferated almost
everywhere in the world . Masonic lodge members number now
about 6 million in the world . It must be remembered that most of the
low ranking members are not aware of the true nature of the
organization they belong to. They belong to the lodges because of the
opportunities for work and connections that membership gives them .
The Masons are not the only secret society penetrated and used by the
Illuminati. There are others : Skull and Bones , the Council on
Foreign Relations , the Bilderbergers , the club of Rome , the
Trilateral Commission , Knights of Malta etc . The members of
those societies meet regularly to discuss how to bring about a New
World Order or one terrestrial government that will control every
citizen on Earth . To have an idea of how the Illuminati works the
link and the video could help . 90 , 91 The May 2009 Bilderbergers
conference in Athens was not covered by the controlled mass media
in Italy . But the Guardian newspaper sent a reporter that was
harassed by the Greek police, arrested twice and then released . It
seems that plotting against the world population is better done away
from the media spotlight . The Guardian reporter was Charlie
Skelton who had the intention of covering the Bilderberg conference
as a non serious , laughable affair , but after taking a few photographs
of the hotel where the members of the Bilderberg group were staying
he got stalked and harassed by the police . He realized then that the
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world doesn't need a secret group that plans to implant people ,
reduce the population , and give them an ID / credit card that can be
disabled if the human does not behave . It seems that the Bilderberger
group does not like publicity and for this reason there was no
coverage of the event by the major media network . But how is it
possible that there is no coverage of this meeting even though the
Bilderbergers are reported to be more important than the G8 group ?
Conspiring against the world population is better done in the dark .
The list of attendance is available on the Internet “ . There were 5
Italian attendees , but no news agency even bothered to send a
photographer or a journalist to Athens . A secret group that plans a
drastic reduction of the population and microchipping of every
individual is of no interest to the controlled Mass Media . Even the
current Italian PM is a Bilderberger and so is the government minister
Bonino . Recently we had in Government a PM who worked in the
past for the bank Goldman Sachs . This Bank helped to fleece the
Greek nation by helping it to enter the European Union by fraud .
That bank made a contract with the Greek Government to hide the
national debt of Greece by transfering it to the Goldman Sashs books
in exchange of a large sum of money and for a certain period of
time . In this way it could be hidden during an inspection of the
Greek budget by the EU accountants .

CHAPTER 22
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Tools of control : The economic system that does not work .
Napoleon Bonaparte said in 1815
"When a government is dependent upon bankers for money, they and
not the leaders of the government control the situation, since the
hand that gives is above the hand that takes... Money has no
motherland; financiers are without patriotism and without decency;
their sole object is gain."
The world has an economic system that basically is unstable and
does not work . There are many reason for the instability . One is the
interest on loans and the other is the globalization .
There is a manufacturer of clothing that has a factory outside Italy
where the pay of the workers is about 600 euro a month . The
company wants to shut down the factory and transport it about 500
Km away to another country where the average pay is 150 Euro .
This is shocking garbage allowed by that criminal organzation called
the European Union ! The interest of the globalists first of all and the
interest of the workers LAST . When a factory closes to move away
the onus of supporting the unemployed worker is on the State which
means the population . Nobody has ever explained to me
satisfactorally how two factories producing the same goods and
buying the raw materials from the open market and with the same
machinery can compete when one manufacturer pays a pittance to his
workers . The instability of the economic/ financial system has been
proven by past recurring disasters like 1929 and now . In a planet
that has finite resources , the present economic system preaches
growth of production , of population , of profit and of investment -in
other words inflation and worker slavery . The minimum common
denominator for wages in a globalized world is a cup of rice. That's
the reason why the multinational companies love setting up shop in
third world countries . Mankind must devise a new system to set the
price of manufactured goods and agricultural products . A return to
localization of production and import duties tailored to the salary of
the workers and the country . A lower wage at the point of
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production would correspond to a higher import duty in the
importing country . The import duty would vary according to
the average salary of the producing country .
In most developed countries workers have found that jobs have
became less permanent. Students have to get into debt to finish their
studies , and paying off the house results in paying twice the real
value of the property through the interest .
A document released by the Prague NGO conference of 2009 has
said about the current crisis that the current economic system has
failed and mankind should search for another . 93
Because the current economic model is unstable , various methods
are used to keep the system going . These methods range from regular
wars that have the purpose of stimulating the economy, to
intervention by government agents with a lot of money to prop up
and stabilize artificial prices in the stock exchange . For this a plunge
protection team is often employed .
The prices of precious metals, oil, food and other commodities are
heavily manipulated . There is no such thing as the “free market “ .
Regular wars is what is suggested in a report called “report from the
Iron Mountain “ . This report was prepared by a team of academics
and leaked later to the press . The report stated in 1966 that the
“world war industry “ accounts for one tenth of the whole world
economy . 94 The suggestion that arms factories should be converted
for the production of useful products is labeled as 'wishful thinking .
“Proposals to transform arms production into a beneficent scheme of
public works are more the products of wishful thinking than of
realistic understanding of the limits of our existing economic
system.”
and “The organization of a society for the possibility of war is its
principal political stabilizer. It is ironic that this primary function of
war has been generally recognized by historians only where it has
been expressly acknowledged--in the pirate societies of the
great conquerors. The basic authority of a modern state over its
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people resides in its war powers.
(There is, in fact, good reason to believe that codified law had its
origins in the rules of conduct established by military victors for
dealing with the defeated enemy, which were later adapted to apply
to all subject populations.) On a day to-day basis, it is represented by
the institution of police, armed organizations charged expressly with
dealing with "internal enemies" in a military manner. Like the
conventional "external" military, the police are also substantially
exempt from many civilian legal restraints on their social behavior.
In some countries, the artificial distinction between police and other
military forces does not exist. On the long-term basis, a government's
emergency war powers --inherent in the structure of even the most
libertarian of nations -- define the most significant aspect of the
relation between state and citizen.”
According to the report the break out of unplanned peace would
result in catastrophic breakdown of the military institutions .
It can be seen from the Report from the Iron Mountain that making
regular war is an important part of the USA system of
Government . The last paragraph really explains why the capitalist
system needs continuous wars to sustain itself .
A pdf file freely available documents “ A century of US military
interventions “ from the year 1890 to 1999 . 95
According to that document in 109 years there have been 130 US
military interventions which is on average more that one intervention
every year ! Today the USA is engaged in about 70 wars .
A civilization that needs to wage wars to survive economically is not
worth having . And what sort of civilization is that ? It should not
even be called civilization . When there are your fellow humans
living on 2 dollars a day ( 2 billion ) it is SLAVERY not civilization !
At the moment we have in the world a few “ wars of very long
duration “ like Iraq and Afghanistan . Victory for the globalist
western alliance is unlikely , but it may be the case that victory is not
required . What is required is a low intensity continuing guerrilla war
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with plenty of casualties among the native population. Only in Iraq
the casualties exceed 1.3 million people and the displaced 4 million .
While in Iraq one of the motivations for the war was the possession
of the oil fields . In Afghanistan one of the motivations is the
exploitation of the country's opium producing facilities for the
purpose of feeding the wholesale drug market which the CIA
manages . To get a perspective on why even NATO troops are in
Afghanistan it must be remembered that at the time of the Taliban
that country only produced, according to statistics 185 tons of drugs ,
but now under American occupation the production has shot up to
8200 tons . 96
Clearly the US army is stretched to the limit and so NATO is needed
to help . The money obtained from the drugs is channeled towards ,
building underground bases , financing secret scientific (black )
projects , mercenary armies , low intensity proxy wars , and also
coups d'etat in countries that do not accept USA hegemony . Some of
the modus operandi of the US empire was exposed in the Iran-Contra
affair .
The CIA smuggling of dope from Vietnam and Afghanistan and
South America has been very well documented elsewhere .
As the English and the French empires established the opium trade
in China and Indochina , the new empire of the US secret government
has a monopoly of the world wholesale drugs business . George Bush
Senior was instrumental in organizing the smuggling of dope in the
US as documented by William Cooper page 214. 97
In my view an economic system that needs continuous wars to
survive is not worth having . Making war on Iraq under the false
pretext of robbing the Iraqi people of their oil is really disgraceful
and criminal . Not only are wars necessary to support an economic
system that doesn't work but ridiculous market rules are in force in
western countries to prop up the markets .
In the EU and Australia I know of entire orange groves bulldozed
because the citrus import from other countries is cheaper . Recently
some Italian milk producers have been fined millions of Euro
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because of overproduction , this at a time when millions of people
starve in Africa , Asia and South America . Couldn't the milk be
converted into cheese and given to the starving people ?
The unemployment problem in the western world could be easily
resolved by slightly reducing the working week and salary of
employees of large firms so that more people could be employed .
A reduction of the working week hours from 40 to 35 would allow
the employment of 10 % more workers .
How the current economic system works is illustrated in an
excellent video that shows how the Reserve Bank of America
operates .The “Reserve Bank is a private bank with a misleading
name . It is not a “Reserve “ at all . It is a private bank that prints US
dollars from useless paper and the US government pays interest on
the nominal value of the paper money printed until the “ debt” is
extinguished . The video Zeitgeistmovie makes it very clear . 98
Over the years an enormous amount of money was printed and the
US government has been forced to pay back increasing amounts of
interest. Very soon the interest will be beyond the capacity of the
Government to pay . The printed money fraud is more gigantic than
any grandiose dream of the Mafia and it is organized and
administered by the Reserve banks which are privately owned .
“ Give me control over a nation's currency and I care not who makes
the laws “ . Mayer Amschel Rothschild
Awareness of the financiers' money scam is growing , especially with
the movement towards Internet news and away from the controlled
TV networks and printed newspapers . There are hints that
governments want to restrict and control the free flow of information
on the web . Everything in the so called “free market “is controlled
and manipulated , currencies , bonds , commodities , the stock
market and Precious Metals . The PM have been rigged for many
decades to give impression to the poor suckers that the toilet paper
dollar is a good investment . When rating agencies told potential
buyers that junk of dubious or no value such as CDA were rated
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AAA , it means that either the rating agencies are incapable of rating
or they are accomplices in a gigantic fraud .
The stock market is a giant casino where insiders profit most from
accurate information . Millions of stock market punters have learned
recently that the stock markets are rigged . Since 1989 there is a
mechanism in place nicknamed the Plunge Protection Team entrusted
with the purpose of limiting the stock price variations . Many stock
exchange floor workers have witnessed the Plunge Protection Team
in action , but the Government keeps a cover on the PPT
interventions . 99

CHAPTER 23
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Tools of control :
US government suppression of new energy devices
Thousand of inventions that could change the world and the way we
live have been suppressed , bought off , or classified under the label
of “national security “ . Some inventors have had suspicious
accidents or their laboratories been burned down .
All of the above criminality is to keep the world accustomned to the
current model of carefully manicured reality . Some people are afraid
that allowing new inventions out would change this make believe
reality forever . The list of accidents and strange deaths assciated with
inventors is getting longer . It seems that some inventors are offered
money to forget about their invention , and if they do not accept ,
become victims of accidents , or heart attacks or other strange
inexplicable deaths .
An automobile that runs on water has been proposed and successfully
demonstrated by many inventors , but as usual , the car makers
continue to produce cars that run on petrol . 100 This strategy is for
the very transparent purpose of keeping the population enslaved to
the bowsers of the petrol stations . It is no coincidence that the
bankers and petrol companies are the biggest lobby group funding
US political parties . This powerful group influences the government
in maintaining the status quo when thousands of patents that could
free individuals from the energy treadmill are kept under lock and
key .101 This link has a long list of casualties of this ongoing war of
suppression of information and ruthless control of everyday reality
and the destiny of mankind . We live in a make believe society ,
manufactured for the benefit of the crooks that control the banking
system and who want total control of every aspect of the life of
common citizens . There is widespread suspicion that . p 35 , the big
car manufacturers do not want cars running on zero point energy or
water and the big pharmacy companies do not want miracle cures that
send those companies broke . 102 Mankind today has technologies,
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hidden from the public , that are many decades more advanced than
what is available in the marketplace . Those advancements have been
obtained by :
1) Original human research .
2) Reverse engineering of captured or downed UFO .
3) Interaction with alien races and exchange of humans or goods to
obtain alien technology.
Following President Eisenhower's signing of a treaty with a race of
aliens in 1954 , new technologies were acquired by the US in
exchange for letting the aliens abduct humans for the alleged purpose
of medical monitoring . This was also on the condition that humans
would be returned to the point of abduction and would not remember
the event . The alien race's motivation for the abductions is the fact
that the alien race might be dying . Later the US government
discovered that the aliens were cheating and US weapons were
ineffectual against them . 103 The treaty with an alien race has
allowed earth sciences to progress beyond one's wildest dreams . The
1954 agreement permitting the aliens to kidnap a few humans for the
purpose of monitoring them , was not respected by the aliens . Today
there are reports of open warfare between Earth and some alien
invaders . In 1979 there was a conflict in Dulce between members of
US special forces and members of the tall alien race . 104 This is the
greatest secret that politicians and the PTB elite do not want common
people to know . There are hints of wild genetic experimentation
with hybrids , babies and women . There are new weapons that use a
variety of psychic devices , earthquake generating machines and
weather control technology . Mankind has now the means to reach
the stars thanks to reverse engineering of downed alien crafts . But at
what horrendous cost ? Every year there are hundreds of thousands of
missing people especially in the US but also in other countries . The
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politics of the world is totally linked to this alien problem and
politicians are trying everything to keep the lid on this secret . The
governments ridicule people that had contact with aliens , or
witsnessed alien landings . The ridicule is spread mostly from
government employee such as Unversity lecturers or researchers who
are prepared to tell lies . If they do not obey the government dictates
their government career is finished . Finding another job in the
research field or academia does not happen every day .......
If people knew that those they voted for , traded people with aliens ,
there would be a world revolution . People are conditioned not to
believe whistle blowers but they believe the government criminals .
The link below is the May 1995 lecture of Phil Schneider a mining
engineer who worked for many years building underground bases for
the US Government and was later eliminated by the government
criminals . He was present during a battle with the aliens . 104

CHAPTER 24
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Tools of control : The mass media and Hollywood
The way the mass media deals with the news is highly objectionable .
Certain news is ridiculed , debunked , ignored , relegated to the last
page of the newspaper or just labelled as "conspiracy theory " . The
subjects that continuosly get this treatment are UFO , alternative
medical cures , new energy , whistle blowers who reveal the modus
operandi of the secret societies linked to the Powers that Be ( PTB) .
106

When some interesting news about the above subjects comes out ,
the paid government debunkers and hatchet men appear to ridicule
the story , find some ludicrous explanation or imply that the author of
the revelations is mentally unstable or a publicity seeker .
Suppression of information is the name of the game for the corrupt
mass media outlets . There is a vast conspiracy between those mass
media organizations and the government to maintain the status quo .
Do the Jews run Hollywood ? Yes and more . 107
This is a very well known fact and on the Internet there is a long list
of filmmakers , producers and actors of Jewish background . There
are also very well known actors who are supporters of Zionism even
though their religion is not Judaism . With certainty I can say that
some actors are known to be collaborators of spy agencies. This is
common amongst Australian and American actors . By watching
some of the actors and the company they keep it is possible to
associate actors and actresses with Illuminati personalities who own
media empires known for daily distribution of propaganda ,
misinformation and truly biased Zionist drivel.
The movies are used also to hide real events in plain view . A classic
was the movie “Close Encounters of the Third Kind “ a thinly
disguised version of the real event in 1954 . 108 Cooper, William 204
Another movie that shows aspects of the perverted world of the
controllers is “ Eyes wide shut “ . There are film producers and
directors who are in close contact with the spook agencies . Infact
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some movies are inspired and financed by them . Occasionally
products come out of Hollywood that contain some message that
contains a bit of truth mixed with some fantasy . The TV productions
of Star Trek and Star Gate come to mind . Those programs were
made with the purpose of seeding the viewers with the idea of the star
gates . 109 The film with the actor Harrison Ford “Blade runner “
introduced the viewer to the idea of super human engineered
soldiers , who are now a reality . The same theme was visited again
with the movie “Terminator “ with Arnold Schwarzenegger . This
actor was also involved in another movie “Total recall “in which the
main character gets implanted memories of a holiday . Even this
technology is now available to certain spy networks . The behavior of
most world Governments on the UFO issue is really strange . In the
past decades , the government used paid agents and the mass media to
ridicule , slander , or debunk sightings or allege unbalanced
behavior on the part of witnesses of UFO sightings . Even planet
Venus has been used as a possible explanation for the sightings even
though that planet is not known to disappear as rapidly as an object
traveling at a speed of many thousands of kilometers per hour . But
the general public's curiosity has increased and people have
continued to search for the truth on many websites that have sprung
up on the internet documenting what the mass media will not talk
about . So now some governments have released some of their own
UFO files . What has caused this change of attitude ? Is the
population more prepared now to accept a UFO and alien reality than
it was in 1947 ? Certainly Hollywood has contributed with the series
Star Trek , Star Gate , and Lost in Space and many other works to the
opening of the minds of generations of kids that grew up from the
1960s onwards . Were those Hollywood film productions part of a
plan to condition the public to a possible future reality of which the
world governments have been secretly aware for over 60 years ? Will
disclosure ever happen ? We do not know but the French
Government as well as others , has released some UFO files . 110
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There is no doubt that the mass media is the compliant servant of the
government and will do what is necessary to please the masters .
The Mass media is the accomplice of the politicians who are
promoted to important positions . The corrupt mass media will
obligingly dispense daily garbage masquerading as NEWS but on
important matters will dispense daily fog to keep the customer
stupid . At times it is required from the Presstitute to invent some
casus belli for the next war for resources .
A search can find many examples in history when the US
government did manufacture a casus belli aided by the compliant
mass media . In more naive times the US mass media controlled the
population more completely than now . Those were the times before
the advent of the internet when the official lies , cover-ups would take
a long time to surface . Today there is more critical dissection of the
news and goverment actions on the internet especially after the psyoperation on the world called the 9/11 outrage . There are
increasingly more people who go on the world wide web to read the
news not distorted by lies , omission and propaganda . The mass
media and Hollywood are accomplices in the task of controlling the
population . For example the gulf of Tonkin incident used to justify
the Vietnam war 111 and the sinking of the Lusitania which was
orchestrated with the purpose of bringing the US on the side of the
French and English in WWI . It has been proven that the Lusitania
was carrying US munitions for England . The US Media used this
incident to convince public opinion of the necessity of intervention
in the war in Europe . 112 There was also the sinking of a US warship
“Maine “ in Havana . This was used by the US government to wage
war against Spain and take over colonies such as Cuba and the
Philippines .
In the USA and Australia a few groups control most of the non
government information networks . Those groups of networks control
the radio stations , television stations, cable networks , film
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distribution companies , music production labels and newspaper
networks . 113
Even the music industry is heavily manipulated by the secret
services . On the web you can find articles documenting how many
famous musicians have been found to come from military families
.Some famous music performers have admitted to be followers of
Satan .
CHAPTER 25
Tools of control : the faked history of mankind and Alien
connections
History has been faked by methods such as omission of facts or
planting partially or entirely false information to hide the true
events . Our human history books are full of lies. There were
probably other advanced civilizations on this planet long before
modern man but the “ official history books “ do not mention them .
You have only to look at the pyramids and the sphinx to realize that
the current archaeological explanations do not make sense . The idea
that tens of thousands of slaves worked for many decades to build
those marvels is just ludicrous . According to many whistle blowers
the so called authorities know that mankind is the product of various
genetic manipulations performed by alien visitors . This explains the
sudden appearance of modern man on the face of the Earth . It
appears that some alien group is still in control of the political affairs
of this planet via human accomplices . By observing the inhumanity
of the world economic decision . It is possible to conclude that non
humans are in control . There is plenty of speculation about direct
control of certain politicians by alien entities . The policies emanating
from those controlled politicians show a total disregard for human
needs .The US mass media is heavily controlled and concentrated in
the hands of a few as is well documented at this link . 113
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For the purpose of this book we are not going to delve into the very
remote past of mankind , just a brief look at some very recent history
will do . Here is a list of just a few recent historical lies widely
propagated by the controlled Mass Media for the creation of a case
for war against Saddam Hussein . 114:
Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction .
There was a link between Saddam and Al Queda .
Saddam purchased uranium from Niger .
The USA knew the exact location of WMD .
Amongst the biggest lies is this “ a group of Al Queda armed with
box cutters committed the 9/11 atrocity “
But the above examples are the latest in a long sequence of lies
planted by the victors of WWII .
The sad part is that with the end of WWII one bunch of criminals
lost to another bunch of criminals and the losers have been those that
fought and died for nothing the monster that people fought , Nazism,
has raised its head in the western world again . Everything we have
been told about the reasons for WW2 are false . Hitler was funded by
English and American interests and the revolution of 1917 in Russia
was also funded by Illuminati interests . 115
Not only our past and recent history has been manipulated , our
science is heavily doctored and new ideas that do not fit in the
general scientific picture are ridiculed , ignored and in extreme cases
the authors are punished . The scientific establishment is notorious
for ostracizing their members when scientific dogma is challenged .
Everything we have been told about space exploration is lies .There
are two space programs- one public with rocket exploration and one
secret with reverse engineered alien vehicles . Rocket Technology has
limited use in space exploration because the rockets have limited
payload . Considering the enormous distances involved exploring
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the solar system they become impractical and time consuming .
NASA has been lying to the public about space exploration and
released photographs of the Moon and Mars that have been falsified
or doctored . The above facts have been well
documented in the best seller “ Dark Mission” by authors Richard
Hoagland and Mike Bara . 116 On page 440 Richard Hoagland
documents the moment when in 1976 the Viking landed on Mars and
started sending color pictures .The crowd of scientists , journalists
and technicians saw a landscape not dissimilar to that of the State of
Arizona with blue sky and brownish soil . But after a couple of
hours , technicians were sent around to change the mix of the color in
the TV monitors such that the stripes of the US flag acquired a
purple color . From this incident , it is obvious that the controllers
would not allow the truth about Mars to come out . In the Disclosure
Project website there are testimonies of people who worked for
NASA and alphabet agencies who were employed as professional retouchers of photographs of the Moon and other bodies in the solar
system . The reality of UFOs , aliens , was exposed on the
“disclosure project website “ by courageous people who put their
reputation on the line .117Since then more and more whistle blowers
have come out to warn the public about the 60 years of government
coverups, total control of public appointments and the rigging of
every aspect of our society . There is a massive theft of government
money that disappears into the black hole of the Military -Industrial
complex to build underground bases to accomodate the "elite " in
case of Earth problems , for secret programs to develop cutting edge
weapons , for man made UFOs , secret space exploration and
biological experiments . 118 , 119 Those deceptions have been
implemented for the ultimate purpose of achieving total control of the
population and keeping secret the Earth's governments interaction
with alien nations . When electors in the USA , Australia and other
countries vote , they are manipulated into choosing personalities
whose careers were carefully guided and enhanced with the help of
hidden powers.
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CHAPTER 26
The Italy I found .
I returned to live here in Italy after an absence of 38 years. I found
that some of the bad habits and most of the grave faults of Italian
society are still the same as they were 38 years ago . I had visited
Italy several times while residing in Australia. But what really
happens in a society is hard to fathom unless an observer reads
newspapers regularly and follows the politics. There is no substitute
for total immersion in a country's culture . At first sight , from my
observation , the judicial system does not appear to be totally under
the control of secret powers although it is not excluded that those
powers might have some influence as indicated by the Magistrate De
Magistris in a recent TV interview . At the moment there are still
court proceedings against associates of the Italian PM Berlusconi ,
an unthinkable situation in other countries . Laws “ad hominem “
( for the benefit of one person ) have been passed by the Italian
Parliament for the purpose of protecting the interests of one person
only . This fact has caused a lot of talk internationally about the
nature of “democracy “in Italy . But , at least here in Italy it is
generally known by the public that the laws are not equal for
everyone while in some other countries the secret services
are used to protect the interests of politicians even decades after their
death and nobody knows about it . Australia is an obvious user of the
secret services to protect the hidden interests of a few … Italy is
,without any doubt , a badly administered country with rampant
corruption amongst some of the politicos and the arteriosclerotic
public administration . Everybody knows of corrupted politicians ,
the Mafia problem , the Catholic church albatross and a long list of
other problems that need to be resolved . In Anglo-Saxon countries
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those things are much more hidden and a lot of citizens haven't got a
clue about the amount of control and corruption in the system . But
despite those impediments in Italy the health services work. There is
some work.
The food is natural and excellent. Public transport exists and it works
and there is an appearance of freedom. But in effect the mass media
is partially free as indicated by a web site that specializes in
monitoring press freedom around the world .
Reporters without borders rate Italy at no. 39 in their scale and it
means in effect a country partially free .
Top of the list are Denmark ,Finland , Iceland , Netherlands ,
Norway , Slovakia and Switzerland . The US is at the 23 rd place . The
UK is 30th and Australia at 41st is placed even lower than Italy. 121
Sending a letter to protest the quality of street cleaning , most likely
will not provoke any response . Sending a letter to the Chief of police
about gangstalking will cause two government employees to lie to
your face telling you that their department doesn't do things like that !
Even though their code of conduct demands that they should be
diligent , impartial and of good behavior , the code is there to be
ignored . Even the Attorney Generals disobey their own codex of
behavior and letters of protest sent to them are put in the garbage
bin ! I sent a letter to Attorney General of Trieste ( Procuratore della
Repubblica di Trieste ) a couple of years ago . Still waiting for an
answer . A strange phenomenon develops in Italy when journalists or
comics become very popular. Suddenly they find themselves without
an
employer.
It
is
the
Italian
version
of blackballing. Even RAI, the Italian state radio and TV network ,
obeys the dictates of Berlusconi and satirists who send up or offend
politicians suffer the consequences - unemployment .
The common folks just try to survive the best they can but it could
be much better without a caste of hangers on documented by the
book of Sergio Rizzo and Gian Antonio Stella “ La Casta “ p84 . 122
Like in India some people belong to a CASTE . The politicians are a
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caste of permanently employed individuals that collect a very large
monthly salary for doing mostly nothing . Their job will be to
perpetuate their position in a confortable chair and a political party .
If the party they are in now is losing supporters , joining a new
promising party might be required . Some individuals have admitted
to having received money from the condemned individual called
Berlusconi . There are individuals that have been in Parlament for
over 50 years . Every activity in Italy has the possibility of becoming
a racket . Here are some :
the racket of the medical profession , the pharmacists , the dentists,
the politicians , the catholic church , the MAFIA , the accountants ,
the Ndrangheta even the driving schools are a racket and not to forget
government employees . The exam papers from the driving school are
full of incomprehensible questions that very often are not relevant to
the subject . All of this to trip over the driving school candidate with
vague questions that will cause people to fail the exam and spend
more money on driving school fees .
There have been numerous cases of citizens taken in custody by the
police forces and who died in custody after been beaten up .
Investigations on those deaths often are derailed because the police
investigates the actions of the police . Just like Dracula investigating
the blood bank .
Problems have arisen where members of the police have been
accused of crimes and the guilty could not be identified because there
was no identification number of any type on the uniform and the hat .
We have here in Italy an anonymous Police force that cannot be
sued . The mentality of police officers seems to have been formed at
the time of the Fascism even though we are living 80 years after that
regime . At the finish of WW2 a new label was attached to the
description of what type of country Italy is : Democracy . The
previous label was Fascism . But actually nothing has changed only
tho hot air exiting the mouth of politicians . Changes in the modus
operandi of the Italian police force are only superficials .
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Public officials have no Accountability and answer to nobody .
The secret services are out of control and under the farce of “ Secret
of state “ can commit any crime . No state official will ever answer
any letter of complaint not even members of Parliament that pretend
to be defenders of Human Rights . Italy has signed the Universal
Declara tion of Human Rights but, that is another of the many Laws
and regulations approved but ignored . Any BS operation is labeled “
segreto di Stato “| ( Secret of state ) . The Italian state criminals can
slander people , visit relatives to alienate them and pay neighbors to
spy . They behave just like the MAFIA .Protest letters are mostly
ignored and put in the garbage bin . Public officials often are
employed in seemingly important offices that actually do
NOTHING . Those highly paid jobs are probably awarded as a
reward or family connections .
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CHAPTER 27
Socially backward laws
In some Italian cities new ordinances that heavily fine people for
urinating in a public place have appeared and are being enforced but
there is no sign of public urinals and there are no garbage baskets .
On Sunday it seems that a curfew is on. All shops are closed and
very few establishments such as coffee shops , pubs or restaurants are
open. It seems that nobody looks after the needs of visitors . From a
social point of view , Italy seems stuck in a time warp . In Italy the
problem of the public toiletes has not been resolved . Going to a
Railway station toilets turns you off forever from public toilets .
Toilet seat broken , urinals broken and water missing . According to
public administrators not servicing the public toilets saves
money !!!!! and entices more visitors to come and visit !
There is no minimum hourly wage , and the salaries are not linked to
the cost of living , but curiously the taxes , rents and other costs are .
It is a recipe for reducing the standard of living of the population. We
have reached a point where people cannot continue any longer and it
is demonstrated by small business escaping to neighboring regions
like Austria, Slovenia and Switzerland where the taxation levels are
about 25 % instead of up to 68 % . Even the founder of the Ford
company knew that if he paid good salaries to his workers , they
could afford to buy his cars. That lesson has not been learnt in Italy .
In this way the ruling class has eroded the purchasing power of the
workers and in a consumer society it has disastrous effects . The
worker Organizations or Unions and the parties at the left of the
political spectrum seem to be opposed to indexing salaries according
to the cost of living. It seems that there a synchronized agenda in
place that allows taxes to go up but not salaries .
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The average salary in Italy is one of the lowest in the EU . There is
an outmoded device that determines how much tax businesses will
be paying every year. It is called the “study of sectors “ . With this
system the performance of entire sectors of the economy is
determined by practitioners of the dismal science that goes under the
name of “economics “ . It does not matter if a number of businesses
did not do as well as predicted. They have to pay the tax that has been
determined by the study of sectors . According to this yardstick
businessmen have to pay according to the square meters occupied by
the business and not by the net income . The tax might reach 68 %
of the net income . Recently hundreds of firms have escaped from the
Italian taxation Regime . The Government Officials blame this
epidemic of escapes on tax evasion and don't see that government
taxes are massively excessive . High taxes could be tolerable if
services to the public worked well . The problem here in Italy is that
most government services are falling apart .
While other European countries have social laws light years ahead
of Italy , in this country laws such as those giving more rights to “de
facto “ couples or legalization of prostitution are strongly contested
because of Vatican influence . In fact almost everyday the
controlled media reports the inane opinion of some Vatican prelate
on the business of the Italian state and no politicians dares telling him
to take a jump . We have in Italian territory a parasitic state , the
Vatican , that doesn't pay taxes , interferes with Italian matters and
is protected by the controlled mass media that reports on any BS
going on in the Vatican .
The Pope appears on the balcony to say a bunch of BS to his
followers and the Tv cameras must be there . But nobody talks about
the massacre of Canadian kids sponsored by the Church in recent
times . Nobody mentions the story of the Magdalens ( the unmarried
mothers ) treated as slaves or worse in catholic convents ...... All
conveniently forgotten . The right to die is another hot potato that so
called leaders are eager to sidestep .
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As the list of attendees of the 2009 Bildberger conference held in
Athens recently attests , Italian politicians are represented in this
group that tries to control the destiny of humanity . So in Italy as in
other so called democracies there is a situation where both main
political parties are controlled by the New World Order . Even laws
about discrimination of women in the work force are not enforced
and the disparity of salary between men and women is one of the
highest in Europe . 123
The gulf between the rich minority and the average worker is getting
wider . Italy is only behind the USA and Portugal in this dismal
statistic . The absence of a minimum wage makes Italy a paradise
for the exploitation of illegal immigrants who are often forced to live
in shanty towns for extremely low wages .
In Italy women are for decoration and are used as sex objects as
demonstrated by some television network's fixation with the “veline “
phenomenon . Titillating the television audience every night on prime
time TV with young Veline , actually young ladies scantily dressed
behaving often as “ go- go dancers “ is the obsession of the
television networks. It seems that television production of good
documentaries or programs of a higher standard is no longer required
in Italy . The TV audience
is bombarded with inane talk shows , long advertising spells, a lot of
commentary on soccer and news readers that confuse news items
with show-biz . In Italy there are no private medical centers
fashioned in the same way as in Australia. However there are still
personal doctors , that in my opinion are much less vulnerable to
infiltration and manipulation by the secret services .
The Italian newspapers concentrate mostly on printing national or
local news and the coverage of foreign news is very limited .
There seems to be a very superficial understanding of what really
happens in the US possibly due to the fact that English is a foreign
language and not many people speak it fluently . Most of the
newspapers including the organ of the Italian Communist party
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l'Unita' fell heavily for the Obama election strategy of “change “
and so many Italian commentators seem to think that Obama is
genuine even though as he speaks of extending a hand in peace to the
Iranian government , the CIA uses $400 million dollars to provoke a
colour revolution in Iran .
All this while in Pakistan and Afghanistan remote controlled drones
kill dozens of people at a time and most of the victims are innocent
civilians . 124
In Italy an inferiority complex prevails about the US in general ,
possibly due to 60 years of brainwashing of the population and the
spread of US military bases throughout Italy since the end of WW2 .
Most commentators ignore the fact that to be a presidential candidate
a person must be able to raise many millions of dollars from
supporters and be prepared to sell himself to the bankers and
armaments manufacturers . In the 2008 campaign the backers of Mr.
Obama spent over 700 million dollars .
So in exchange for this huge sum what will Mr. Obama do to repay
the favour ? This important fact is totally ignored by the Italian mass
media commentators. Most of those people have difficulties with the
English language and did not once mention the candidate Ron Paul .
The mantra often repeated in Italy is that every person in the US can
aspire to become the President of that country. Nothing is more false .
Only a few people can aspire to the Presidency and must be vetted by
the New World Order king makers.
The USA presidential election campaign is viewed by the Italian
superficial media commentators as a legendary event of an exemplary
democracy at work . Very little mention is made of the non
exemplary fact that the US Congress and Senate members are all
heavily supported and bought by lobby groups that push the interests
of bankers , oil companies and armaments makers . A potential
presidential candidate must also genuflect to the altar of the Jewish
lobby groups .
Few people have realized that electing a person of different ethnicity
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was a marketing ploy and nothing or very little will change . The real
measure of change would be apparent if there were a marked
departure from the way the US administration deals with the policies
of continuous wars for resources , continuation of the encirclement of
rival states , continuation of the destabilizing and demonizing of
states that do not accept US bases on their territories or US
supremacy . As things stand now , it appears that in Italy the true
nature of Obama has been revealed . He is known now as the Drone
king . Even according to some Italian “lefties “ Iran's bid for nuclear
power is a deadly sin but the apartheid state of Israel having more
than 200 atomic weapons is OK . When referring to the population's
resistance to US occupation in Afghanistan and Iraq , the Italian press
speaks of “terrorism “ and Islamic extremism , but the media does not
dare to call successive US administrations terrorist , administrations
such as those that have butchered more than one million people in
Iraq alone . It seems that terrorism is a monopoly of the Muslims not
western powers. The trials of some associates of Mr Berlusconi and
the trial of the secret services people responsible for the Abu Omar
kidnapping case make me feel that Italy is not a complete fraud as in
the case of Australia and other Anglo-Saxon countries. Despite the
maladministration , the mafia , the church interference , the caste of
politicians that hangs on in politics for a lifetime, Italy does deal
openly with its demons. The following story about the G8 in Genoa
to me is a demonstration that the Powers that Be in Italy, those hidden
behind the curtain don't have complete control of the judicial system
even though this does not work very well and is very , very slow .
In 2001 there was a G8 summit in Genoa. There were riots and
police charges and over 90 demonstrators were hospitalized . There
has been a trial and a few low ranking police people were condemned
to periods in jail . This fact alone indicates that , here in Italy , even
though the scapegoats are low ranking police officers at least
something happened to give an appearance that justice has been done
Another case that made headlines in Italy and the world is the Abu
Omar case .
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CHAPTER 28
The Abu Omar case
Only a few years back , at the height of the mass media orchestrated
hysteria about presumed Islamic terrorism , Abu Omar, a Muslim
cleric resident in Italy, was kidnapped by the CIA with the tacit
support of the Italian secret police for the purpose of “interrogation “
and torture in Egypt 125. Most states of the EU have allowed free
passage and re-fueling of airplanes of the CIA in their territory. The
EU’s secret services knew that “extraordinary rendition “ was about
torture . 126
At the moment the Abu Omar trial is finished and the Chief of the
Italian secret services and his Deputy are amongst the 28 accused
people . It would be interesting to see how this will develop . One
thing is for sure , it would never happen in an Anglo-Saxon country .
This is what I call good compensation for some other negative
experience that comes with Italian residence .
I have no faith that in the same circumstances , something similar
would happen in an Anglo Saxon country . Just to illustrate the point
a bit better it pays to go over what happened in England in the Jean
Charles de Menezes case . He was the Brazilian electrician shot dead
by the London police at the height of British Services “black
operation “ called by the mass media “ the London bombing “
devised to scare the local public about so called “ islamic terrorism “.
The Police that killed the Brasilian electrician in the London Metro
are still unpunished. There was an inquest but the result was a
whitewash . In 2006 in Great Britain a new branch of the police
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force
was
secretly
established.
It
is
called
the
“ Fixated Threat Assessment Center “ and it's purpose is to detain so
called suspects without due process of law.
This unit can detain a person indefinitely just on the “opinion “ of
some faceless bureaucrat who determines that the person in question
may be a danger to themselves or others . This police unit uses
psychiatrists because they operate above the law . 127 Once a person
is deemed by a psychiatrist to be a danger to himself or to others he
or she can be kept at the whim of the police and incarcerated without
chance of appeal , review or trial .
In Australia and the US the political parties are different in name
only and they are owned lock stock and barrel by the forces of the
New World Order . Every alert person would notice that there is no
change in foreign policy or the main economic dogma of
globalization and privatization of every service and utility still in the
hands of the government . Whether the party winning the election is
either Labor or Liberal , left or right , the result is the same. Foreign
policy means blind obedience to the dictates of Washington.
In Italy the Powers That Be who operate behind the curtains are
trying desperately to convert Italy to a two political party state like
Australia and the USA. Presumably the reason is that the heads of
just two parties are easier to buy and control . To achieve the goal of
two political parties , Italian members of parliament have been
experimenting with the idea that the political party which gets more
votes in the election should get a bonus such that it could govern
without political alliance . Under this scenario a political party that
gets 35% of the vote , assuming that this is the party with most votes
would get a bonus such that it's overall number of representatives in
Parliament would account for 55% of the total . This , in my view is
not democracy at all . When I left Italy in the late 1960s , there were
many political parties with representation in the Senate and Chamber
of Deputies . Today a lot of political parties are no longer represented
in parliament or are moribund . To better explain the current political
reality , an observer must go back in time to find out what a secret US
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government organization did to Italy and the rest of Europe at the
time that the so called “communist peril “ was at its peak . The
Powers that Be in the US were concerned about the voting tendency
of the Italian populace . There was a real danger that US occupied
Italy would have a communist government in Rome with the support
of the Social Communist party .
This possibility was unacceptable to those engaged in the cold war
against Soviet Russia . So an invisible secret army was financed for
the purpose of “ staying behind “ in Italy and engaging in terrorism
and sabotage against the possible communist government in Rome .
This secret stay behind army was called Gladio, the name for the
Roman soldiers' short sword .
In Italy between 1960 and 1980 many terrorist acts occurred .
Some of the terrorist acts were inspired by fascist elements, and
masonic groups . The aim was to destabilize the nation and to
brainwash the population with the artificially created threat of “red
terrorism “ when the real perpetrators were fascist sympathizers.
Even the role of the Italian Secret services is not clear . There are
suspicions about the death of a couple of judges and a other
massacres .In today's reality political parties from the left have been
decimated , but also a major party called “ Democrazia Cristiana “
suffered the same fate . This was the party that governed Italy for
decades after WW2 . This political earthquake was caused by the
corruption exposed by the “Mani Pulite” (clean hands) investigation
but also thanks to internecine conflicts between different factions of
the left and terrorist acts often blamed on the extreme left but
perpetrated secretly by fascist sympathizers as documented by the
author Daniele Ganser. In his document he tells about the stay behind
secret armies established by the CIA during the days of the Cold War
in a lot of western countries especially in Europe . 128
As can be seen the excuse was to retain control of Italy .
Today , we can see that past actions by the “Gladio “ operators have
born fruit . Italy is today run by a combination of right wing , center
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right , Northern regions League and Christians who obey the
dictates of the church .
A lot of business men ended up in jail for corruption and other
crimes . But that was in 1992-1994 .
Today it seems that business is back to normal for the corrupt and
those that have no respect for the laws or the constitution of Italy .
The amazing thing is that Italian people vote for candidates that
have been condemned by the courts or are known to have been
repeatedly investigated by the law enforcement agencies . The track
record of the Italian voters is very dubious to say the least . In the
1960 s there was a case of an election in Sardinia . A pair of shoes
was promised to the voters by one of the parties contesting that
election. One shoe was made available immediately and the other
after the election . Of course the party offering the shoes won the
election .
The case of an Italian PM that should be disqualified from public
office for conflict of interest is also grabbing the attention of world
commentators .
Corruption in the building industry plays a part in the destruction
caused by the recent earthquake in Abruzzo .
The earthquake in Abruzzo has brought to light another huge
problem which is only a part of the general malaise caused by the non
observance of the laws of the land . It seems that in Italy laws are
passed and then promptly forgotten or not applied as in the case of
building industry regulations in areas at risk of earthquakes .
According to many Italian newspapers the damage to many
relatively modern buildings was caused by the concrete used in those
constructions. It had too much sea sand and not enough cement .
According to what an expert in Earthquake engineering said on the
website of Financial Times .com a similar earthquake of similar
strength would have caused minimal damage in California : 129
Investigators are now taking samples of faulty recently built
apartment blocks, built with poor concrete to sand mixture . Some
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people speculate on the strong possibility that the hand of organized
crime might be responsible for infiltrated construction firms .
“ Le morti bianche “ ( the white deaths ) is the definition of the
disgraceful phenomenon of people that die unnecessarily at work ,
often because safety regulations are totally disregarded by the
employer . It is patently obvious that the laws in Italy exist but are
rarely applied . There are 8 police forces in Italy for a total
325.000 . This is the highest “per capita “ number of police officers
in Europe . Great Britain with a comparable population has only
125.000 police employed . 130 At times there are articles in
newpapers complaining that the police forces haven't got sufficient
money to do their job but they have a couple of million euro to keep
us under observation , monitored and stalked .
Such a high number of police forces and personnel causes
duplication of material expenses , duplication of tasks and
extraordinary waste . It is ironic that both the police forces and the
secret services of one of the most policed countries in the world are
suspected of collusion with the Mafia . 131 There are certain areas in
the south of Italy in which the State is absent and the Mafia
provides some services to the population .
“The police with their cars in the garage “ . This is the title of an
article that appeared in the “Repubblica “ website 16 February 2009 .
132 That article documented the insufficient funds allocated to the
Police force even to repair cars for everyday use .

CHAPTER 29
Why the plan of the New World Order will not work .
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The use of indiscriminate weapons such as wars of conquest
masquerading as “humanitarian wars “ ,wars using CIA paid Al
Queda are no longer succeeding . Syria is an example . The public
doesn't fall anymore for the tricks of ONG working on destabilization
of countries . When unemployment in the USA reaches 30 % across
the nation , most people will realize that the US government has
betrayed them . Every person will be on his own and that will be the
time when the worst human characteristics will be on display . Law
and order will disintegrate and in some cases payback time will
arrive . The printing of money will cause inflation and the dollar's
purchasing power will be greatly reduced . Under such conditions
even the military and police lower ranks will start to question the
wisdom and orders of their superiors .
It would be interesting to see the military’s reactions when they
realize that the empire for which they have been fighting hasn’t got
the money to pay then a decent salary …..
The world will realize that a new world could be at hand . A world in
which bankers no longer control the government and perhaps every
human would have the right to a roof , medical health , education and
a meaningful job .
Already we are witnessing major banks going bust or being rescued
by government money , the very supporters (banksters ) of the New
World Order scam are suffering and so are millions of innocent
workers whose pension funds are sinking . The humble and gullible
foot soldiers in the police force , the secret services , the armed forces
are going to suffer the same fate as the population. In fact those
people are totally expendable . Unknowingly those foot soldiers have
been instrumental in zealously performing their duty by taking part
in the harassment of dissenters and enemies of the Illuminati and their
reward will be zero . With the future micro chipping of the
population , if it is allowed to happen at all , the New World Order
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controllers will have unparalleled power over the population. A
person could be disconnected from the system at a click of a mouse
and indirectly condemned to a life of scavenging for food in the
garbage bins with no shelter , no medical service and no job .
Disobedience or non compliance with the rules of the new society by
an individual will make him or her disposable and classified as a
useless eater not worth feeding . A person would become a non entity
and could even be killed by remote control .
In the new world according to the theory of the Illuminati , with
humans all micro chipped the job of the current servants of the New
World Order becomes obsolete . In such a world the retarded foot
soldiers that at the moment cooperate with the government by spying
on their neighbours will be rendered completely useless by
new technology .
It would be interesting to see the reaction of those foot soldiers when
the food disappears from the shelves of the supermarkets and the
money is worth very little . It will be interesting to see the reaction of
the population if and when the famous Fema camps (concentration
camps ) come into operation and people are interned with the feeble
excuse that having a different opinion is a terrorist act . It will be
interesting to see if the New World Order tries to implement
compulsory vaccinations . There are millions of guns in the USA and
I would not be surprised if they are used by the population in self
defense against government officials . Surely events like this should
destroy whatever vestige of confidence the average citizen would still
have in the government . That will be the time when the true
allegiance of the foot soldiers will be tested . What will be evident
will be the complete betrayal of the people by the elite . By that time
the “ elite “ will have probably disappeared in secret army
underground bases designed to stand up against the siege of the angry
mob and possible Earth changes happening currently . I suspect that
this PTB grand plan is not going to succeed . If the NWO fails we

could witness a hunt for the NWO kingpins with bounty hunters
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chasing them to their hiding places .
There are too many people who are awakened and are awakening
every day in regard to the controlled reality of this existence . There
is no need to depopulate the planet. There is no need for
microchipping humans . There is plenty of food for humans
but a lot of food could be better utilized and better distributed . Plenty
is wasted . Think about grain fed beef !
There is no need to be slaves of the petrol bowser but it is time that
the parasitic controllers be destroyed. Only then will mankind be
really free .
“In the councils of government, we must guard against the
acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought,
by the Military Industrial Complex. The potential for the disastrous
rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.
We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our
liberties or democratic processes." Dwight D. Eisenhower 1961
“The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society;
and we are as a people inherently and historically opposed to secret
societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. We decided long
ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of
pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which are cited to justify
it. “ John F. Kennedy
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Epilogue
Lyn and I have succeeded in escaping from Australia , the New
World Order bastion . The gang stalking is still going on but in a
watered down fashion . Lyn is now an Italian citizen and cannot be
exported anymore on some technicality .
In this long saga we have come to some conclusions.. There are
certain types of crime that are absolutely unforgivable .
But basically , the gangstalking crime is part of a larger and deeper
disease , the disease caused by a society deeply controlled by white
collar criminals that have been playing this game for centuries and
probably millennia . We human have let parasites rule this world and
abrogated our responsibility by allowing governments to do things
on our behalf . We are now approaching the 10 th anniversary since
the spooks became visible to us . But we know that the spooks were
in our life for a much longer time undercover .
Our search was just like a single domino falling down and causing
the fall of the others . This could be why the spooks are harassing
us . They think that we are the conspirators . They have shifted the
blame conveniently from their own guilty camp .
Going back over the past , we cannot believe what level of
incompetence ASIO has shown . An organization that thinks it can
control the life of people from cradle to the grave , must have some
serious problems with reality . Those people who think they pull the
strings are incapable of thinking in independent , constructive ,
intelligent ways . Their modus operandi seems to be welded to
achieving control of people by any means ,whether legal or illegal .
This is really why this operation has ended in failure . The highly
paid halfwits at the top of the secret services never considered the
possibility of “failure “ and the dreadful consequences for the state
and the judicial system’s image . The exposure to the world of the
way certain families of Illuminati operate in Australia using the secret
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services is another nail in the coffin of the New World Order .
A number of high fliers and probably their spouses are involved in
this debacle and have been exposed as high class criminals and
traitors . The reality today it that most politicians are traitors who
have sold out to the interests of the MAFIA style would be controllers
of the world . It is unbelievable that a more humane solution could
not have been worked out a long time ago . It would have saved the
Secrets Services tens of millions of dollars and a lot of
embarrassment to the government . A win- win solution for
everybody .
Lyn should have been informed of her real family background and
when she finished university should have been offered a job in
Europe and the problem would have been solved permanently with
everybody happy . The struggle Lyn and myself are involved in is of
utmost importance for us but also for the Australian government .
The New World Order branch that controls Australia is in the process
of being exposed and the puppet masters are getting desperate .
We are glad that we have contributed unknowingly, by not falling so
far into the traps of the Italian and Australian Secret police , to the
exposure of the New World Order . When we escaped from Australia
we did not know about the long time planning strategy used by the
spooks to instal their people in important positions and did not know
the extent of the corruption and control of the New World Order .
Our problems with the spooks have forced us to embark on a journey
of discovery of how the world really works . Now we view ourselves
as pioneers in the struggle for freedom , between the awakened
population of the world and the criminal Illuminati , that seeks to
enslave and microchip every human .
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